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Abstract
Although data is very valuable in every organization, it must be processed in order to be
useful. Data mining is a collection of techniques which find patterns and associations in
raw data, and classify or cluster the items according to their attributes. Related data is
normally distributed among two or more parties in different configurations, and mining
can be done in an accurate and useful way for all parties involved, on all data collections.

However, security and privacy often represent crucial requirements in different scenarios
as organizations and parties involved may not want to disclose their own private information to each other. Assuring adequate and verifiable security and privacy in these
scenarios faces various challenges. One such challenge is whether proposed protocols can

be used over public channels, such as the internet. There are many applications running
on the world wide web among multiple parties in which different subsets of the parties,
in the intermediate steps, need to exchange private information. However, over public
channels, other parties will also receive that information, which can then compromise
the privacy of the whole protocol. Another possible issue is whether the complete final
result of a privacy-preserving protocol can be broadcasted to, or be received by all parties involved, which in return may cause leakage of private data belonging to each party.
For instance, if the final decision tree is known by all parties, some private patterns

owned by a party could be disclosed to the others. Collusion attacks can pose another
security challenge in multi-party settings. For example, it may be possible that in a
given protocol, two or more conspiring parties can learn about private data owned by
one or more other parties, even if they correctly follow the protocol steps. Finally, it
may be desirable to design incremental versions of privacy-preserving protocols to improve both security and efficiency. Such algorithms can decrease the amount of data
which is exchanged through the intermediate steps of the protocols and can also efficiently use some previous results to update and prepare final aggregate knowledge using
new incoming data. These will increase the levels of security and efficiency of the protocols, while decreasing the amount of memory needed to store previous data for future
use. To address these and related problems, in this thesis we have designed new secure

building blocks and privacy-preserving data mining protocols, while considering their
performance in terms of security and efficiency. Our building blocks, and the resulting
protocols which take advantage of these blocks such as decision trees, fc-means clustering,
and association rule mining, can be implemented over public channels, have a balanced
distribution of the final results, and are resistant to collusion attacks. We have also used
these blocks to design novel privacy-preserving protocols for some popular learning and
?

data mining techniques, such as Bayesian networks and neural networks, in particular

perceptron, back-propagation and /C2 algorithms. We have also proposed incremental
learning versions of some of these protocols. Detailed complexity and security analyses
for the proposed protocols are also provided along with different experimental results
for the secure building blocks and the main protocols to show their performance and
applicability to various real world applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we first briefly review the definitions of data mining, privacy-preserving

data mining protocols, different security approaches on these techniques, their advantages
and drawbacks. Next, some preliminary definitions required for the subject of this thesis

and the following chapters are presented, such as the definition of privacy, different types
of parties in terms of their security behavior, and cryptographic algorithms and tools
used in various privacy-preserving protocols. Then our motivations for this work and the
main contributions of the thesis will be presented, followed by a discussion on datasets
we have used in the experiments for each proposed protocol. Finally, thesis organization
is explained at the end of this chapter.

1.1

Data Mining

The process of figuring out the important, and hidden, patterns and associations from a
set of data is called Data Mining. With rapid increase in the amount of data in different
fields, various data mining techniques have an essential role in creating a set of automatic and algorithmic tools to efficiently and accurately generate useful information and
knowledge from raw data. Data mining has a very wide range of applications in marketing, government, and science. These techniques are normally used in two processes. The
first one is prediction such as classification methods like neural networks or decision tree.
For instance, emails are classified to safe and spam emails according to the classification
of the sample data. The second process is knowledge discovery such as association rule
mining methods. For example, finding the associations between the purchased products
by customers for marketing purpose, e.g. customers who purchase Barbie dolls have a
1
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60% likelihood of also buying Snickers, Butterfinger or M&M candy.
In general data mining methods are categorized in three major types: classification,
clustering, and association rule mining. Classification techniques are supervised learning
methods such as decision trees, in which classes are pre-determined. However, in clus-

tering techniques, which are unsupervised learning methods, such as fc-means clustering,
clusters are artificial and are not pre-defined. Association rule mining searches for interesting relations and their weights between different variables in a dataset. However,
regardless of the techniques used in different applications, they will not expose patterns
existing in the whole data domain, but only discover the patterns from the underlying
training data. Therefore, final results should be validated and verified using different
training data.
The amount of data in most applications is often huge and is normally kept by more

than one party. In some situations two or more organizations need to run a data mining
algorithm on their whole dataset containing all the entities belonging to the parties.
Thus the standard algorithms must be modified to run on distributed data. However,

in many real-world scenarios and due to issues such as security and communication
overheads, parties may not want to or cannot simply send their data to a third party
and receive the final knowledge from that party after executing the data mining protocols
on their information by her. This necessitate the need for developing privacy-preserving
distributed data mining algorithms which is the subject of this thesis.

1.2

Privacy and Security

Although security and privacy are not the same, they are closely connected to each other.
Security is a set of necessary tools to build privacy, however it is not enough to preserve

the privacy of individuals. According to the definition provided by Goldreich [30], privacy
means that each party can only get information which is inferred by using only the input
and output available to that party. It is also sometimes used for anonymity of the
owner of sensitive data. Privacy deals with the ability of an individual to determine

the limit, destination and usage of her/his own information, whereas security provides
the confidence and the assurance of this ability. For instance, in Global System for

Mobile communications (GSM), the goal of privacy is to protect the mobile users from
eavesdropping and call interception, while security is the set of all encryption technologies
to enforce that privacy goal. Therefore, security is an action, process, or strategy which
has to be implemented to ensure and support privacy.
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Another common example of privacy is in health information. The Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule is a comprehensive federal
protection act in the United States for the privacy of personal health information. With
respect to this rule, patients are able to find out how their private information can
be used. They are also able to determine how their personally identifiable financial
information is used and shared by the organizations with which they do business. Also,
the second title of HIPPA says that any entity that has access to Protected Health

Information (PHI) of an individual must make a reasonable attempt to release only the
minimum necessary information required to achieve its purpose. Respectively, security
establishes required policies, processes, and actions to obtain privacy and confidentiality.
This includes all the required methods and mechanisms to control the access to patients

private information, and to safeguard that information from unauthorized modification
or destruction.

1.3

Privacy-Preserving Data Mining

Balancing access to knowledge, often representing power and privacy, which is a definite
right, poses a difficult challenge. Acquiring knowledge, in many cases, violates individual
privacy, and privacy restricts access to knowledge. Data mining tools are the main
techniques to extract knowledge from raw materials. Although in many applications, the
main goal of these tools is to achieve aggregate and generalized information, this fact
does not mean that data mining poses no risk to privacy. The potential threat of misuse
of data forces the need for privacy preserving protocols that deal with differing levels of
security, accuracy and efficiency for various data mining techniques.
Since 2000, when two seminal papers [46, 4], both entitled Privacy-Preserving Data

Mining, were published, research in this field has dramatically increased and many protocols and algorithms have been proposed for different standard data mining and ma-

chine learning techniques. In [46], Pinkas and Lindell present a protocol for running the

ID3 [52] algorithm in a secure way between two parties, with data that is horizontally
partitioned. They use the concept of entropy to find the attribute with the best gain
value at each step. Their proposal includes a secure protocol for computing x\nx where
? is distributed between two parties (x = x\ + X2), which helps with computing the in-

formation gain of each normal attribute. The main building block used in this technique
is OPE. This technique, however, is limited to two parties because of the use of OPE.

In the second paper, [4], Agrawal and Srikant proposed a privacy-preserving data min-

4
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Figure 1.1: Individual Privacy Preservation.

ing technique for classification using another approach, randomization and perturbation.
The sensitive data of each party is perturbed using uniform or Gaussian randomization

functions to prevent the precise disclosure of data to others, while an accurate predictive
model can still be constructed from the distorted data. Following these two seminal

papers, many different work has appeared in the literature with different approaches and
methods.

In privacy-preserving data mining and machine learning two main dimensions should
be considered, that is Individual and Collective Privacy Preservation. The former deals
with protecting Personally Identifiable Information (PII). For instance, hospitals, because of privacy laws, have to suppress identifiers from patient records to preserve their
privacy. Privacy-preserving protocols addressing this dimension focus on PII, and may
not guarantee full protection of parties. For example, a de-identified patient record may
contain other information that can be linked with other datasets, which could be publicly
available, to identify individuals or entities. Figure 1.1 illustrates this scenario.
In the second dimension, collective privacy preservation, protection is against learning

sensitive knowledge representing the activities of groups. For example, two or more
companies owning a very large dataset of records on their customers' buying activities
decide to cooperatively conduct association rule mining on their data for their mutual
benefit. However, they do not want to share some strategic patterns hidden within their
own data with the other parties. The main focus of this thesis is in this dimension of
privacy preservation. Figure 1.2 shows a graphical view of this dimension.
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In both dimension of privacy mentioned above, obtaining consent from the individuals
and data owners is a rule in privacy act which has to be seriously considered. Individuals
have to be informed about the purposes in a clear and meaningful way, before or at the
time of the collection, use or disclosure of their own data. This could fulfil by using

consent forms, and the consent has not not be considered as a condition for giving a
service or product, unless required for some legitimate purposes.

Two main approaches are used inside the privacy-preserving data mining and machine learning protocols, Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) and Randomization,
both trying to address the two privacy-preserving dimensions described above. Each
of these two main approaches takes a fundamentally different direction to the problem.
Randomization and perturbation techniques do not reveal any real data, thus the privacy
of information is preserved. Data is perturbed using randomization techniques before being sent, and is reconstructed at the destination. The main challenge in this approach is
the validity of the final result, and the trade-off between accuracy and privacy.
The second approach, SMC tries to compute the final result in a secure way among

multiple parties. Cryptographic and other tools, such as oblivious transfer protocols,
are often used among two or more parties to jointly and securely compute one or more

functions using their own private inputs. By using this approach, the final result is the
same as that in the corresponding non-secure algorithm, and thus the main trade-off is
between security and efficiency. One of the most popular SMC protocols is secure dot
product, in which two parties compute the dot product of their vectors without disclosing

6
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their own vectors to each other. Protocols presented in this thesis use the SMC approach
to preserve the privacy of data owned by the parties.

Most of the existing privacy-preserving techniques follow the first approach, since the
accuracy of the final results and the proof security available with SMC-based techniques.
The second approach, perturbation, needs different randomization schemes depending on
each application and level of accuracy. Also, arbitrary randomization is not completely
secure according to [41]. It may be possible for one to approximate the value of the
original data from the randomized data by using their patterns, if attributes are constant
or have highly correlated values [35]. For instance in many applications such as public
health the accuracy of the final knowledge is extremely crucial. On the other hand
preserving the privacy of the patient records is also very important and could not be
compromised. Increasing levels of perturbation and randomization can lower level of
confidence and reliability of the final results. It also may have a negative impact on the
efficiency of protocols using these techniques. Efficiency of the protocol could also be
negatively affected by applying a large amount of randomization.

In general, the main scenario in privacy-preserving data mining is as follows:
Suppose there are ? parties, Vi,- ¦ ¦ , Vn, each of which owns a private dataset
í^¿) 1 < i < n- They want to run a data mining algorithm on the joint
?

database, (J X>¿, such that no one reveals its private information to the others.
This means the information obtained by Vi from the other parties' databases
at the end of the protocol is only the information that can be inferred from
the final output of the protocol.

1.4

Preliminary Definitions

In this section we describe some preliminary definitions used in different chapters of this
thesis.

1.4.1

Horizontally and Vertically Partitioned Data

In privacy-preserving data mining, data could be owned by a party as the data owner
and other parties run a joint algorithm with that party to get useful knowledge from
the dataset. In another situation, which is considered in this thesis, data is distributed
between two or more parties and is not centralized. This distribution could be homogenous (horizontal) or heterogenous (vertical). In the first type, each party owns a subset
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Figure 1.3: (a) Horizontally And (b) Vertically Partitioned Data.
of records from the whole dataset, while in the second type each party has the values of
a subset of attributes, or columns, from the whole dataset. Figure 1.3 illustrates these
types of data distribution.
1.4.2

Semi-honest and Malicious Parties

In secure distributed protocols, a semi-honest party is one who properly follows the
protocol, except that she might use received intermediate values to figure out some private
information belonging to the other parties. However, a malicious party can arbitrarily
deviate from the protocol by exchanging incorrect values or not properly following the
protocol.
1.4.3

Oblivious Transfer

Oblivious Transfer [49] is a protocol between two parties, sender and chooser. The sender
has a set of N values, (M0, . . . , Mn), and the chooser has an integer number i, 0 < i < N.
At the end of the protocol, the chooser knows only M¿, and the sender knows nothing
about the choice of the chooser.

1.4.4 Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation
Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation [49] is a protocol in which one party (the server) has a
polynomial Q(x) of degree k over a finite field J", and the other party (the user) has an

8
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input z^T. At the end of the protocol, the user knows only the value of the polynomial
Q at z, Q[Z)1 and the server knows nothing about the input z.

1.4.5

Homomorphic Encryption

In this type of encryption, a specific algebraic operation can be applied on the plaintext
by applying another algebraic operation on the ciphertext. An example is additive homomorphic encryption which was introduced by Paillier in [51]. In the key generation
step, two large prime numbers ? and q are randomly selected. Then, we set

n=p*q and ? = lcm(p — l,q — 1)
in which lem stands for least common multiple. A random integer g e Z*2 is selected

such that ? divides the order of g. Now the public key is (n,g), and the private key is
(X, µ) where:

µ = (L(gx mod n2))-1 mod ?
Tf \ = —-.
u~ l
L(u)
for all u < n2 such that it = 1 mod n. The steps for encrypting a message are as follows:
• A random number r is selected in Z*.

• The encryption of a message m would be:

E(m) = gm*rn mod n2.
The decryption of an encrypted message c is:
m

= D(c) = L(c

mod ? ) * µ mod ?.

We use the following properties of this cryptosystem inside our protocols:

• Homomorphic addition of plaintexts, i.e. the summation of two messages is equal
to the decryption of the product of their corresponding ciphertexts:

D(E(Ui1,^) * E(m2,r2) mod ?2) = p?? + m2 mod n.

9
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• Homomorphic multiplication of plaintexts, i.e. the product of two plaintexts is
equal to the decryption of the corresponding ciphertext of one of the plaintexts
raised to the power of the other plaintext:

D[E[Tn1, T1)1712 mod n2) = Tn1 * m2 mod n.
The second plaintext could even be replaced by a constant.

1.4.6

Semantic Security

To provide a formal security proof normally people use one of the two methods by assumption on power of adversary. Information Theoretic security and Semantic security
In the first one, it is assumed that the adversary has an unbounded computational power
to reach to the original message. However, semantic security is usually utilized to prove
the security of the protocols in privacy-preserving data mining techniques, because of
using public key cryptosystems. Semantic security is based on difficulty of a computationally bounded adversary for learning the plaintext by knowing the public key and the
corresponding ciphertext, and a probabilistic proof is used in this method.

1.4.7

Composition Theorem

For security analysis, we use the composition theorem of secure protocols by going
through the steps of the protocol. This theorem states that if all sub-protocols used
in a protocol are privacy-preserving, and the intermediate output of one sub-protocol
becomes input of the next sub-protocol as a private share, then the main protocol is also
privacy-preserving [31, 12].

In [12], Canetti proposed a general framework for the security of multi-party protocols
which showed that "security is preserved under a natural composition method". The
framework is based on the notion of Modular Composition, and is stated by the following
theorem:

Theorem 1.4.1 [12] (modular composition) "Suppose that protocols px , · · · ,pm securely
evaluate functions J1 , · · · , fm respectively, and that a protocol p securely evaluates a

function g while using subroutine calls for ideal evaluations of fi,··· , fm. Then the
protocol -jipl'">Pm, derived from that protocol p by replacing every subroutine call for ideal
evaluation of fi with an invocation of protocol pit securely evaluates g."

10
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1.4.8

Proof of Security

Security Analysis: To prove the security of each protocol, we follow the same notations
used in [86]:
• PD : Private data.

• PPDM : Privacy-preserving data mining protocol.

• PDVi : PCs Private data.
• EXTVi : Extra information Vi can obtain through the underlying protocol.
• GAIN-P1 : Advantage of V% to get access to any other party's private data using a
protocol.

• GAINsec '¦ Advantage of Vi to get access to any other party's private data using
a protocol by looking at a semantically secure ciphertext which is negligible when
using an RSA type of encryption.

• Pr(PD) : Probability of disclosing the private data PD without using privacypreserving protocol.

• Pr(PD]PPDM) : Probability of disclosing PD after using a privacy-preserving
protocol.
• e : Level of security.

In order to prove the security of a privacy-preserving data mining protocol (PPDM), we
have to find an e such that:

\Pr(PD\PPDM) - Pr(PD)\ < e
1.5

Motivations

Private information in real-world data mining applications requires protection against

unauthorized access because of privacy laws or business interests as seen in many real
scenarios in our daily life. For instance, researchers at hospitals need to classify patients'
records according to their history for fast diagnosis in emergency cases, without giving
access to the patients' private information in accordance to privacy laws. Insurance
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companies, in order to make a profit, need to know about risk factors at different age
levels which can be achieved by accessing patients' records, but hospitals are prohibited
from simply passing this private information to third parties without patients' consent.
As another example, retailers, for marketing purposes, need to know customers pur-

chasing habits and special demands at different periods of time. However, if they run
data mining algorithms just on their own data separately, they will not reach a reliable

output. On the other hand, they are not willing to reveal their own information to their
competitors. For instance, different branches of a franchise want to run a collaborative
association rule mining algorithm to their database containing all the purchase records
of the costumers, without disclosing the raw data of each participant to the others. They
need a privacy-preserving association rule mining for this purpose.

Application of privacy-preserving protocols in real-world problems can result in significant, tangible results. In 2000 and after the recommendation by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Ford Motor company ordered an internal investigation into high failure rates of a number of its vehicle equipped with Firestone tires.
These failures were potential cause of up to 800 injuries. Ford's investigation identified
the problem to tread separation Firestone tires from a certain manufactory in some specific situations, and pointed out that the same model cars with other types or brands of
tires did not report similar problems. However, Firestone Tire did not agree with this

finding and countered that its tires have been used by many other car companies without
any reported problems.

As a result of this investigation, millions of tires had to be recalled and replace at a

significant costs to both companies, and ending a 100-year supply relationship between
the two companies in the process. A privacy-preserving association rule mining used

and accepted by the auto industry would have allowed for this investigation to include
reported failure data from other companies, while protecting their internal information,
while shedding more light on the exact source of the problems reported.

Another possible application of privacy-preserving protocols in real-world setting that
highlights their potential impact is the attempts by various governments around the
world to discover and prevent terrorist activities. These attempts have received the

highest priorities by governments involved, and require close collaboration and exchange
of information between parties involved. However, national interests and different privacy
policies often restricts the amount and the nature of data shared.

Finally, in a new and very important scenario, discovering and preventing terrorist
activities have recently been given the highest priority by every government around the
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world. Many countries have signed joint protocols to collaboratively detect these types
of activities, while remaining strongly opposed to disclosing their valuable information
to each other because of their own privacy policies and national interest.

Therefore, privacy-preserving protocols are needed in these types of situations. In
general and in many applications, very large amounts of data is distributed among two
or more parties, and useful knowledge could be discovered if data mining algorithms were
applied to the whole database, while privacy concerns prevent the parties from simply
running the algorithms on the raw material. On the other hand, efficiency is very crucial
in real-world systems and cannot be sacrificed to security.

After thoroughly reviewing the existing work and research in this field of computer
science, we have identified some important challenges and open problems in existing
protocols:

• Lack of privacy when used over public channels: To the best of our knowledge, all known work on privacy-preserving protocols assume that all the parties
have access to dedicated channels to securely communicate with one another. This

assumption is expensive, and can be considered impractical in many scenarios.
Ability of using these protocols over public channels, such as the internet would
increase the applicability of these protocols while lowering their costs. However,

any information exchange over public channels can be see by other parties, and
special care should be taken in design of to protocol to ensure the privacy of the
data.

• Vulnerability to collusion attacks: Collusion between two or more parties in a

multi-party protocol can pose a serious security weakness in these types of protocols, and can result in disclosure of private data belonging to other parties. However, most of the current secure building blocks and privacy-preserving protocols
are vulnerable to these types of attacks.

• Complete release of the final results to all parties: In many existing protocols, the final result of the collaborative efforts of the parties will be released to all
the parties. This might disclose the sensitive and private data of each party to the
others.

• Non-incremental protocols: Most existing protocols take a non-incremental
approach in maintaining currency of their databases. That is, when and if new
data becomes available, the main and auxiliary protocols have to be executed on
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the entire data and not the new one. This will decrease both efficiency and security

of these types of protocols.
• Need for new privacy-preserving learning algorithms: Developing privacy-

preserving techniques have received very little or no attention in many machine algorithms used in practice such as Neural Networks and Bayesian Networks. Hence,
there is a need for further work in these areas.

This thesis makes significant contributions to the field in addressing the issues above as
listed in the next section.

1.6

Contributions

To overcome some of the existing problems in privacy-preserving protocols, and also to

propose new protocols in this field of study, the following contributions are put forward
in this thesis. We have:

• Proposed secure building blocks for different distributed mathematical functions,
used in various privacy-preserving distributed data mining protocols.

• Presented privacy-preserving protocols for some data mining and machine learning
techniques, when data is securely shared among two or more parties, such as:
—
—
—
—

Privacy-Preserving Decision Tree
Privacy-Preserving if-means Clustering
Privacy-Preserving Association Rule Mining
Privacy-Preserving Neural Networks
* Privacy-Preserving Perceptron Learning Algorithm

* Privacy-Preserving Back-Propagation Neural Networks
— Privacy-Preserving Bayesian Networks
* Non-incremental
* Incremental

• Presented security analysis of the proposed building blocks and protocols along
with the experimental results to show their applicability and performance with
different parameters such as encryption key length, number of parties involved,
and the size of the underlying datasets.
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By making the contributions above, we have addressed the following problems:
• Security: The strength of our protocols is in the fact that they can be used and
secured when used over public channels. This alleviate the need for a required, but

expensive assumption in most of the existing multi-party protocols that asks for a
dedicated and secure channel between each two involved parties.

To see the problem in case of applying existing privacy-preserving protocols using
public channels, consider the following example which is related to the privacy-

preserving association rule mining protocol presented by Zhan et al. [84] for the
multi-party case. This protocol is not secure if used over a public channel. For
instance, when a party Vi, I < i < ? — 1, sends its decrypted vector to Vn, it can

be seen by other parties who have the cryptographic key pair, and thus are able to
decrypt the message and gain access to the private vector of that party.
Also, We have designed building blocks which are resistant to collusion attacks.
Collusion attacks can happen in any secure protocol with more than two parties

involved, when some parties collude to obtain another parties' private information.
To illustrate weakness due to collusion among parties, consider the following simple

but important building block secure sum [64], which is used in many secure protocols
in privacy-preserving data mining as a sub-protocol among the parties. In this
protocol, one party, say Vi, randomly generates a number R, adds it to its own
private number Ai, and sends it to the next party TV Then, V2, in turn, adds the
received value to its private number and sends the result to V3 and so on until this
value reaches Vn. Then Vn computes the summation of the received value and its

number, and will send it back to Vi- Finally, Vi can subtract R from the received
number and find the summation of Ai, ¦ ¦ ¦ , An. Now suppose this protocol is run

over a public channel. Therefore, when Vi sends Ai + TZ to V2 , this value can also
be seen by V3. Continuing the algorithm, V2 sends Ai + A2 + TZ to V3. Now, V3
by subtracting Ai + TZ from Ai + A2 + TZ will know A2 which is V2 's private data.
This can happen between every two consecutive parties. Thus, the protocol is no
longer secure and privacy of the parties is breached. This example also shows how
collusion attacks can make the protocol insecure. For instance if P1 and V3 collude,
they can obtain TVs private input.

• Efficiency: In all existing work in the literature, with the exception of [73],
any modification to the database forces one to reapply the algorithm to the entire
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modified database, i. e. current data along with the new data. This can result
in significantly large time and computing overhead complexities. This will also
result in an increase in the possibility of private data disclosure, given that at
each run more intermediate outputs are available to the parties, which increase

the possibility of private data disclosure. As a result, efficiency and security of the
systems are both negatively affected. Our proposed incremental approach, as shown
for Bayesian Networks improves the overall efficiency and reduces the overheads
when it applies on the applications with stream, or online data, as demonstrated
by our experimental results.

1.7

Datasets

In this thesis, we have used the datasets mostly taken from UCI Machine Learning

Repository [5]. For instance, in our implementation of our privacy-preserving decision
tree algorithm, we have used the Breast Cancer data with 9 attributes and 286 instances,
and Poker Hand dataset with 11 attributes and 1025020 records. In our clustering pro-

tocols, we have used the Sponge dataset with 45 attributes and 76 instances, and the
US Census data with 68 attributes and 2458285 instances. In our implementation of

Bayesian networks, we have used Asia, or Chest Clinic, with 8 attributes and 10,000
records, Adult, or Census Income, dataset with 14 attributes and 48,842 instances, and
ALARM, A Logical Alarm Reduction Mechanism, with 37 attributes and 12,000 instances. We have also used some random generated datasets in some protocols such as
in association rule mining and neural networks.

1.8

Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is dedicated to the literature
review on privacy-preserving data mining and machine learning techniques. In Chapter 3, new secure building blocks used for the main protocols in the following chapters

are presented. For each sub-protocol proposed in this chapter, security analysis, proof
of correctness and complexity analysis. We have also included figures, information flow

diagrams and some simple examples to illustrate the functions and working of these
building. In Chapter 4, our proposed privacy-preserving decision tree protocol based
on ID3 algorithm is presented. Chapter 5 describes two protocols on privacy-preserving
clustering for both horizontally and vertically partitioned data. In Chapter 6, we have
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proposed a new privacy-preserving association rule mining protocol. Two types of neural networks, perceptron and back-propagation, and their respective privacy-preserving
versions are considered In Chapter 7. Chapter 8, deals with privacy-preserving Bayesian

networks, in which protocols for both non-incremental and incremental learning are presented. Experimental results are also provided for protocols proposed in each chapter to
show their applicabilities and efficiencies. Conclusions and discussions on possible future
work can be found in Chapter 9.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Since last decade, some protocols have been presented in the field of privacy-preserving
data mining, using different approaches. To have a more clear and detail idea about the
existing work, and to observe different issues on that, a through review was required. In
this chapter, existing work relevant to this subject is reviewed to provide a suitable and
general background for the readers.

2.1

Privacy-Preserving Distributed Function Evaluation

Every data analysis method in data mining and machine learning techniques consists
of one or more mathematical and statistical functions. When these methods are used

on distributed data with data privacy concern, privacy-preserving distributed function
evaluations are needed. Therefore, some sub-protocols have been proposed as the secure
building blocks to use inside the main protocols.

One of the major and highly cited papers in secure multi-party computation is that
of the Millionaire Problem proposed by Yao in [78] In Yao's protocol two millionaires
using this protocol are able to know who is richer without disclosing their wealth to each
other. Public key cryptography is used in this protocol along with some exchanging of
messages between the two parties.

Yao [77] also proposed the general concept of secure two-party computation Secure
Function Evaluation (SFE). Assuming that the two parties correctly follow the protocol
steps, SFE enables these parties with inputs ? and y respectively to compute function
f(x,y) without revealing the private data ? and y. This work is based on representing
17
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the function / as a circuit with binary gates. However, the complexity of this generic
solution increases proportionally to the number of gates in the circuit calculating /.
the sections or subsections to follow are those which are focus of the thesis and will be
discussed in the following chapters.

Secure sum is proposed by Schneier in [64]. Every participant has a private number
in this protocol, and at the end, all the parties will receive the summation of those
numbers. By assuming an order on the parties, the first one selects a private random
number, adds it to her private number, and sends to the second party. This party, adds
her private number to the received value and sends it to the next party. This process
will be repeated until the first party receives the final number from the last party. Then,
she simply subtract the selected random number from the received value and publish
the final result which is the summation of all the private numbers belong to the parties.

This protocol is obviously not applicable for two-party case, and also is vulnerable to
collusion attacks.

Goethals proposed a protocol for secure dot product protocol in et al. [29]. In this
protocol, the first party sends encrypted values of the items of her private vector to the
second party. Second party, after selecting her private output share and doing some local
computations, sends back a value to the first party. First party, decrypts the received
value which is her private output share, such that the summation of their outputs is
equal to the dot product of their private vectors. We use this sub-protocol as the base
for our own secure binary dot product building block.

2.2

Privacy-Preserving Decision Tree

The first data mining algorithm considered by the researcher to provide privacy-preserving
protocol was Decision tree. Pinkas and Lindell, in [46], present the first protocol for running the ID3 algorithm in a secure way between two parties, V\ and V\. They use the
concept of entropy to find the attribute with the best gain value at each step. A secure

protocol for computing xlnx, when ? is distributed between two parties (x = x\ + X2),
Xi e Vi and X2 G-P2, has been proposed which helps to compute the information gain
of each normal attribute. The main building block used in this technique is Oblivious

Polynomial Evaluation (OPE) [49] in which one party (the server) has a polynomial Q(x)
and the other party (the user) has an input a. They run the protocol and at the end, the
user knows only the value of the polynomial Q at a, Q(a), and the server knows nothing
about the input a. This technique, however, is limited to two parties because of the use
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OPE.

There is another approach in which data values are perturbed using randomization
techniques before distribution and reconstructed in the aggregate step. Agrawal and
Srikant in [4] presented a protocol for privacy-preserving data mining using a randomization approach. The protocol was proposed for decision tree classifiers, where private
information is perturbed by a uniform or Gaussian randomization function. Although
estimation of the original information is not possible because of the perturbation, an acceptable predictive model can be reconstructed at the end of the protocol for the purpose
of classification. The advantage of this protocol over the work of Pinkas and Lindell is
that there is no limitation on the number of parties involved. However, the final result

is not as accurate as that of Pinkas and Lindell's [46] protocol.
After these two seminal protocols in [46, 4], some other protocols are proposed by
researchers. Xiao et al. [74] proposed a protocol for horizontally partitioned data, in
which there is no limitation on the number of parties. Their protocol used entropy,
and was based on their new sub-protocols such as secure two- and multi-party addition

algorithms. It also utilized homomorphic encryption as one of its key components. Their
algorithm not only had no limitation on the number of parties involved, but also provided
a better performance to the work presented in [46].

In [22], Du and Zhan introduced a protocol for the vertically partitioned case. This
protocol applied a secure scalar product protocol by using a third party as the commodity
server whose duty is to generate random vectors and to send some values, according to
those vectors, to the parties. This technique was limited to two parties because the
algorithm used a two-party secure dot product as the main building block of the whole
protocol.

Vaiydya and Clifton [71] also presented an algorithm for privacy-preserving decision
tree when data is vertically partitioned. This protocol was applicable to two or more

parties. It also worked in the case that class or normal attributes are known only to

some (and not all) parties. In this protocol, a building block that securely computed the
cardinality of set intersection [72, 1] was used to determine the majority class of a node
when the class is known only to one party. In the tree production process, each party

created and kept a constraint set of the values of her normal attributes by which it could
reach the current node. The entropy formula was used to compute information gain for
each normal attribute.

In all of these protocols, it was assumed that at the end each party will know the
complete predictive model, i.e. the constructed decision tree, at the completion of the
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protocol. A different protocol in terms of distribution of the final result is proposed in [68] .
In this technique, the final decision tree was distributed among the parties involved, and
it required collaboration of all parties to predict the value of the class attribute of the
target data. Therefore, privacy was preserved at both stages, when building the decision
tree or the training stage, and at the classification stage to classify future data. This
protocol worked for vertically partitioned data in the multi-party environment and it was
assumed that every party has the information of the column which is the class attribute.
The last protocol discussed here was presented by Zhang et al. [85] . This method was
different from previous work in terms of the role of each party involved in the protocol.
Normally, all the parties are data providers and data miners at the same time, but in
this protocol there was one data miner, or server, and some data providers, or clients.
In the first step, the data miner, according to her need, sent a guidance for perturbation
to the clients, and then the clients, after perturbing their data using that guidance, sent
back the distorted data to the server. Hence, this protocol allowed for trade-off between

the privacy level of the protocol, and the accuracy of the final result.

2.3

Privacy-Preserving clustering

Vaidya and Clifton proposed one of the first work on privacy-preserving clustering technique. Their work focuses on vertically partitioned data shared among multiple parties.
They introduced an algorithm for the multi-party environment. They used Yao's secure circuit evaluation [77] protocol for secure add-and-compare functions and used the
permutation algorithm developed by Du and Atallah [21], which in turn used the homomorphic encryption technique.

In 2005, two separate researches presented by Jha et al. [38], and Jagannathan and
Wright [37]. In [38] Jha et al. presented a privacy-preserving protocol to apply in horizontally partitioned data between two parties. They introduced two secure techniques
for this case, one used oblivious polynomial evaluation, and the second one used homomorphic encryption, but their security is not strong enough. In both techniques, one
party selected and used a random private number. A weakness of this protocol is the
ability of the second party to learn about the first party's input by using the received values and their common divisor to reduce the possible number of private shares. Another
limitation to this protocol is that it is only applicable to two-party settings.

Also in 2005, a fc-means clustering algorithm over arbitrarily partitioned data (both
horizontal and vertical at the same time) was introduced by Jagannathan and Wright
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in [37]. However, this algorithm only is applicable to the two-party setting, and cannot
be extended to but it the multi-party case. In [36] , Jagannathan et al. presented another
algorithm applicable horizontally partitioned data between two parties. This technique
did not reveal intermediate information (candidate cluster means). It used a Divide,
Conquer and Combine model and recursively created k cluster centers for each half of
the current data and merged them into k means.

2.4

Privacy-Preserving Association Rule Mining

Association rule mining predictive method is one of the main categories in data mining
techniques. One of the earliest work in privacy-preserving association rule mining is the
one done by Vaidya and Clifton [18]. Their protocol was applicable to vertically partitioned data, and used secure dot product (SDP) to compute the support and confidence
of each rule. They used an algebraic solution for SDP by placing values in equations
which are masked with random values. However and as it was pointed out in their paper,

the use of boolean values also introduced security vulnerabilities.

In [24] Evfimievski et al. proposed a protocol for this data mining technique for data
with categorical items, using a set of randomization methods which were more effective
than uniform randomization.

Vaidya and Clifton [72] also presented a protocol for the Cardinality of Set Intersection
(CSI) in the two and multi-party cases which could be used in vertically partitioned data.
They used commutative one-way hash functions, through which parties transformed their
private sets and computed the intersection of these sets. In this protocol, each party first
converted its binary vector to a non-binary one by keeping the order of ones in the

original vector. For instance, if a party has a vector V = (1,0,0,1,1,0,1), it would
be transformed to V — (1,4,5,7). Although the protocol was not dealing with binary
vectors any more, at the end of the protocol each party knew the number of l's in the
private vectors belonging to the other parties.

Zhan et al. [84] introduced two algorithms in the two and multi-party cases for
privacy-preserving association rule mining, when data is vertically partitioned among
the parties. They used additive homomorphic encryption as their main building block.
In the two-party case, one party, say Vi, after generating encryption and decryption

keys, selected a random vector R and a random number X and sent e(Au + Ri * X)
to "P2, in which Au and i?¿ were the ¿-th item of "Pi's vectors, Ai, and R, respectively.
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V2 then computed t=l
?ß(^?? + Ri * X) * Mi and sent it back to Vx. V1, by decrypting
this number and computing mod X of the decrypted value, obtained the result of the
dot product. The main problem in this protocol was that the first party, by knowing R
and X, after decrypting the number received from V2 and before computing mod X of
the result could figure out V2S private vector with high probability. We give a simple
example to show the security problem of the protocol.

Suppose Ax = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) and A2 = (1,0, 1, 0, 0, 1) respectively belong to Vx and
V2, and also that Vx selects R = (5,-3,2,1,4,6) and X = 11. Therefore, Vx sends

(e(56),e(-33),e(22),e(12),e(45),e(67))to7V V2 computes e(56)*e(22)*e(67) (because
the other components of A2 are zero) and sends it back to Vx. Now, Vx first decrypts
this number and obtains 145 and then computes (145 mod 11) which is 2. Next, Vx, by
using these two numbers, is able to arrange different possible combinations for A2 and
to decrease them to the ones that satisfy the result. In this example, (1,0, 1,0,0, 1) is
the only vector satisfying the final result. Thus the number of possible vectors for A2
decreases to 1, and Vx can exactly obtain V2 's private vector.

The main reason for information leakage and security problems in [84] is that it works
directly with binary values which restricts the possible values of the second party's vector.
Also, the information received by the parties is not balanced, i.e. the first party receives
more information than the second party which helps the former to reduce the privacy
of the latter. In Chapter 6, we develop new protocols which are completely balanced,

such that both parties having the same amount of intermediate information through the
protocol. We also work with non-binary vectors after the first step, and therefore the
possible values are not restricted to 0 and 1.

Multi-party case in [90] also has additional security vulnerabilities. Its security is
based on that the public key and the private key, e and d, as well as the integer number
X values are known to all parties except one ( Pn ). However, this implies that collusion
between Pn and any other party, will reveal these values to Pn which can then be easily
used to obtain private vectors of other parties.

Multi-party case in [84] also has additional security vulnerabilities. Its security is
based on that the public key and the private key, e and d, as well as the integer number
X values are known to all parties except one [Vn). However, this implies that collusion
between Vn and any other party, will reveal these values to Vn which can then be easily
used to obtain private vectors of other parties.

In Chapter 6, we develop new protocol for the multi-party case, such that only two
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parties Vi, and Vn need to be trusted to not transfer private key, d (note that d is only
known to Vi) and permutation p, to the other parties. None of the other parties is able
to help a party breach the protocol's security.

2.5

Privacy-Preserving Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have strong ability to extract meaning and trends from
massive and complex data. They are used a wide range of system applications, many

in which preserving the privacy of individuals is a major concern. However, very few
work in the literature deal with these types of networks. In [6], Barni et al. presented a
protocol for privacy-preserving neural networks. In this asymmetric protocol, two parties
were involved, one as a client or data owner who wants his/her data to be processed,
and the other as a server, or neural network owner, who is able to process data, while
both wanted to keep their information private. This protocol assumed that the learning

model already existed, and was ready to be used to process input data and predict its
corresponding output. They proposed three algorithms for different levels of security. In
the first one, weights and the computation of the weighted sum of the input data were

private. Parties compute the weighted sum by using secure dot product protocol, in
which weights were provided by the server and input data, were provided by the client.
Then, the first party applied the activation function /, which was assumed to be public,
on the output of the dot product.

In the second algorithm, the activation function was also private and was known
only to the server. Two types of functions were assumed. The first one was a threshold
function which could be solved by using a secure comparison protocol. For the second
type of function, which could be approximated with a polynomial, Oblivious Polynomial
Evaluation (OPE) [49] was used to securely compute the private function. In the third
algorithm, the server prevented the client from having a correct prediction of the underlying neural network by adding some artificial cells to the system and resetting the
outbound weights in such a way that the final result was not changed.

The most serious security weakness of these algorithm is the privacy of the model
owner. It is easy to show that the data provider, is able to figure out the learning system
model after sending a couple of requests to the model owner. Furthermore, OPE is
used to conceal the activation function in the second algorithm from the data owner.

However, this function can become disclosed to the data owner as the result of receiving
by a number of requests made by the data provider.
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As it will be shown in Chapter 7, this work is different from ours because it assumes
that the neural network already exists and is owned by the server. In our proposed
solution, the neural network is securely constructed and distributed among the parties
involved. Also, the sensitivity attack cannot disclose the private information of each

party to the others in our protocols, since it does not use a client-server approach nor
does it use a OPE sub-protocol. Furthermore, this work is only applied for two parties,
client and server, while our protocols work to two or more parties.

Other work by the same authors [50] has tried to address a security problem in
their earlier work [6]. This problem was due to information leakage at the intermediate
levels of the protocols, which could be used by the data owner to obtain the weight
vector if he picked certain specific inputs. The new protocol also tried to lower the
number of required interactions between the neural network owner and data provider.
In this new protocol, all the intermediate computations were concealed. The evaluation
of the activation function in terms of the comparison were obfuscated by the neural
network owner before being sent to the data provider. This protocol used homomorphic

encryption, Paillier cryptosystem [51], and secure dot product. As it will be also shown
in Chapter 7, this protocol is also different from ours, having the same configuration as
the previous one.

Recent work by Secretan et al. [65] proposed a protocol for Probabilistic Neural Net-

work (PNN) learning systems which used Bayesian theorem (Bayesian optimal classifier).
There was no training phase in this type of neural network method. It was assumed that
the training data has already been loaded into memory prior to the initiation of the PNNs
performance phase, and each party could query publicly or privately for her testing data
to get the prediction of the class value. Also, this work assumed that there are at least
three parties involved in the protocol, because of its use of secure sum building block.
MODIFY/DELETE In our protocol, however, training data is also private and there is
no restriction on the number of parties involved.

2.6

Privacy-Preserving Bayesian Networks

Bayesian Network (BN) is another research area in artificial intelligence, by which conditional dependencies and relations among different attributes or variables inside a dataset
can be extracted. To best of our knowledge, there are only two papers in the area

of privacy-preserving for this method. The first one is the one proposed by Yang and
Wright [76]. They presented a privacy-preserving protocol for Bayesian networks when
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data is vertically partitioned between two parties. This work was limited to two parties
who vertically share the whole dataset. The /C2 algorithm was used in this protocol to
create the structure and parameters of the Bayesian network. The structure and parameters of the Bayesian network was created by computing an approximation of the
score function. This approximation was achieved by composing various cryptographic
tools and secure dot product. It is worth nothing that changing the score function would
not affect the correct result because it was only used for comparison and the applied

modification kept the relative ordering unchanged. Another work presented by [48], assumed that the Bayesian network structure already existed, and was publicly known to
all parties. The focus of this work was only on estimating the parameters of an already
existing network.

2.7 Miscellaneous Privacy-Preserving Protocols
Other data mining techniques have also been considered in privacy-preserving methods

such as [80, 79] for Support Vector Machines (SVM), [66, 75, 81] for Nearest Neighbor
(NN), and [83, 82] for Naïve Bayesian Classification. In this thesis, we do not focus on
these methods, but they could be considered as a part of the future extensions of the
work presented in this thesis.

We conclude this chapter by pointing out that most of the existing protocols mentioned here cannot address issued we highlighted in chapter one, or have serious security
weaknesses and limitations. None could be used over public channels, and most of them
are not resistant to collusion attacks. They are often limited to use on in a two-party

or a multi-party setting or in particular data configurations. They also could not handle
changes or addition of new data in an incremental fashion. In the following chapter, we
design new secure building blocks that address many of these shortcoming, and will use
them to provide privacy-preserving clustering, neural networks and Bayesian networks
protocols in the remainder of the thesis.

Chapter 3
Secure Two and Multi-party
Building Blocks
As discussed in earlier chapters, data mining algorithms over distributed shared dataset
among two or more parties require operations such as addition, multiplication, and comparison be done jointly by parties involved. In privacy-preserving protocols, these operations should be done in a such a fashion that none of the private inputs are disclosed

to unauthorized parties. With some of these operations such as addition, multiplication,
factorial, and exponentiation even the final output has to be available as shares and
not as complete output to the parties to avoid various potential attacks. For instance,
any two-party addition protocol will not be considered secure if the final result is made
available to both parties. A multi-party version of such protocols will also be vulnerable
to collusion attacks if such information is available.

Furthermore, none of the existing protocols can be used over public channels. In this
chapter, we present different secure building block, which later are used in construction
of our main protocols. These building blocks preserve the privacy of all parties involved
all stages of the algorithms. Our algorithms are resistant to collusion attacks, assuming
semi-honest parties and they can be used over public channels. In general, we first
describe the two-party version of each algorithm, and use this to design the multi-party
case.
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Secure Two-party Multiplication

The first secure computation block is secure two-party multiplication, which also used
as the base of the multi-party case of this computation. Both input and output of each
party in this building block are kept private during the execution of the protocol. In this
sub-protocol V1 and V2 have their own private inputs X1 and X2 and they will obtain
private output shares y\ and y2 respectively, such that:

x1*x2 = y1 + y2.

(3.1)

Protocol 1

1. Vi selects her own additive homomorphic encryption E1, keeps the private key di
and sends the public key ei to V2.

2. Vi encrypts her input X1, E1(X1^1), and sends it to V2.
3. V2 computes E1(Xi, ex )X2 , randomly selects her nonzero output share y2, and sends
back Ei(Xi, ex )X2 * E1(V2, ei)"1 to V1.
4. Vi decrypts the received value from V2 and sets it as her output share ^1:

V1 = D1(E1(XUe1)3** E1(^e1)-1, Cl1).
Therefore, we have:

Vl = D1 (E1 (xliei)x>* E1(^e1) "V1)
= D1(E1^x1 * X2) -y2,d),di)
= (xi * xi) - V2
=> X1 * x2 = yi +y2.

Information flow diagram of this protocol is shown in Figure 3.1

(3.2)
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P1

&(***/)

,P2

Figure 3.1: Information Flow Diagram Of Secure Two-Party Multiplication Protocol.
Correctness of the Protocol

Using the definition of the additive homomorphic encryption and Equation (3.2):
Vi + 2/2 = D1(E1^1 + y2,ex), (I1)
= £>i(£i(yi,ei)*£i(y2,ei),(¿i)

= D1(E1(X1, ei )X2 * E1(V2, ex)"1 * E1Iy2, ei), di)
= Di(Ei(XLe1)3=2,^)
= D1(E1(X1 * x2, ex),di)
=

X1 * X2

which shows the correctness of the protocol.
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: There are two encryptions and one decryption in this building block. By assuming that the computation costs of encryption and decryption
are the same, and denoting each of these costs by a:
Computation cost =3a.
• Communication Cost: Two messages are exchanged between the two parties in

this protocol. By denoting the number of bits exchanged for each message with ß,
we have:

Communication cost =2/3.

The notations we employed in this section are also used in the similar sections in the rest
of this thesis.
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Security Analysis
Advantages of V\ and V2 are:

GAINr1 = Pr(PDvAEXTVl, PPDM)- Pr(PDv2]EXTv1)
GAINV2 = Pr(PDVl\EXT-p2, PPDM) -Pr{PDVl\EXTV2).
V2 only receives Ei(x\,ei) from P1 which is semantically secure, and therefore:
GAINp2 = GAINsec
which is negligible.

V\, by decrypting the message received from V2, knows
y1 = (X1 * X2) - V2
which is the final desired result of this party. Thus GAINVl is at most 7Ys output share,
y\. We set:

e = max(GAINVl, GAIN-p2) = max(GAINTl,GAINSEc) = GAIN-P1.
Therefore, we have:

Pr(PDV2\EXTVl, PPDM) - Pr(PDV2\EXTVl) < GAINVl
and

Pr(PDv1]EXTv2, PPDM) - Pr(PDv1]EXTv2) < GAINp1.
Thus, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final output
share, which completes the proof.

3.2

Secure Multi-party Multiplication

In this protocol product of the private input shares, ?f, is converted to the summation
of private output shares, y¿s, i.e.:

¿=1

i=l

During the protocol, each party V% establishes, when needed, an additive homomorphic
encryption Ei with public key e¿ and private key dj.
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Protocol 2

1. V\, using her homomorphic encryption cryptosystem Ei, runs a secure two-party

multiplication with Vi for their private inputs, Xi and X2 respectively, such that:
x\ *%2 = yi,i + 2/2,1Therefore:

Xl *X2 *X3 * · · · *xn = (2/1,1 +2/2,l) *X3 * ·' ' *X"
= (2/1,1 * Z3 * · · · * Xn) + (2/2,1 * X3 * · · · * In)·
2. Each of the expressions (3.4) and (3.5) is the multiplication of ? — 1 items.
(2/1,1 * I3 * · · · * Zn)

(3-4)

(2/2,1 *X3 *··· *Zn)·

(3-5)

Now, the algorithm is applied to these two equations, among Vi,Vz,- ¦ ¦ ,Vn and
V-ì,Vz,··· ,Vn, respectively, and the above steps are repeated until each part of
the summation becomes a two-party multiplication, and the secure two-party multiplication protocol can be applied on.
Note that at each iteration, the party who owns the first item in the summation

establishes the encryption public and private keys. For instance, in the case of
(2/2,1 * £3 * · · · * Xn) the initiator is V2 with her homomorphic encryption system E2,
public key e2 and private key d2 to run secure multiplication with VzHere is an example for three parties:

1. Vi and V2 run secure two-party multiplication on their inputs, Xi and X2, to produce
2/I1I and 2/2,1 such that:
Xl *X2 = 2/1,1 + 2/2,1 ·

Therefore, we have:

Xl * X2 * Xz = (2/1,1 + 2/2,i) * Z3 = (2/1,1 * X3) + (2/2,1 * Z3)-
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2. V\ and P3 run secure two-party multiplication for their inputs, yi,i and X3, yielding:
2/i,i *^3 = 2/i + 2/3,1·

3. V2 and P3 do the same for their inputs, 7/2,1 and X3, such that:
2/2,1 *^3 = 2/2 +2/3,2·
4. Now, we have:
Xi * £2 * £3

= (2/1,1 * £3) + (2/2,1 * X3)
= (2/1 + 2/3,i) + (2/2 + 2/3,2)
= 2/1 + 2/2 + 2/3

in which:

2/3 = 2/3,1 +2/3,2·

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic view of the protocol. To make the algorithm faster, at
each step the parties could be divided into two groups, i.e. Vi, ¦ ¦ ¦ , V[r\ are considered as

the first group and "P[31J+!' " ' >^n as tne second group. Then, each group is recursively
divided to two groups until there are two parties in each one and secure two-party

multiplication protocol could be applied on each pair of the two parties in parallel.
This modification significantly improves the overall time of the protocol. Algorithm 1
shows a pseudo-code of this technique. In this algorithm, secure two-party multiplication
protocol, shown by STM, is used for multi-party case.
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: By denoting ? as the number of parties involved in the

protocol, there are 7^HaH encryptions and ?^?~?' decryptions in this building block.
Thus:

Computation cost =n2a.
• Communication Cost: Communication cost for two party case, as we saw in the

previous protocol, is 2/3. By denoting this cost for ? parties as CMM(n), Vn > 3
we have:
Ti

T)

T)

Ti

CMM(n) = CMM(L^J) + CMM(\-]) + (L-J * (^l + W-

(3-6)

For instance, if ? = 4, then communication cost of this protocol would be 10/3.
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Algorithm 1 Secure Multi-party Multiplication (SMM)
Require: Xi1,--- ,Xin, such that ??}. G Vi3¦ , Vj G {1, · · · , n).
Ensure: yh, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,yin, such that j/j. G 7>¿., and ? Xi3 = J2Vi3
?

?

Definition: (y¿1 , · · - , y¿n ) = SMM(x¿1 ,---,Xin)
1: if ? = 2 then

2:
3:

(yti.yia) = STM(H11IZi2)
return (Vi1, yi2)

4: else

5:
6:

fc=L!J
i = [fi

7:

if fc — 1 then

8:

parallel do

9:

yh = xh

10:
11:
12:

13:

{yik+1 , · · ¦ , Vin) = SMM(xi,+1 ,-¦¦ ,Xin)
end parallel
else

parallel do

14:

(Vi1,- ¦¦ ,Vik) = SMM(Xi1,-- ¦ ,xik)

15:

(yik+1,- ¦ ¦ ,Vin) = SMM(Xi4+1, ¦ ¦¦ ,Xin)

16:

end parallel

17:

end if

18:

for m = k + 1 to ? do

19:

Parallel for I = 1 to k do

20:

t = ((m + / - 1) mod j) + j

21:
22:

(î/ii,it7ÎKt,ii) = STMG/i,, JZi4 )
end Parallel for

23:

end for

24:

Parallel for Z = 1 to ? do

25:

if j < k then

26:
27:

2/i, = i=fc+l
S Vi3M
else
k

28:
29:

2/», = t=i
S JA*A
end if

30:

end Parallel for

31:

return (^1,--- ,yiri

32: end if

{Note that ¡???? G Pi1 , yi(,i, G Vit}
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-*1 - -*i ? -^l
Secure Multi-party
Jt t ¦ .-V o ^ Jl-/ -3

Multiplication

Aia

Secure Two-party

Multiplication

? ^ = y»,
/=1

?=1

Figure 3.2: Secure Multi-Party Multiplication Protocol.
Security Analysis

We prove the security of the protocol for three parties. The proof is the same in general
multi-party case. An e has to be determined, such that:

\Pr{PD\PPDM) - Pr{PD)\ < e.
Advantages of Vi, V2 and "P3 are as follows:

GAINVl = Pr(PDVj\EXTVl,PPDM)-Pr(PDP.\EXTTl)

0 = 2,3)

GAINp2 = Pr{PDVj\EXTp2,PPDM)-Pr(PDpj\EXTp2)

0 = 1,3)

GAINVs = Pr[PDp3 \ EXTp3 , PPDM) - Pr(PDp3. \ EXTp3 )

(j = 1,2).

Vj, only receives £a (2/1,1, ei) from Vi, and #2(2/2,1,62) from V2, which are both semantically secure, and therefore:

GAINp3 = GAINsec
which is negligible.
V2, by decrypting the message received from Vj,, knows

2/2 = (2/2,1 * X3) - 1/3,2
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which is the final desired result of this party. V2 also receives ??(??, e{) from Vi, which
is semantically secure. Thus, TVs gain is at most her final private output share, y2.
Vi, by decrypting the message received from Vz, knows

Vi = (yi,i * ^3) - 2/3,1
which is her final desired output. Also, Vi, by decrypting the message received from Vi,
knows

2/1,1 = Oi *^2) -2/2,1JZi1! is the partial information that Vi receives through her communication with V2, but
it cannot help this party to obtain V2S private data because of its randomness property.
Therefore, GAINVl = GAINV2, and we set:

e = max{GAINp1, GAINV2, GAINV3) = max(GAINvx,GAINSEc) = GAINv1.
Therefore, we have:

Pr(PDv3IEXTv1, PPDM) - Pr(PDVj\EXTVl) < GAINVl
Pr(PDv^EXTv2, PPDM) - Pr(PDVj\EXTv2) < GAINVl
Pr(PDVj\EXTv3, PPDM) - Pr(PDV]\EXTv3) < GAINVl.
Thus, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final output
share, which completes the proof.
Security against Collusion Attacks

To show security of the protocol against collusion attacks, suppose three parties are
involved. We investigate all the scenarios in which two parties collude to access the
private data of the last party.
• Collusion of Vi and P2
Vi receives

£1(2/11, e)13* Ei(y3i,e)-1

(3.7)

E2(y21, e)x>* E2(y32, e)"1

(3.8)

from V3 and also receives
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from V2, because of colluding with this party. However, these two parties have

no information about X3, y3i, and y32 owned by V3. Thus, by decrypting (3.7)
and (3.8) and having the two equations:
2/11 *X3~ 2/31 = Vi

,

2/21 * %3 - 2/32 = V2

containing those three unknown values, they are not able to access V3 's private
data, except by guessing them.
• Collusion of V\ and V3
V\ receives

Ei(xi,e)x>* Ei(V2Ue)-1

(3.9)

from V2 and also because of colluding with V3 receives

E2(V211B)

(3.10)

from her. However, E2 is established by V2 and is semantically secure. Therefore,

Vi cannot find any private information from (3.10) about V2. Also, X2 and y2i
could not be disclosed to Vi from the equation
Xi* X2- J/21 = 2/11

by decrypting (3.9).
• Collusion of V2 and V3
V2 receives

Ei(xi,e)

(3.11)

Ei(vn,e)

(3.12)

from Vi, and

from V3 because of colluding. Ei is semantically secure, thus V2 is not able to get

any useful information about Pi's private data from (3.11) and (3.12).
Therefore, secure multi-party multiplication protocol is secure against collusion attacks
by up to n — 1 parties. This also means that the protocol could even be securely executed
over public channels.
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Secure Two-party Addition

The next building block is secure two-party addition. In this sub-protocol V1 and V2
have their own private inputs X1 and X2 and they will obtain private output shares yx
and y2 respectively, such that:

Xi +X2 = Vx *y2·

(3.13)

Protocol 3

1. V1 selects her additive homomorphic encryption E1, keeps the private key di and
sends the public key ex to V2 ¦

2. V\ encrypts her input X1, E1(X1^e1), and sends it to V2.
3. V2 encrypts her input X2, E1(X2^1), randomly selects her nonzero output share y2,
and sends back (E1(X1^1) * E1(X2, e1))y* to V1.
4. V1 decrypts the received value from V2 and sets it as her output share ^1:

Vl = D1^E1(XUe1)* E1(X2^1)Y", d,).
Therefore:

yi = D1^E1(X11C1)* E1(X2, e,))^ ,dx)

= £>i((Ei(xi + X2,ei))Oi)
= D1 ((Ei(Xi + Z2) * (V21^1), di)
= (xi + X2) * V21
=> Vi * 2/2 = Xi + X2

Figure 3.3 illustrates information flow diagram of this protocol.

(3.14)
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P1

E1(X^1)

^p2

? í(E1{x1,e¡)*E1{x2,eíJY'2' ?
Figure 3.3: Information Flow Diagram Of Secure Two-Party Addition Protocol.
Correctness of the Protocol

By use of Equation (3.14) and additive homomorphic encryption we have:
î/i * 2/2 = D1(E1(IJ1 *y2,ei),di)
= D1(E1(V1, C1)V^1), Ct1)

= ZM((£i(zi,ei)*£i(*2,ei))^>,di)
= D1(E1(X1^e1)* E1(X2, C1), (I1)
= D1(E1(X1 + x2,e1),d1)
=

X1 + X2

which satisfies the correctness of the protocol.
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: Similar to the secure two-party multiplication, there are two
encryptions and one decryption in this protocol. Therefore:
Computation cost =3a.
• Communication Cost: Its communication cost is also the same as that in protocol 1:

Communication cost =2ß.
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Security Analysis
Advantages of V\ and V2 are:

GAINVl = Pr(PDV2\EXTVl,PPDM)-Pr(PDV2\EXTVl)
GAINp2 = Pr(PDVl\EXTV2, PPDM) - Pr(PDVl\EXTV2).
V2 merely obtains Ei(xi,ei) from V\ which is semantically secure, and therefore:
GAIN-P2 = GAINsec
which is negligible.

Vi only receives a decrypted message from V2 and decrypts it to find her output, ya:

2/1 = (xi +X2) *y2"1·
Thus GAINp1 is j/i, which is "Pi's private output share. By setting:

e = max{GAINVl,GAINV2) = max{GAINVl,GAINSEc) = GAINp1
we have:

Pr(PDP2\EXTVl, PPDM) - Pr(PDV2\EXTVl) < GAINVl
and

Pr{PDVl\EXT-p2, PPDM) - Pr(PDVl\EXTV2) < GAINVl.
Therefore, the maximum advantages of the parties are not greater than knowing their
own final output shares. This completes the proof of security of the building block.

3.4

Secure Multi-party Addition

Using this building block, the summation of private input shares, x¿s, is transformed into
the product of private output shares, y,s, i.e.:
?

?

¿=1

i=l
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Protocol 4

1. Vn selects ? — 1 numbers xn,i,xn,2, · · · , xn,n-i sucn that:
Xn ~ ^n, 1 "t" 3-n,2 ? ' ' ' ? ?t?,?-?-

2. Each party Vi, 1 < i < ? — 1, runs a secure two-party addition with Vn on their
inputs, z¿ G Pj and rrn)i G Vn, such that:
3-î ? Xn,i = ?/i,n * 2/n

in which yi:n G P¿ and yn G "Pn are their private output shares. Therefore, we have:
x\ H

H x„ = (yi,„ * y„) H

l· (yn-i,n * y«) = (yi,n H

1- yn-i,n) * y™-

3. Now, yitn + · · · + yn-i,n is the summation of ? — 1 items belonging to the parties
1,2,··· , ? — 1. Thus, the algorithm would be started from step one for these ? — 1
parties. This cycle is repeated until there is only a summation of two parties, V\
and Vi, on which secure two-party addition could be applied.
Three-party case is shown here for clarification:

1. Vz selects two numbers Xz^ and £3,2 such that:
xz = £3,1 +^3,2-

2. V\ and Vz run secure two-party addition on their inputs, x\ and ?3??, to produce
y13 and y3 such that:
Xi + ??,? = yi,3 * y3·

3. V2 and Vz do the same for their inputs, X2 and x3,2, to produce y2,3 and y3 such
that:

Z2 + £3,2 = y2,3 * y3·

Note that Vz 's private outputs are the same. Now we have:
X1 + X2 + X3 = (2/1,3 + y2,3) * y3·
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4. Vi and V2 run secure two-party addition on their inputs, j/1)3 and y2,3, to obtain
their final output shares, yx and y2, respectively:
yi,3 + y2,3 = Vi * y2·
Therefore:

X1 + X2 + X3 = (2/1,3 + 2/2,3) * y3
=

yi*V2* 2/3·

Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: The number of encryptions and decryptions in this protocol

are ("-1X"+2) and ^?±, respectively. Therefore:
Computation cost =(n — l)(n + l)a.
• Communication Cost: By considering all the messages sent from the parties, we
have:

Communication cost =

(n-l)(n + 2) p..

Security Analysis

Security of the protocol for three parties is shown here, which could be generalized to
multi-party case. We have to find an e such that:
\Pr{PD\PPDM) - Pr{PD)\ < e.
Advantages of Vi , V2 and Vz are as follows:

GAINVl = Pr(PDVj\EXTVl,PPDM)-Pr{PDVj\EXTVl)
GAIN-P2 = Pr(PDVj\EXT<p2, PPDM) - Pr{PDVj\EXTV2)

(J = 2, 3)
(J = 1,3)

GAIN-P3 = Pr(PDv.\EXT-p3,PPDM)-Pr{PDVj\EXTV3)

[J = 1,2).

V3 receives E1(Xi, ex) from Vi, and E2(x2, e2) from V2, which are both semantically
secure, and therefore:
GAINV3 = GAINsec
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which is negligible.
P2, by decrypting the message received from P3, knows

2/2,3 = (z2 + 2:3,2) * Vs1
which is a partial information of her final desired result. P2 also receives £1(2/1,3,61)
from Vi, which is semantically secure. Thus, V2 's gain is at most her final private output
share, y2.

Pi, by decrypting the message received from V3, knows

2/1,3 = {?? + 2:3,1)* Vz1
which is a partial information of her final output share. Also, Vi, by decrypting the
message received from "P2, knows

y\ = (2/1,3 + 2/2,3) *y2~1·
yi is the Pi's final output share. Therefore, GAIN-P1 = GAINp2, and we set:
e = max{GAINVl, GAINV2, GAINV3) = max{GAINVl,GAINSEc) = GAINPl.
Therefore, we have:

Pr[PDrj\EXTVl, PPDM) - Pr{PDVj\EXTVl) < GAINVl
Pr(PDr3IEXTr2, PPDM) - Pr(PDr3]EXTr2) < GAINVl
Pr(PDr3]EXTr3, PPDM) - Pr(PDV]\EXTr3) < GAINVl.
Thus, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final output
share, which completes the proof.

3.5

Secure Multi-party Square Division

In this sub-protocol we are using secure two-party addition and multi-party multiplication
to create a production of private shares from expression (3.16) below:
?

^2

S>?1 ) -\

^M

/"

H S??t?

)FL-^

2_^?%? + · " " + / yXjm

i=l

N2

¿=1

(3-16)
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in which Xij G Vi, Vi G {1, · · · , n}. At the end of this sub-protocol, every party Vi has
its own private output share y¿ such that expression (3.16) equals to Y[yi- To make it
simple, and without loss of generality, we assume there are two parties, ? = 2, and also
?

we assume m = 2. Thus, if xn, x\2 G V\ and x2i, X22 € V2 we have:

(XU +X21)2 + (Zl2 + Z22)2
(Xll +X21) + (^12 + ^22)

yi*V2-

(3.17)

Protocol 5

1. Vi and "P2 run secure two-party multiplication on each pair of their own private

inputs, (£1,1, £2,1) and (£1,2,2:2,2), such that:
£1,1 * £2,1 = S1 + S2
£1,2 * £2,2 = ti + h

in which Sj and U are TVs private outputs, i G {1, 2}.
2. Each party sets a pair of private variables (zí,w¿) from her own private data as
follows:

Vi: Zx = x\x + x\2 + 2s? + 2??

,

W1 = ?1? + xìt2

V2 : Z2 = ??? + X^2 + 2s2 + 2t2

,

W2 = x2}1 + x2,2.

3. They run the secure two-party addition on each pair of (Z11Z2) and (W11W2), such
that V1 obtains U1 and V1, and V2 obtains U2 and V2:
Z1 + Z2

=

U1* U2

W1 + W2

=

V1 * V2.

4. Finally they set:
V1 : V1 = —
V1

V2: y2 = — .
V2
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Correctness of the Protocol
U1 * U2

y\ *V2

V1 * V2

_

Z1 + Z2
W1 + W2

__ (??,? + a^2,i)2 + (Zi,2 + X2¿)2
(??,? + 3:2,1) + Ou + ^2,2)
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: There are n(n — 1) secure two-party multiplications and two
secure ?-party additions in this protocol when ? parties are involved. Therefore:
Computation cost =(n — l)(4n + l)o¿.
• Communication Cost: By counting the messages exchanged between the parties:

Communication cost =2(n — l)(n + 2)ß.
Security Analysis
An e should be found, such that:

\Pr(PD\PPDM) - Pr(PD)\ < e.
Advantages of V1 and V2 are:

GAIN-P1 = Pr(PDV2\EXTVl, PPDM) - Pr(PDV2\EXTVl)
GAINp2 = Pr(PDVl\EXT-p2i PPDM) - Pr(PDVl \EXT-p2).

V2 receives ??(?1?, ex), E1(X1^e1), E1(Z^e1), and E1(W1^1) from V1, which are semantically secure, and therefore:

GAIN-P2 = GAINsecV1, by decrypting the messages received from V2, knows
Si = (x\,\ * 3:2,1) - S2
h = (3:1,2 * 3:2,2) - h

U1 = (Z1 + Z2) * U21
V1 = (W1 + W2) * V21
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which are partial information of her final output share, y\. Thus we set:
e = max(GAINp1, GAINp2) = max{GAINVl,GAINSEc) = GAINp1
and we have:

Pr(PVp2IEXTp1, PPDM) - Pr(PDp2]EXTp1) < GAINp1
and

Pr(PDp1]EXTp2, PPDM) - Pr(PDp1]EXTp2) < GAINp1.
Therefore, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final
output share.

3.6

Secure Binary Dot Product

Using this sub-protocol, two party, each of which having a private binary vector, are able
to compute their own private outputs, such that the summation of the output shares is
the final result of the secure scalar product. Suppose V\ and V2 have binary vectors V1
and V2, respectively, and want to securely compute the dot product of their vectors:

^•^ = yi + y2

(3.18)

in which yi and y2 are private output shares of the two parties involved.
Protocol 6

1. V\ converts its vector, V\, to the summation of two non-binary vectors, Uu and

Y1 = Ut + ^
2. V2 does the same and constructs two non-binary vectors, U2i and U22 from V2.

Y2 = U21 + U22
3. Now, the scalar product of the binary vectors V1 and V2 is transformed to four
scalar products of non-binary vectors.

Y1. Y2 = {??·?7?) + {?7?·??) + (??2·?7?) + (??2·??)·
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Each dot product can be securely computed using a secure dot product protocol.
One of the best techniques, regarding to security and efficiency, is presented by
Goethals et al. [29]. Suppose:
X = (xi,£2,·- · ,xn) e Vi
Y = 0/1,2/2,··· ,Vn) € P2• P1 creates a pair of public and private keys using a homomorphic encryption,

such as Pallier [51], and sends the public key to P2.
• P1 sends C¿ = Ei(^e1)(I < i < N) to V2.
N

• V2 computes W = ¿=i
Y[Cf*, generates its private share S2 and sends W =
W* Ei(S2, ei) to P1.
• Vi computes its private share Si = d(W) = (X ¦ Y)-S2.
This procedure is applied for all dot products between Vi and P2-

4. Now each party has four private shares such that the summation of these numbers
is the dot product of Vi and V2.
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: There are four secure dot products in this protocol. Therefore:

Computation cost =4(iV + 2)a.
• Communication Cost: According to the steps of the protocol, we have:

Communication cost =4(N + l)ß.
Security Analysis

The composition theorem can be used to show the security of the protocol. In the first and
second steps, each party converts its binary vector to two non-binary vectors which are
unknown to the other party. In the third step, the secure dot product protocol proposed

by Goethals et al. [29] is used. The security proof of this algorithm can be found in the
corresponding paper. Final private outputs are the summation of the private outputs of
the secure dot products in the third step.
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3.7

Cardinality of Set Intersection

When we are dealing with more than two parties, especially in vertically partitioned
data, secure dot product is not applicable. Furthermore, in many cases we are facing
with binary vectors and we cannot simply apply existing secure protocols on these vectors because of security vulnerability. Here is a new secure protocol for computing the
Cardinality of Set Intersection for more than two parties with binary vectors.
Suppose Vi, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Vn, (n > 3), each of which has a binary vector, want to jointly and
securely compute cardinality of set intersection of their vectors. This means they have
to count the number of the rows whose values in all vectors are " 1" . Note that in this

protocol when we say encryption of a vector, it means a vector in which each item is the
encryption of the corresponding item in the input vector.
Protocol 7

1. Vi, by using a random number generator, converts its vector, V\, to the summation
of ? vectors such that:

^i=vCi + V^2 + --- + Vhn

(3.19)

2. Vi selects an additive homomorphic encryption Ei, keeps the private key di and
sends the public key ei to the other parties.

3. Vi encrypts Vi12, V1¿, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Vl,„ using the public key and sends Ei(Vu, ei) to ^>
2 < i < ?.

4. V2 computes Ei(V^e1) and sends V2' = E1(V2^i) * E1(V1^e1) to V3.

5. Vi,3<i< ? -1, computes £7i(ï?,ei) and sends V/ = E1{V, ex) *Ei{Vhi,e1) *V/_j
to Vi+i.

6. Vn generates a random vector Un, encrypts this vector, Ei(Un, C1), computes

Vn = £à(vt,ei)* E1(VZ, ei)* K^1* Ei[Jfn, ei)
and sends it to V1.

7. V1 decrypts V¿, and sets ü\ = VM + Di(Vn,dx).

(3.20)
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8. Vi and Vn jointly generate a random permutation, p, and create U[ = tt(Ui) and

\J'n = p (CZn) respectively. Then they divide these vectors to ? — 2 parts and send
parts U[ k and CZn k, 2 < fc < ? - 1 to party Vk9. Each party "Pfc,2</c<n-l, computes t/{ fc - C/^ fc, and counts the rows with the
value n. The summation of these counters is the final result for the cardinality of
set intersection of the ? parties.

Note that this protocol can be also applied to two parties if we have a trusted third party
to receive the final permuted vectors and compute the counts. To make the protocol more
clear, we give a small example. Suppose the number of parties is ? = 4, each vector's
dimension is N = 6, and following are the vectors owned by the parties:

Vi
V2 V2
V3 V,
V4 V4
Vi

=
=
=
=

(1,0,1,1,0,1)
(1,1,0,1,1,1)
(1,0,1,1,1,1)
(1,0,1,0,0,1).

Let's assume that:

Vi = Vltl + Vh2 + Vit3 + Vit4
where:

Pi --V111
Vh2
Vi,3
ViA

=
=
=
=

(5,-9,0,12,-1,6)
(-3,4,5,-18,0,1)
(1,-6,-3,5,-7,-9)
(-2,11,-1,2,8,3).

Now, Vi sends following encrypted vectors to the other parties:

Vi : e(Vh2)
e(Vi,3)
e(ViA)

V2
V3
V4.
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V2 computes V2 as follows and sends to V3:
V2 : V2' = e{V2) * e{Vh2)
= e(l,l, 0,1,1,1)
*e(-3, 4,5,-18, 0,1)
= e(-2,5,5,-17,l,2)—»TV
Vz computes V3' as follows and sends to Va-

V3:V¡ = e(y3)*e(Vli3)*V¿
= e(l,0,l,l,l,l)
*e(l,-6,-3,5,-7, -9)
*e(-2,5,5,-17,l,2)
= e(0,-l,3, -11,-5, -6) —> V4Va generates Ua, computes V4 and sends it to V\.
Va'- U4 = (10,-3,0,6,1,-5)

Va' = e(V4) * e(V1A) * V3' * e(U4)
= e(l, 0,1, 0,0,1)
*e(-2,ll,-l,2,8,3)
*e(0,-l,3,-ll,-5,-6)
*e(10,-3,0,6,l,-5)
= e(9,7,3,-3,4,-7)—>7>i.
V\ decrypts V{, and computes U1 and U[:
V1 -.U1 = d(V¡) + V1A
= (9,7,3,-3,4,-7)
+ (5,-9,0,12,-1,6)
= (14,-2,3,9,3,-1)
U[ = Tr(U1)
= ^(14,-2,3,9, 3,-1)
= (3,3,-1,14,9,-2).
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Va calculates U'A:
VA:U'A = Tr(CZ4)
= vr(10, -3, 0, 6, 1,-5)
= (1,0,-5,10,6,-3).
Vi and Va divide each of U[ and U'A, respectively, to two parts and send to V2 and (V3
as follows:

VnUl2 = (3,3,-1)—? P2
U'h3 = (14, 9, -2) —? V3.
V4: U'4t2 = (1,0,-5)—? P2
Ul3 = (10,6,-3)—* P3P2 and P3 compute C2 and C3, respectively:

V2 : [/li2-[/;2 = (2,3,4)^C2 = l
T7S : t7íi3-t/ii3 = (4,3,l)=»C3 = l.
Therefore, the cardinality of set intersection of these vectors is C = C2 + C3 = 2.
Correctness of the Protocol

We denote the cardinality of the set intersection for ? vectors, Vi,..., Vn, as |p|V¿ |. If we
apply a permutation on all the vectors, the result does not change and it is just applied
in our protocol to preserve the privacy of the parties' inputs. Therefore, to show the
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correctness of the algorithm we ignore the permutation. According to the algorithm:

Y1 = Vf1 + D1(Y^d1)

= Vf + D1[E1(Yn, ei) * E1[XC, ei) * VnY1 * E1(Jfn, C1)^1)
= Vf + D1(E1(Y) * Si(VCe1) * E1(VnCe1) * e(V^lt) * VJjJ2 * E1(Ifn, B1), Ct1)
Vf1 + D1(E1(Yn, ei) * E1(VnY1, ei) * . . . * Si(V^e1)

,^7»

£i(V1>n, ei) * E1(V1^1, ei) * ... * E1(Fi12, 01) * #i(E/„, ei), ^1)

= ViJ + A(£i((v£ + V^ + · · · + Y2) + (Vf + Vi,n-\ + ..- + Vf2) + Yn, eO.di)
= Vf + (Yn + VnY1 + . . . + Y2) + (Vfn + V11nJ1 + ... + Vf2) + Yn
= (Vf1 + Vf2 + ... + Vfn) + (Y2 + ... + Yn) + Yn

= Y1 +Y2 + ... + Yn + Yn
=? Y1 + Y2 + ... + Yn = Y1 -Yn

Each party k, 2 < k < ? — 1, computes some elements of CT1 — C/„. Thus, each row in
which the result is ? means that the values in that row for all vectors are 1. Therefore,

the number of ns in U1 — Un is the final result for the cardinality of set intersection,
which shows correctness of the algorithm.
Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: There are 2n — 2 encryptions and one decryption of Ndimension vectors. Therefore:

Computation cost =N(2n — l)a.
• Communication Cost: According to the steps of the protocol:

Communication cost =N(3n — 4)ß.
Security Analysis

• None of the "P¿s, (2 < i < ?), knows the private key of the encryption system,
and therefore cannot decrypt E1(V1^, C1) received from V1. Furthermore, V1^s are
randomly generated by V1 and even by colluding, V2, V3, · · · ,Vn are not able to
reveal those vectors, except by guessing.
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__\.

y

Vi, (3 < i < ?), receives YlE1(Vi1Ci) * Ei(V14, e\) from Vi-\. However, by the
above reason, is not able to decrypt the received value to figure out other parties'
private information.

Un is randomly generated by Vn, and also V'n_x is the production of all private
vectors belong to the other parties. Thus, even after decrypting E1(Un, e\) *Vn*

V,n * Ki-n V1 cannot know Un and Vl, (2 < i <

? .

• Random permutation is known only to Vi and Vn, and each party V2, · · · ,Vn-\

only receives a partial permuted vector. Therefore, private information of Vi and
Vn is not revealed to the other parties.

3.8

Secure Comparison

In many data mining and machine learning algorithms, we need to compare two values

to find the largest one, such as in decision tree when an attribute with the maximum
information gain value has to be selected. Therefore, to hide the private values belong to

the parties involved in the privacy-preserving version of those protocols, secure comparison is needed as a secure building block. In this sub-protocol two private input shares

are compared without revealing them to the opponent party. In other words, if X1 G V1
and X2 G V2, at the end, each party knows who has the larger value.
Protocol 8

1. V1 and V2 run secure two-party addition on their inputs, X1 and — X2, to find their

private output shares, ^1 and y2, respectively such that:
Xi- X2 = yi* V2-

2. Vi (V2) sets O1 (O2) as the sign of her output share, H1 (y2).
3. V2 sends O2 to V1.

4. V1 compares O1 and O2, and finds the comparison result as follows:
If O1 = O2 then X1 > X2
Else Xi < X2.
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In this protocol we do not consider the case of equality of the input shares, which can

be simply handled by using a specific tag. The correctness of the algorithm is obvious.
Complexity Analysis
The computation and communication costs of this building block are the same as those
in secure two-party addition. The only difference is the extra communication cost of
exchanging a sign bit and final result of comparison.
Security Analysis
The main activity in this sub-protocol is running a secure two-party addition which is

already discussed in its corresponding section. The extra information that V\ receives
from Vi is the sign of her private output share which will not help to figure out the value
of 7-2 's private input share.

3.9

Secure Multi-party Product Comparison

Another building block that is developed is secure multi-party product comparison. In
this sub-protocol two products of the private input shares are compared. In other words,
if each party Vi has two inputs x¿ and y,, this protocol compares i=l
Y[xi and i=l
??? to figure
?

?

out which one is greater than the other one.
Protocol 9

1. All the parties run secure multiplication on both series of their inputs such that:
?

?

?

?

Ylxi = Sa* and TÍyi = S?
?=1

?=1

?=1

2=1

2. Each party Vi, 1 < i < ?, sets Ci = ^- b¿.
3. All the parties run secure addition such that:
?

?

Y^cx = Y[di
¿=1

i=l

4. Each party Vi, 2 < i < ?, sends the sign of her final private output share, to V\.
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5. V\ counts the number negative signs. If it is even then
?

?

F of negative signs is even => \\xi > H^
i=l

i=l

?

?

F of negative signs is odd =>¦ \\?% < \\v
1

?-

t=l

Note that we can also use this sub-protocol in the case of comparing of the addition of

private input shares instead of production. In this case, the first step is not needed, and
we can start the protocol from the second step. We name this version of the protocol as
secure multi-party addition Comparison wherever it is used in the rest of the thesis.
Correctness of the Protocol
?

?

F of negative signs is even =>¦ \\di > 0 =>· 2_^Ci > ®
i=l

¿=i

?

?

?

=> X](o¿ - h) > 0 =? Y[xi - Y[ví > 0
i=\
?

i=l

i=\

?

=> Y[xi > Y\yì
i=l

¿=1

Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: There are two secure ?-party multiplications and one secure
?-party addition in this building block. Thus:

Computation cost =(3n2 — l)a.
• Communication Cost: By using the communication costs of the sub-protocols
used in this building block, we have:

Communication cost =(^~ ^+ ' + 2CMM(n))ß
in which CMM(n) is the communication cost of the secure ?-party multiplication
protocol.
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Security Analysis

In this sub-protocol we use secure multi-party multiplication and addition, such that the
private output of one sub-protocol will be the private inputs of the next one. The only
difference is that V1 knows the sign of the private output of the other parties at the end

of the protocol, which will not reveal any useful information to V1. Thus, we set:
e = max {GAINVx , · · · , GAINVn)
= max(GAINVl , GAINSEc) = GAINVl .
This proves that the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing the
sign of the final output shares, or simply the final result of the comparison.

3.10

Secure Exponentiation

In this protocol an exponentiation with a positive base is converted to a product of the
private output shares, such that each of the base and exponent is privately owned by
one party. Suppose, ii 6 Pi, S2 G P2, and X1 > 0. By this building block, two private
output shares, Z1 and Z2 , are securely generated for these parties such that:

x? = Z1 * Z2.

(3.21)

Protocol 10

1. V1 and V2 run secure two-party multiplication on their inputs, ln(xi) and x2, to
find their private output shares, y\ and y2, respectively such that:

In(X1) * x2 = V1 + y2.

(3.22)

2. Z1 = eyi and Z2 = em are the private output shares of V1 and V2, respectively.
Correctness of the Protocol

X?2 =
x2*ln(xi)

eV1+2/2
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Complexity and Security Analyses

This protocol is a version of the secure two-party multiplication with two differences. The
first one is that the private input of V\ is In of her initial input. The second difference is
that the parties' final private shares are e of the their final outputs. Therefore, complexity
and security analyses of this building block are the same as those in the secure two party
multiplication protocol.

3.11

Secure Multi-party Factorial

Another secure building block presented in this chapter is secure multi-party factorial,
by which parties are able to cooperatively produce private output shares u\ , · · · ,Un from
their private inputs Xi, · · · ,Xn, such that:
(?

\

?

1> ! = rhi=l

/

t=l

(3·23)

In this building block we use Stirling's approximation [67] for factorial along with the
secure addition and secure exponentiation protocols. According to Stirling's approximation, for a large number I we have:

l\ p VtoTU-)1·
e

(3.24)

Without loss of generality and for simplicity of the formula, we show two-party case,
which can be generalized to the multi-party case by using the multi-party version of
secure addition in the first step of the protocol.
Protocol 11

1. Vi and V2 run secure two-party addition on ?? and X2 to find private shares, j/i
and i/2) such that:
^i + X2 = yi*y2·

Note that the private inputs are assumed to be positive, and also V2 selects a positive number as y2. Thus, yx is also positive, and we can run secure exponentiation
in the next two steps on y? and y2.
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2. V\ and V2 run secure exponentiation on yi and X2 to find Si and S2 such that:
yX2 = eSleS2_

3. They also run secure exponentiation on x\ and y2 to find ii and t2 such that:

4. The final output shares of V\ and P2 are as follows:

U1 = ?/2^*^1 *eSl+íl-Xl
«2 = ^*y2X2*eS2+t2-X2.
Correctness of the Protocol

/o

fym\xi+X2

= \J^v\V2 y—J

= V^Vme~xle~X2y?(eSleS2)(etlet2)y? = uiu2Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: One secure ?-party addition and n(n — 1) secure two-party
multiplications have to be executed in this sub-protocol. Thus:
Computation cost =(n — l)(4n + l)a.
• Communication Cost: By using the communication costs of the sub-protocols
used in this building block, we have:
Communication cost =

ß.
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Security Analysis

First, note that V1 and V2 have the following communications during the algorithm:
V1

Ei(xi,e\) —> V2

V2

(E1 (XUe1)* E1(X2, ej)*1 -+V1

V2

E1(X1, ei)ln^ * E1(^e1)'1 —> V1

V1

E1(Hy1)^1) ^V2

V2

E1(Hy1Ie1)** * E1[S^e1)-1 -+V1.

Now, we have to find an e such that:

\Pr(PD\PPDM) - Pr(PD)] < e.
Advantages of V1 and V2 are:

GAINVl = Pr(PDV2\EXTVl,PPDM)-Pr(PDV2\EXTVl)
GAINV2 = Pr(PDVl\EXTv2, PPDM) - Pr(PDVl\EXTV2).
V2 gets two encrypted data from V1 using E1 which are semantically secure. Thus:
GAINv2 = GAINsec
which is negligible.

V1, by decrypting the data receiving from V2, knows y1 such that (X1 + X2) =y1*y2, S1
such that yX2 = S1* S2, and ii such that yXl =U*t2, which are the final desired results
of V1 to create her private output share. Thus GAINv1 is at most knowing her output
share, U1. We set:

e = max(GAINVl,GAINv2)
= max(GAINv1 , GAINSec) = GAINVl .
Therefore:

Pr(PDv2]EXTv1, PPDM) - Pr(PDV2\EXTVl) < GAINVl
and

Pr(PDv1[EXTv2, PPDM) - Pr(PDVl\EXTv2) < GAINVl.
Thus, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final output
share, completing the proof.
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Experimental Results

To show the applicability of the proposed protocols and their performance, we have
implemented and tested the two fundamental sub-protocols, secure multi-party multiplication and secure multi-party addition, with different number of parties and lengths of
encryption keys. For these implementations, we have used the Java programming lan-

guage and RMI, the Remote Method Invocation API (Application Program Interface) for
handling communication among the parties. Hardware specifications for this experiment
are as follows:

• Operating System: Windows XP Professional
• CPU: 2.66 GHZ
• RAM: 2.98 GB

The system has been tested for two, three, four, and ten parties, with key lengths of
1024, and 2048 bits. Performance results are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The execution
time for each protocol is the average of ten runs of that protocol, and it represents the
total time taken by all the parties involved.

In our simulations, the size of the network is determined by the number of parties
involved, and we have considered the network to be fully connected, that is any two
parties can communicate directly with each other. However, one of the main advantages
of our protocols is that unlike most algorithms in the literature, our protocols do not

require dedicated secure channels between the parties, and can be used (securely) over
public channels. This implies that the implementation of our protocols can be easily
extended to any type of connected network, as intermediate parties can be used to pass
communications between any parties without direct links. It should be pointed out that
pre-computations can also be used for further performance improvements. For example in
each building block, encryptions of the inputs, selection of the outputs, and computation
of the inverses could be performed offline by each party to reduce the overall execution
time of the main protocols.
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Table 3.1: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Secure Multi-party Addition
Bit

Number of Parties
10

Length
1024

0.023

0.076

0.133

0.411

2048

0.108

0.321

0.604

1.885

Table 3.2: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Secure Multi-party Multiplication
Bit

Number of Parties
10

Length
1024

0.023

0.059

0.074

0.210

2048

0.106

0.237

0.375

0.913

Chapter 4

Privacy-Preserving Decision Tree
In this chapter, we show how Gini Index can be used in the privacy-preserving decision
tree algorithm to create decision tree-based classifications in such a way that the parties
involved can jointly compute the gain value of each normal attribute without revealing their own private information [57]. The underlying database can be horizontally,
vertically, or arbitrarily partitioned over two or more parties.

4.1

Background

Decision tree, or classification tree, is a predictive model in data mining and machine
learning techniques which maps observation to conclusion. This model is created using
training data and applied on target data for a specific prediction purpose [39]. A Decision Tree describes a tree structure wherein leaves represent classifications and branches

represent conjunctions of features that lead to those classifications. Figure 4.1 illustrates
a simple example of decision tree.

There are different types of algorithms to construct a decision tree from training data.
One of the first and popular algorithms is ID3. ID3 is a decision tree induction algorithm,
developed by Quinlan [52] , and stands for Iterative Dichotomizer 3. This algorithm has
three major steps:

1. Using training data entropy of all unused attributes are computed.
2. An attribute with the minimum value of entropy, or maximum Information Gain,
is selected.

3. A node is created for the selected attribute with branches for all its possible values.
60
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Figure 4.1: A Simple Example Of A Decision Tree.
These steps are iteratively executed for each branch until all the training data on that
branch has the same class value. The information gain of a given attribute A with respect
to the class attribute C is the reduction in uncertainty about the value of C when we
know the value of A. The uncertainty about the value of C is measured by its entropy:

Hc(S) = S
i=l

\s(Cl)\

\s\

\s(Ci]

s \s\

in which S is the set of training data, m is the number of possible values of class attribute
C, and S(ci) denotes the set of transactions with class value c¿. The uncertainty about
the value of C when we know the value of A is given by the conditional entropy of C
given A:

HC(S\A) = ¿
j=i

\S(aj)\
Hc(S(Aj))
\s\

in which S(Aj) is the set of transactions having value Aj of A. Ai, ¦ ¦ · , Ak are all the
possible values of attribute A. Using entropy, Information Gain of an attribute A would
be defined as follows:

Gain(A) = HC(S) - HC(S\A).
Complete algorithm of ID3 can be seen in Algorithm 2.
We can also use Gini Index instead of entropy inside the formula of Information Gain,
which is discussed in detail in the next section. Although, according to the surveys for
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Algorithm 2 ID3 algorithm for decision tree.
Require: R: The set of all normal attributes.
C: Class attribute.

S: Training dataset.
Ensure: Decision Tree.

Definition: ID3(R,C,S)
1: if i? is empty then
2: return a leaf-node with the class value assigned to the most transactions in S.
3: end if

4: if S consists of transactions which all have the same value c G C then
5:

return a leaf-node with the value c.

6: else

7:

Determine the attribute A G S with maximum Gain.

8:

Let ??, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Ak ave all the possible values of attribute A and S(Ai) is the set of all
transactions in S in which the value of attribute A is Ai.

9:

return a tree with attribute A as the root and k branches for Ax, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Ak, such

that for every i, the branch Ai will go to the tree ID1O(R — {A}, C, S(Ai)).

10: end if
splitting criteria, such as [69, 10, 20], the results of using Entropy and Gini Index are
very similar, almost all existing protocols use Entropy to compute information gain to
find the best split at each node.
The difference between these two formulae is that with the Gini Index splits are done,

preferably, in such a way that the largest class goes into one pure node, while the other
classes go into the other node, while Entropy normally tries to create balanced tree.
Thus, in distributed computation of the decision tree, where communication cost is the
most important issue, we can use the one with better performance, regardless of the
negligible difference in their final decision tree.

Also, some applicants prefer to test their database with different types of existing
techniques and select the best one depending on the final result and their needs for
specific problems. Therefore, different protocols, using various techniques are needed to
be proposed in this field of study.
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4.2

Privacy Preserving ID3 using Gini Index

In this section a secure solution for the ID3 algorithm is proposed, in which the Gini
Index is used to compute information gain of the remaining attributes in the current
node of the decision tree. However, we first review the splitting rules in classification
and Gini Index, and then apply Gini Index to compute information gain in the main
protocol.

4.2.1

Splitting rules in data classification

The main idea in decision tree creation is to find a normal attribute with the best

predicting strength, such that the dataset in each branch is purer than the data in the
parent node [9] . This idea will be repeated at each level until a node meets the stopping
criteria. To implement this concept, splitting rules in data classification are used.
The main point of splitting rules is that we have to use a split in such a way that the
node impurity is reduced as much as possible. Therefore, an impurity function f, on the
set of all m-tuples of numbers:

(p(d),p(c2),··· ,p(Cm))
where p(c¿) is the probability that the value of the class attribute C in a dataset is c¿, is
defined to measure the impurity of the current dataset, such that:

• Vz € {1,··· ,m}:p(ci)>0
m

• Ep(c¿) = !
• f is a non-negative function
• f is a symmetric function
• f( — ,—,··· ,—) has the maximum value

• (/»(1,0,0,··· ,0) =(/»(0,1,0,0,··· ,?) = ··· = 0(?,?,··· ,0,I) = O.
The standard function for this idea is the Entropy function:
m

Entropy(S) = -^p(c¿) logp(cj).
i=l
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This selection is often used because it satisfies the impurity function requirements. Thus,

any non-negative function satisfying all these requirements can be used as the splitting
rule. Another popular formula for this purpose is the Gini diversity Index.
m

m

Gini(S) = Y^JP(Cj)P(Ci)
3 = 1 i=1
?f?

which can also be written as:
m

GiUi(S) = 1 - Yp2(cì)
i=l

This formula can be computed quickly and easily. However, according to the formula,
the best split has the minimum value for the Gini Index. One interpretation of the Gini
Index formula is as follows: The estimated probability that a random item is in class q

is p(ci). Thus, the estimated probability of misclassification under this rule is the Gini
Index:
mm

m

GiUi(S) = YYp(Cj)P(Ci) = 1 - Yf(Ci)
7 = 1 ¿=1

i=l

Another interpretation of the Gini Index is according to variances [45]. In each node t,
if we assign 1 to all records with class value Ci, and 0 to others, then the sample variance
of these values is:

P(Ci)(I-P(C1))
If we repeat this formula for all possible class values, and compute the summation, we
have:
m

GiUi(S) = 1 - Yp2(ci)
i=l

In [53] , Entropy and Gini Index are compared and the frequency of difference between
them is obtained, and it is found that is no more than 2% in databases of various sizes.
That is why, in almost all studies in this area, no significant difference is derived between
Entropy and Gini Index.
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4.2.2

Protocol for Horizontally Partitioned Data

In this protocol we compute information gain, using the Gini Index, at each step of
decision tree creation for a database that is horizontally partitioned among two or more

parties. Suppose there are some normal attributes and one class attribute C in a database
S. We run the gain formula for a normal attribute, A, using Gini:

Gain(S, A) = Gini{S) - Y^-Gini(SAi)¿=i ' '

(4.1)

SAi is the set of transactions having value Ai for the normal attribute A. The set of all
possible values for attribute A is {??, A2, · ¦ · , Ak]m

Gini(SAi) = 1 - YjP(AiCj)2
in which p(AiCj) is the probability that the value of class attribute C in Sa is Cj
and the value of attribute A is Ai. The set of all possible values for attribute C is

{C\, C2, · · · , Cm}. Therefore, we have:
"1IC

12

Glm(SAl) = 1 - ElTl^
J=I

Because Gini(S) is fixed for all normal attributes, we can eliminate it and select the
attribute with the minimum value of the second part of the Gain formula, named F(S, A),
at each step when creating the decision tree. Thus, we have to compute F(S, A):

ISA1Ii1 \SaiCi\2
ISa1I2

ISa1CJ2
\,
ISa1 |2 J

1 /¦„, /ISa1C1I2 ,

. \SAlcJ2\

|S|V ' V ISa1I +"

1 Iy^ISa1CjI2

|' \Sa„\
? IW1I2
\S\ V
I^J2
(\SAkCl\2

ISaJ J '" V |SaJ

Y^ISAfcC,-!2 \

ISI 1¿í ISaJ +'" + .tí 1^*1 i
<J-

^-'-1Si(OW)-

\Sa~
|2
ISa1
\SAkcm

\SAk\
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Again, because \S\ is fixed, we only need to compute the sum. Without loss of generality,
by considering the inner sum:

V\SA'Gjl

(4.3)

2^ \SaÁ
we realize that this sum is in form of:

X\~\~ ' ' ' \ %m
Xl ?

h Xm

in which Xj (for j = 1, · · · , m) is \SAiCj | and xx H

(4.4)

l· xm equals to \SAi\. Now, if the

database is horizontally partitioned between two or more parties, each expression (4.4)
is in the form of expression (4.5), in which ? is the number of parties and iy G Vr
/ ?

\ ¿

/?

Í Y1Xn J +···+( S>*
?

?

(4.5)

/ y3-il ? ' ' ' "G / ,Xim
i=l

i=l

In step 7 of the Algorithm 2 parties have to collaboratively and securely compute
and compare information gain of the remaining attributes to find the one with the best
information gain. For each attribute A they have to compute Equation 4.3. Using Protocol 5, secure multi-party square division mentioned in Chapter 3, information gain for
each attribute is computed as a product of private shares for the parties involved. Then,
using Protocol 9, secure multi-party product comparison from Chapter 3, parties find
the greatest product which corresponds to the attribute with the maximum information
gain. Finally, each party splits her own transactions according to the values of that
attribute at the current node.

Complexity Analysis

Computation and communication costs of the protocol depend on the size of the database,
the number of parties involved, the number of attributes and number of possible values for

attributes (on average). This dependency is normally common to all protocols presented.
The overheads of the privacy-preserving protocol for the horizontal case are in using the
secure square multi-party division and secure multi-party product comparison in the
step 7 of the Algorithm 2 during its execution. Now, by using the following notations
computation and communication costs are shown.
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1. The number of parties involved in the protocol is denoted by n.

2. The number of remaining normal attributes at the current node is denoted by o.

3. The average number of possible values of the normal attributes is denoted by k.
• Computation Cost: At each step of the creation of the decision tree, for each
node we have to compute Expression (4.3), a*k times, thus by using the complexity
analyses of Sections 3.5 and 3.9 in Chapter 3:

Computation cost =(a * k(n - I)(An + 1) -\

(3n2 - l))a.

• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, we have:

Communication cost =(2o * k[n - l)(n + 2))ß + "^ ' {n - l)(n + 2)CMM(n).
Security Analysis

It is seen in the protocol that during the execution of the ID3 algorithm by the parties,
they only exchange information in step 7, when they need to find an attribute with
the maximum information gain. However, by applying the two secure building blocks
and utilizing the composition theorem, mentioned in Chapter 1, the privacy of each
party will be preserved. During the first phase, computing information gain of the
remaining attributes, parties use their private inputs to produce their own private output
shares. These private outputs will be their private inputs for the next phase, secure

product comparison. At the end, they only know which attribute has been selected for
splitting the current node without knowing the information gain values of the attributes.
Therefore, the whole protocol will be privacy-preserving regarding to the parties' private
information.

4.2.3

Protocol for Vertically Partitioned Data

Suppose two or more parties share the database, such that each party has information of
some normal attributes (columns) along with the class attribute of the whole database,
and they want to jointly and securely create decision tree for the database by computing
information gain using Gini Index. As we have already seen, in each branch (from root
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to leaves), for each remaining normal attribute A, information gain has to be computed
by using the equation (4.1).
In the first step (finding the best attribute for the root node of the decision tree) ,
because each attribute is owned by one party, every party computes information gain

of her own attributes separately by computing the expression (4.2). Then, using secure comparison (Protocol 8 from Chapter 3), the attribute with the maximum value of
information gain is selected among the parties.

In the next steps, for each remaining attribute on a branch the conditional gain has
to be computed. If an attribute is owned by a different party, then two or more parties
have to jointly compute the information gain. If two parties are involved then secure
binary dot product, Protocol 6 from Chapter 3, can be used in the protocol. Otherwise,
in multi-party case secure cardinality of set intersection, Protocol 7 from Chapter 3, has
to be utilized. The main idea in both cases, two-party and multi-party, is the same. In
here, we explain two-party case in detail.
We first order the normal attributes, without loss of generality, such that:

[A1,..., Ak)EV1 and {Ak+1, . . . ,Ar} E V2Suppose normal attribute At,t E {1, ... ,k), which belongs to V1 is the best splitting
attribute in the first step. In the next step, V1 creates the following binary vectors:

= Í 1, ifA = A,i
41 \ 0, Otherwise
tuCl

tl,Cm

v fi, if A = A1*
Ut \ 0, Otherwise

"'

Í 1, IfA = AiAC = C1

1 0, Otherwise

fl, if A = A1^AC = C1

'" Ut'Cl \ 0, Otherwise

Í 1, ifA = A,i AC = Cm

\ 0, Otherwise

= i 1, if ?* = ?,a, ? C = C„

'" tat'°m \ 0, Otherwise

Also, for each normal attribute As,s E {1, . . . , t - 1, t + 1, . . . , T), its owner creates
following binary vectors:

= Í l, if A8 = A,i
81 \ 0, Otherwise

v = Í i, if A = A,as
S°s \ 0, Otherwise

'"

Now, for each possible value AtAt of attribute At, gains of other normal attributes
have to be computed. This can be done by using equation
m ? ci

S \s*«

|2
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and above binary vectors. For each As, s e {1, . . . , t — 1, ¿ + 1, . . . , ?}, we have:
Gain(At = AtAt ,A3) =

j-—r—
\ vti ¦ Vs1)

h...+

JVtUC1 ¦ VsJ2 + --- + (Vt11Cn- VsJ2
(Vt1-V3J
If both attributes At and A3 belong to one party, information gain can simply com-

puted by that party, otherwise owner of At, by using secure dot product, obtains the final
result of the information gain without revealing private information. After computing
information gains for all attributes, the attribute with the highest gain value is selected,
using secure comparison, and the transactions of the current node are split by using that
attribute. This procedure will be repeatedly executed for all the nodes to create the
complete decision tree.
To make it more clear, we provide a simple example. Suppose there are two parties
V\ and V2 with the following data:

• V\ has the information of the attributes Outlook and Wind.
• "P2 has the information of the attribute Humidity.

At the first step each party computes information gain for her own attributes. Now
suppose attribute Outlook is selected as the root. In the next step for each possible value
of Outlook, conditional gains for other attributes have to be computed. For example, to
compute conditional information gain of Humidity when Outlook=Sunny:
• Vi creates three binary vectors Vn5F12, and Ki3 such that:

1. If Outlook(i)=Sunny then Vn(i) = 1, otherwise 0.
2. If Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play=Yes then Vi2(O = 1> otherwise 0.
3. If Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play=No then Vi3(O = 1> otherwise 0.
• "P2 creates two binary vectors V2i and V22 such that:

1. If Humidity (i)=High then V2x(O = 1, otherwise 0.
2. If Humidity(i)=Normal then V22(O = 1, otherwise 0.
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Note that Outlook(i), is the value of the attribute Outlook in the i-th record. Now by
running secure dot product protocol, V\ and V2 can securely compute:

1
2

_ (Vl2 ¦ ^2l)2 + (^13 · V21Y
Vn ¦ V21

_ (V2 ¦ ^22)2 + (Vi3 ¦ V22Y
Vn · V22

V1 can now obtain the results and compute the information gain:

Gain(Outlook = Sunny, Humidity) = S1 + S2

(4.6)

Figure 4.2 shows this computation. V1 has the information for attribute Wind, and
therefore is able to calculate conditional information gain of Wind when Outlook= Sunny.

Then by comparing this value with the value of expression (4.6), the attribute (Humidity
or Wind) with the higher information gain value is selected as the splitting attribute for
the branch of Outlook= Sunny. This can be done for the other branch, Outlook= Rain,
in the same way.

In the case that more than two parties are involved to compute information gain of

an attribute, they have to use secure cardinality of set intersection protocol instead of
secure dot product.

Complexity Analysis
Same notations used in the previous case are utilized in the vertical case to show its

computation and communication costs. We also denote vector dimensions by N.
• Computation Cost: In two-party case:

Computation cost =(3(a - 1) + 4a(N + 2))a.
For multi-party case:

Computation cost =(3(a - 1) + a * N(2n - I)) a.
• Communication Cost: In two-party case:

Communication cost =(2(a - 1) + Aa(N + l))ß.
For multi-party case:

Communication cost =(2(a — 1) + a + N(3n — A))ß.
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Figure 4.2: Example For Vertically Partitioned Data.
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Security Analysis

Security analysis of this protocol is the same as that of the previous protocol. During the
first phase, using secure comparison, each party only knows the name of the attribute

with the highest information gain value. Also, in the second step item values of the
vectors of each party will not be disclosed to the other parties by using secure binary
dot product or secure cardinality of set intersection. Therefore, by using composition
theorem the whole protocol which is the composition of those secure building blocks is
privacy-preserving.

4.2.4

Protocol for Arbitrarily Partitioned Data

In this type of distribution, parties share the database, such that each party has information of some normal attributes (columns) of some transactions (rows) along with the
values of class attribute of those transactions of the database, Figure 4.3. In the same

way, expression (4.2) has to be computed for each branch.
• Each party, by using algorithm for horizontal case, computes gain of her attributes
along with her horizontal neighbors.
• Attribute with the best information gain is then selected as the root.
• Parties who own selected attribute partition their transactions and create binary
vectors for each branch.

• They find the best attribute by using sub-protocols used in vertically partitioned
case, and secure binary dot product in two-party case, or cardinality of set intersection in multi-party case, along with their vertical neighbors.

These steps can be repeated to complete the decision tree. Here, we use an example
to show the above steps. Suppose there are four parties V\, V2, V3 and V4 such that
they have the following information:
• Vi has the value of attributes Outlook and Wind, from transactions 1 to 6.
• 7-2 has the value of attribute Humidity, from transactions 1 to 6.
• V3 has the value of attribute Outlook, from transactions 7 to 10.
• Vi has the value of attributes Wind and Humidity, from transactions 7 to 10.
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Figure 4.3: Mixed (Arbitrarily) Partitioned Data.
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At the first step, parties in each set of horizontal neighbors (in here {P1,P3} and
{P2, P4}) compute information gain for their common attributes. Suppose attribute
Outlook is selected as the root. In the next step, for each possible value of Outlook,

conditional information gains for other attributes have to be computed. For example,
information gain of Humidity when Outlook= Sunny is computed as follows:
• V\ creates three binary vectors Vn,Vi2, and Vi3 such that:

1. If Outlook(i)=Sunny then Vu(i) = 1, otherwise 0
2. If Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play— Yes then VJ2(z) = 1, otherwise 0
3. If Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play=No then V\s(i) = 1, otherwise 0
• P3 creates three binary vectors Vn,V32, and V33 such that:

1. if Outlook(i) =Sunny then V3l(i) = 1, otherwise 0
2. if Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play=Yes then V32(^) = 1, otherwise 0
3. if Outlook(i)=Sunny and Play=No then V33(¿) = 1, otherwise 0
• P2 creates two binary vectors V2I and V22 such that:

1. if Humidity {%)=High then V2i(i) = 1, otherwise 0
2. if Humidity (i)=Normai then V22(i) = 1, otherwise 0
• P4 creates two binary vectors V41 and V42 such that:

1. if Humidity (i)=High then V41(^) = 1, otherwise 0
2. if Humidity (i)=Normal then V42(Z) = 1, otherwise 0
Now by running secure binary dot product between {P1,P3} and also {P2,P4}, and
computing
Si =

((V12 · V21) + (V32 · V4I))2 + ((Ki3 · V21) + (V33 · y4i))2

S2 =

((V12 · V22) + (V32 · V42))2 + ((Vi3 · V22) + (V33 · V42))2

(Vn · V2i ) + (V3I · V4i )

(Vn · V22) + (V3I · V42)
by using secure multi-party square division sub-protocol, Protocol 5 from Chapter 3, Pi
and P3 are able to compute

Gain(Outlook = Sunny, Humidity) = Si + S2.
Complexity analysis of this protocol is the summation of those in the horizontal and
vertical cases, and its security analysis is the same as those in the previous protocols.
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4.3

Experimental Results

System configurations for the implementation are the same as those in Chapter 3. We
have implemented and tested our proposed protocol for two, three, four, and ten parties,
with two different key bit lengths, 1024 and 2048. We used two different datasets in

our experiment, Breast Cancer [5] and Poker Hand [5]. The first dataset contains 10
attributes and 286 instances, and the second one has 11 attributes and 1025010 instances.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the performance results for the privacy-preserving ID3 protocol.

Table 4.1: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Breast Cancer Dataset.
Number of Parties

Bit

Length

4

10

1024

3.0185

15.248

40.751

698.781

2048

13.958

70.379

187.761

3214.377

Table 4.2: Performance Results (In Minutes) For Poker Hand Dataset.
Bit

Number of Parties
10

Length
1024

6.635

33.429

89.304

1531.593

2048

30.684

154.292

411.471

7045.292

Chapter 5

Privacy-Preserving fc-Means
Clustering
Cluster analysis is a technique in data mining algorithms, by which data can be divided
into some meaningful and artificial clusters, and it has an important role in different fields
such as bio-informatics, marketing, machine learning, climate and medicine. A;-means
Clustering is a prominent algorithm in this category which creates a one-level clustering
of data, and it is a simple and relatively efficient way to cluster data using artificial
attributes. In this chapter we introduce privacy-preserving protocols for this algorithm

when data is privately shared, horizontally or vertically, among two or more parties [63].
The standard algorithm for this technique has to be modified such that involved parties

can jointly and securely produce k clusters and assign each data entity to the closest one.
The value of each cluster is privately shared among the parties involved, and no one has
the exact values of the clusters in order to create stronger privacy-preserving protocols.
We also consider the problem of data clustering when the amount of transactions

are growing very fast, stream data. Two protocols are proposed for incremental privacypreserving fc-means clustering, when data is distributed, horizontally or vertically, among
multiple parties. At the end of each protocol each party, without revealing its own private
data, receives the private share of the final result. Also, to improve the efficiency, the

previous knowledge is incrementally used to update the centroids and data members of
each cluster.
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5.1

77

Background

Different algorithms exist in clustering according to the underlying application and type
of data, each of which has some strengths and weaknesses. Partitional, Hierarchical (or
nested), and fuzzy algorithms are some types of existing methods in clustering. Most
of the existing work in privacy-preserving clustering consider the partitional fc-means
clustering case. In this technique at first, k artificial entities are produced as the initial
means. Then, each data entity (record or row) is assigned to the closest mean. In the
next step, based on the entities in each cluster, centroids are updated. The last two steps
are repeated until the means remain unchanged or the difference between any new center

and its corresponding previous value is less than a specific threshold. Algorithm 3 [23]
shows the complete procedure for fc-means clustering. Distance function in fc-means

Algorithm 3 fc-means Clustering Algorithm
1: Determine k entities as the initial means

2: repeat

3:

Assign each data entity to the closest mean

4:

Reconstruct the mean of each cluster

5: until means do not change

clustering algorithm could be a common distance metric such as Euclidian, Manhattan
or Minkowski. One simple formula to compute the distance of two m-dimensional vectors
X and Y is:
m

Y,(xi-yi)2
i=l

(5-1)

where x¿ and y¿ are the i-th elements of the vectors X and Y, respectively. Also the
centroid, µ, of a cluster containing vectors Xi, ¦ ¦ -,Xt is:
,_ 0s
µ= Xi + · · · + Xt .
(5.2)
Figure 5.1 shows initial (a), first (b), second (c), and final (d) steps of a small example
of fc-means clustering for 20 points and 3 means.

5.2

Non-incremental approach

In this section two protocols are proposed for non-incremental approach which can also
be used as the base protocols for incremental protocols.

Privacy-Preserving k-Means Clustering
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Figure 5.1: (a)Initial, (b)(c)Two Intermediate, And (d)Final Steps.

5.2.1 Privacy-preserving algorithm for horizontally partitioned
data

In this section, we present a protocol for fc-means clustering in horizontally distributed
data while the privacy of each party is preserved. For a database D, suppose each party

Vi (1 < i < ?) owns a subset, Di, oí D containing some entities such that A ? Dj = 0
Vi f j, 1 < i,j < ? and l<i<n
(J Di = D. Now, these parties want to jointly cluster their
records without revealing their individual information. Even the values of the means will
not be completely known to the parties and they will be privately shared among all the
parties, and they can jointly cluster the new coming records of data. Therefore, for each

mean µ.,·, 1 < j < k, each party Vi, 1 < i < ?, privately and randomly selects her initial
vector µ^, such that:
?

Pj = / jPji
t=l

After the selection of initial k means, each party computes the distances from its en-

tities to the centroids and assigns each entity to the closest one. This step has to be
securely and jointly done among the parties, because the cluster values are privately
shared among them. Suppose, Vi wants to find the closest mean to one of her entities,
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Du — (dm, · · · , dur), by assuming r as the vector dimension for each entity. We show the

ViS share of the mean µ7· by µ^ = (µ^?, · · · ,µ^G)- Therefore, using distance function
shown in the Equation 5.1, the distance from Du to µ^· would be:
T

D1^j = ^{dus - (//jls H
5=1

h µ??ß))2-

Without loss of generality and to make it simpler, we assume that the number of parties
are 3 and the entities dimension is 2. For instance if party "P1 wants to compute the
distance between her entity Dn and the first mean µ1; we have:

AiAii = (din - (/X111 + /X12I + µ?3?))2 + (dm - (/¿m + A*i22 + µ?32))2
in which µ??8 G Vi- In this equation:

(dm - (µ??? +¿¿m +µ?3?))2 = ((dm -µp?) -µ?2? ~µ?3?)
= (yii -µ?2? -µ?3?)2
= Vn + µ?2? + µ?3? _ 2?/?µ121 - 2?/?µ131 + 2µ121µ13?
= yi + V2 + y3

such that Vi E Vi, and by using Protocol 1 in Chapter 3, secure two-party multiplication,
between each pair of the parties. Therefore, at the end the distance between each entity
and a centroid is converted to a summation of private shares of the parties. Now, to

compare and find the mean with the minimum distance we can use the second version
of Protocol 9 in Chapter 3, secure multi-party addition comparison.

The next step in each iteration is adjusting the means based on the new clusters
using Equation 5.2. This computation should be done jointly by all parties. To find the

j-th mean, µ^· (1 < j < k), all vectors in the j-th cluster are involved. Suppose Iß is the
summation of all vectors in party Pj which belong to j-th cluster, and r^ is the number
of these vectors. Therefore, the new µ^ would be:
?

¿-/hi

µ,· = ~·

(5-3)

S**
t=l
However, they cannot simply send this information to each other or to a third party
because of privacy concerns. To securely compute each µ^, a simple version of the
Protocol 5 in Chapter 3, secure multi-party division, could be utilized. At the end, each
party has its own private share of µ^.
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Complexity Analysis

We use secure two-party multiplication and secure multi-parti addition comparison inside
the algorithm, and the number of usage of this building blocks depend on the number
of parties involved, number of entities, number of clusters, and dimension of each entity
of dataset, i.e. number of attributes. By assuming ? as the number of parties, r as the
dimension of the entities, k as the number of clusters, and d as the number of entities
we can compute the computation and communication costs as follows:
• Computation Cost: At each iteration, by using the complexity analyses of Sections 3.1 and 3.9 in Chapter 3:
Ti[Tt — 1 )

Computation cost =(3d(—^-——-)r + d(n - l)(n + l)k)a.
• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, we have:
,r. ,/n(n-lK
,Án — l)(n + 2)v, N„

Communication cost =(2d{^——-)r + d(-

^

L)k)ß.

Security Analysis

In this protocol, parties jointly find the closest mean to each of their entities in step
3 of the Algorithm 3. Therefore, it is the only step during the protocol in which data
is exchanged between the parties. First they run secure two-party addition for their
inputs, and then the summation of the private outputs become the input for secure
multi-party addition comparison building block to get the final result. Thus, by utilizing
the composition theorem, mentioned in Chapter 1, the privacy of each party will be
preserved in this step. To hide the number of entities, in case that more than two parties
are involved in the protocol, each party can add some forged entities to her dataset
without having any side effect to the final result of the algorithm.

5.2.2 Privacy-preserving algorithm for vertically partitioned data
In vertically distributed data among ? parties, each party Vi has the information of some
attributes (columns) from all entities in the database. Therefore, for a mean /X7-, each
party Vi has the corresponding values of her own attributes. If we denote the set of
attributes owned by Vi as A1 = {ah , ai2, ¦ ¦ · , airn}, then her private share of ßj will be:
L1Ji == [fail ' Afj'iî ) ' ' ' ! I^jim)·
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Thus, in step 1 of the Algorithm 3 each party Vi separately initiates her own private
share of the means. Then inside the iteration, in step 3 parties have to jointly and

securely compute and compare the distances of each entities from the centroids to select
the closest one. Suppose, we want to compute the distance of an entity D\ from a centroid
¿¿j. Each party Vi computes her own part as follows:

Dußji = Vi = {dHl - µJi1)2 H

h {dum - ßjimf'.

Therefore, the distance would be:
?

¿=1

Now, by applying the second version of Protocol 9 in Chapter 3, secure multi-party
addition comparison, the minimum distance will be found and the corresponding mean
will be selected for that entity.

Step 4 of the Algorithm 3, reconstruction of the means, will be done separately by
each party for her own part of each centroid.
Complexity Analysis

Same as the first protocol for horizontal version, step 3 of the algorithm is dealing with
the collaborated computation among the parties. In this step they utilize secure multiparty addition comparison to apply on their private shares. By assuming the notations
used in the previous section we show the costs of computation and communication for
this protocol.

• Computation Cost: At each iteration, by using the complexity analyses of Section 3.9 in Chapter 3:

Computation cost =d(n — l)(n + l)ka.
• Communication Cost: Using the communication cost of the building block used
in this protocol, we have:
Communication cost =d{

)kp.
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Security Analysis

In this protocol, parties jointly find the closest mean to each of their entities in step
3 of the Algorithm 3. Therefore, it is the only step during the protocol in which data
is exchanged between the parties. They run secure multi-party addition comparison
on their private inputs to find the closest mean to each entity. Thus, by utilizing the
composition theorem, the privacy of each party will be preserved in this step.

5.3

Incremental approach

Now, in this section incremental protocols are proposed for fc-means clustering. Gupta
and Grossman present Genie [33] which is a single pass algorithm for incremental clustering. In this algorithm means are moved using a weighted sum of the existing means
and the new item added each time. Stream of data is divided to windows and each time a

window will be passed to the algorithm to assign its items to the means while the means
will be updated according to the incoming items. Actually, a centroid is fitted using its
corresponding weight which is increased whenever an item is assigned to that centroid.
Here is the Genie algorithm adopted from [33]:
1. Select Parameters.

• Fix the number of centers k.

• Fix the number of initial points m.
• Fix the size of a generation n.
2. Initialize.

• Select m points C1, · · · , cm to be the initial candidate centers.
• Assign a weight of uii = 1 to each center c¿ = 1 .

3. Incremental Clustering. For each subsequent data point ? in the stream, do:
• Count = Count + 1.

• Find the nearest candidate center c¿ to the point p.

• Move the nearest candidate center using the formula: c¿ = w^c^p ¦
• Increment the corresponding weight: W{ = Wi + 1.
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• If Count = O mod n, goto step 4.

4. Generational Update of Clustering Centers. When Count equals n, 2n, 3n, · · · ,
for every center c¿ in the list L of centers, do:

• Calculate its probability of retaining using the formula: pi = -^.
S™"
¿=1

• Select a random number <5 uniformly from [0, 1]. If Pi > <5, retain the center
Ci in the list L of centers and use it in the next generation of ? points.

• If Pi < d, eliminate the center c¿ and select a new random point from the
current generation to replace it as a center in the list L of centers.
• Set the weight Wi = 1 back to one.
• Goto step 3 and continue processing the input stream.
5. Calculate Final Clusters. The list L contains the m centers. These m centers

can be grouped into the final k centers based on their Euclidean distances.
The best advantage of this algorithm is that it is single pass such that each data item
will be examined only one time and therefore the algorithm is very efficient compare to
that of the standard A>means clustering algorithm. Also, it is very suitable and accurate
for large databases.

The algorithm DIGNET [56] is another work for incremental clustering. Each time
one data item is handled without iterative modification. Centers are retained if they win

each next coming point, and otherwise eliminated. However it depends on the order of
data items processed by the algorithm, and might result poorly, but it can be used as
initial centers for other methods. Hartigans leader algorithm [34] is another single-pass,
incremental algorithm. In this algorithm, each data item is added to a center if it is
closed to it according to a specified threshold, otherwise a new center is created using
that data item. There are also some other incremental algorithms used for hierarchical

clustering, such as Charikar, et al. [15], which is not in scope of this thsis.
In this thesis, we use the Genìe incremental algorithm which is proposed by Gupta
and Grossman [33]. However, we will modify it to apply for distributed data, and also
to preserve the privacy of the parties involved in the protocol.
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Privacy-preserving incremental protocol for horizontal case

In this case, each party owns some records of the whole database and they jointly want

to generate k clusters for the database without revealing their own raw data to each
others. For a database D, suppose each party Pj (1 < i < m) owns a subset, Di, oí D

containing some entities such that Z)¿ ? D3¦. = 0 for any 1 < i, j < m and l<i<m
(J A = D.
The steps of the protocol are as follows:

1. Parties agree on a threshold number, d such that 0 < d < 1, number of means, k,
and a chunk number or the generation size, n.
2. Without loss of generality we put the parties involved in the protocol in an order,
P\i P2, ' ' · , Pm-

3. Fi randomly selects k centers C1, C2, · · · , Cfc, assigns Wi = 1 Vi G {1, · · · , k}, and
s = 1.

4. Ps selects ? items from its data Ds to process. If Ps has no more data, goto step 8.

5. For each selected item Ai (1 < i < ?):
• Ps finds the nearest centroid C; to Ai, i.e. for the distance function d:

d(Au C1) < d(Ah Cj) Vj G {1, · · · , k} and j f I.

• Ci is adjusted using its corresponding weight, w¡, and item Af. Ci = Wl*W[lj!~1 l• Wi = Wi + 1

6. For each weight u>¿ (1 < i < k):
• If -jp— > d, Ci is retained as a center, Otherwise another random value is
selected by Ps for C,.
7. All u;,'s are set to 1.
8. If s = m then s = 1, otherwise s = s + 1.

9. If all the parties processed their data, goto step 11.
10. All the centers are sent to the party Ps, and goto step 4.

11. The last party broadcasts the final centers to all the parties.
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12. Each party will assign its unassigned items to the closest centroid. These are the
items which their centers have been eliminated in step 6 during the protocol.

Final centers will be stored by the parties as the initial centers for the next run of the
protocol when data is added to the database.
Security Analysis

Inside the protocol, in each iteration some information is sent from one party to another
party. Because We consider one sending information from one party. Suppose P¿ sends
the computed means Cx, C2, · · ¦ , Ck to Pi+X. For each mean Cx, we assume that P¿ has

received Ci0 from the previous party, P¿_i, and by continuing the algorithm, Q has been
computed. Therefore we have:
?

?+ 1

Now Ci is sent to ??+?. However, Pi+\ has no information about the P¿'s items, Ars, and
initial value of the centroid Ci0. Thus, by receiving Ci, Pi+i is not able to get any detail
information about P¿'s items, and previous centroid, Ci0. Even if two parties P¿_i and
?

Pi+1 collude by sending Ci0 from P¿_i to Pi+1, the second party will only know ^A- of
r=l

Pi which is not enough to figure out individual items, Ars. Note that we assume that ?
is a large number.

5.3.2 Privacy-preserving incremental protocol for Vertical case
In this case, each party owns a subset of attributes from all records of the whole database.
We denote the set of attributes owned by Ps as A^s = {aitSl,aitS2, ¦ ¦ · , aiiSr}. For

each centroid Cj, P8 has the value of components corresponding to these attributes,
{Cj)Sl, CjiS2, · · · , Cj)Sr}. Following are the steps of the protocol for this case:
1. Parties agree on a threshold number, d such that 0 < d < 1, number of means, k,
and a chunk number, n.

2. Each party P¿ randomly selects its own part of the k centers Cx, C2, · · · , Ck.
3. All WiS are publicly set to 1.
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4. Parties select ? unprocessed items from the whole database. Without loss of generality we named them A\,A2,··· ,An.

5. For each item Ai (1 < i < ?):
• All the parties run a privacy-preserving protocol to find the nearest center,

say Ci, to that item. We use our proposed protocol presented in [63].
• Each party adjusts its own part of C¿. For instance, suppose Ps's part of
the item Ai is Ai>s = {a¿iSl,a¿iS2, · · · , a¿)Sr}, and its part for the center Ci is

Ci,e = {CU,CU>··· ,CIiSr}. Thus, we have: Cl>8 = "'*%£*¦'¦
• Wi = wi + I

6. For each weight iü¿ (1 < i < k):
• If -¡p— > d, Ci is retained as a center, Otherwise another random value is
S»;

¿=1

selected by Ps for C,.
7. All lüj's are set to 1.

8. If there are more unprocessed data goto step 4.

9. Each party will assign its unassigned items to the closest centroid. These are the
items which their centers have been eliminated in step 6 during the protocol.

At the end, each party stores its own portion of centers as the initial centers for the next
run of the protocol. Privacy-preserving sub-protocol applied in the first part of step 5
uses secure comparison and secure addition from Chapter 3. Security analysis of this
protocol is the same as the previous protocol.

5.4

Experimental Results

The experiment was done using the afore mentioned software and hardware configurations
for two, three, four, and ten parties, and key lengths of 1024 and 2048 bits. For this

protocol we have used two datasets, the Sponge Data Set [5] with 45 attributes and the
US Census Data (1990) Data Set [5] with 68 attributes. The number of clusters are 4
and 5, respectively. In the horizontal case, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 contain the performance
results, and for the vertically partitioned data, Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of the
experiments.
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Table 5.1: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Sponge Dataset (Horizontal Case).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

83.417

261.918

409.032

1650.970

2048

401.074

1228.304

2175.444

7598.698

Table 5.2: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Census Dataset (Horizontal Case).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

1635.2

5143.3

8038.8

32494.5

2048

7862.1

24120.223

42754.506

149558.019

Table 5.3: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Sponge Dataset (Vertical Case).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

6.809

18.756

27.36

96.580

2048

32.740

87.962

145.514

444.519

Table 5.4: Performance Results (In Seconds) For Census Dataset (Vertical Case).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

112

308.5

450

1588.5

2048

538.5

1446.753

2393.333

7311.173

Chapter 6

Privacy-Preserving Association Rule
Mining
A common function of data mining is to discover important, and often interesting, but
hidden relations, associations and correlations between attributes in large datasets. Association rule mining provides this useful knowledge from raw data in different applications
such as health, insurance, marketing and business systems, web usage mining, intrusion
detection and bio-informatics. For instance, in marketing this knowledge could be uti-

lized as a basis for decision making on goods placement and sales. One typical example
of such a rule in supermarkets is {milk, bread} => {butter}, which means that with a
certain confidence level and support, people will purchase butter if they buy bread and
milk. However, in many real world applications, because of dealing with distributed data
among two or more parties and privacy concerns, this association knowledge has to be
extracted while the privacy of data owners must be preserved.

As an example of the need for such protocols, consider what is known in the retail
industry as the "market basket" problem. In this problem, different franchisee of a market chain would like to improve their business practices based on customers purchase
behaviors, while keeping the details of this information private to their individual franchise. The data distribution in this problem can be horizontal, in which each parties

has their own purchase records, or vertical where each franchise keep or has information
on specific, but different items (for example grocery purchases vs clothing sales data).
The privacy-preserving association mining algorithm allows these franchises to collaboratively produce the desired aggregated result(s) by applying this algorithm on on their
data using a common key such as the combination of data and credit card number.
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Another example of application of such algorithm in vertical case is the collaboration
of different manufactures which produce different parts for a car company [18]. The independent manufacturers would be able to use this algorithm to improve quality and their
design, and reduce related cost by mining their overall data using s single common key,

as suggested in Firestone and Ford tire controversy example [28] discussed in Chapter 1.
In this chapter, we present new protocols for privacy-preserving association rule mining to overcome the security flaws in existing solutions with better performance when
data is vertically partitioned among two or more parties [59]. Two sub-protocols for
secure binary dot product and cardinality of set intersection for binary vectors are used
in the main protocols as the building blocks.

6.1

Background

Association rule mining has been widely used since its introduction by Agrawal and
Imielinski [2] to help discover patterns and associations in datasets. A short definition
of this technique follows.

Suppose X and Y are two sets of items. Given a database S of tuples, a tuple t
will satisfy rule X => Y if t contains X and also contains Y. The percentage of tuples
satisfying X and Y to the set of all possible tuples is called the Support of X => Y,
and the ratio of the support of X =>· Y to the support of X is called the confidence of
X => Y. Thus, formally we have:

£Count(X,y)

Support (X => Y) =

_s

\S\
Support^ =? Y)
Confidence^ =» Y) =
Support(X)
Table 6.1 shows a small example of the typical rule in marketing mentioned before. A
value of " 1" in a column means that the corresponding costumer has bought that product.
Using the data of this table, we have:

^Count({rm/fc, bread})

Suppovt({milk, bread}) =

r^
= 0.5
I·-5!
Y^Cowat({milk, bread, butter})
Supportami/*, bread} => {butter}) =
¡-^
= 0.3
Pl

Confidence«™//;, bread} =? {butter}) =

Swpport({milk, bread} => {butter})

Supportami/*, bread})

=^
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Table 6.1: A Sample Market Data.
Transaction ID

Milk

1

Bread

Butter

1

0

10

Normally there are two support and confidence thresholds in every application, to
which support and confidence of rules are compared. The association rule is usually
applied on binary data, and non-binary data can be easily converted to binary data
using discretization. The major steps of the standard algorithm for the association rule
is shown in Algorithm 4 [2] . Function apriori-gen generates the set of candidate itemsets
Algorithm 4 Association Rule Mining Procedure
1: Li = {large 1-itemsets}
2: for (k=2; Lk-\ f 0; k++) do
3: Ck = apriori-gen(Lfe_i)
4:
5:

for all candidates c G Ck do
Compute c.count

6:

end for

7:

Lk = {c G Ck\c.count > min. support}

8: end for

9: return L = IjLfc
k
Ck using its argument Lk-\ , i.e it generates candidates of size k from large itemsets of size

k-1 by joining large itemsets of size k-1 if they agree on k. Therefore candidates which
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have not large subsets will be pruned. Algorithm 5 shows the steps of this algorithm and
details are discussed in [2, 3].
Algorithm 5 Apriori-gen
1: for each itemset l\ G Lfc_i do
2: for each itemset Z2 G ¿fc-i do

3:

if ((Z1[I] = Z2[I]) ? ¦¦ - (Z1[A: - 2] = Z2[fc

4:

c = l\ join Z2

5:

for each (k — l)-subset s of c do

6:
7:

if s G Lfc_i then
add c to C^

8:
9:

else
delete c

10:
11:
12:

13:

2]) ? (Zi[Zc-I] < Z2[Zc-I])) then

end if
end for
end if

end for

14: end for

15: return Ck

6.2

Privacy-Preserving Algorithm on Vertically partitioned data

As we saw in the procedure of computation the support and confidence of each rule,
because each attribute belongs to one party in vertically partitioned data, values of each
attribute can be considered as a vector. Now, suppose V1 and V2 have binary vectors V1

and V2 respectively. If they want to compute the number of rows that have value " 1" in
both vectors, they have to run secure binary dot product, Protocol 6 from Chapter 3,
together. In the same way, with three or more parties, Cardinality of Set Intersection,
Protocol 7 from Chapter 3, must be jointly computed. To illustrate the concept,
let's
3
consider the values in Table 6.2 as an example. In this table we can see that ??^?
= 2i=l
Here, set intersection means the set of row numbers that have value " 1" in all vectors.
Thus, inside the Algorithm 4, whenever we want to count the number of records
that satisfy a rule, first each party specifies its attributes involved in that rule. If those
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Table 6.2: Binary Data Of Three Vectors V1, V2 And Vs.
V1

V2

V*

1
0
1
1
1
0

attributes belong to only one party, she can separately count the number of entities
supporting that rule. If those attributes belong to two parties, secure binary dot product
is used to compute the number of records satisfying the rule. Otherwise, if more than two
parties are involved, then cardinality of set intersection will be used for this computation.
Now, information required to compute Support and Confidence for each interested
rule is provided. To compute the support of a rule, the number of records satisfying that
rule, which is computed by one of the above building blocks, is divided by the number of
all records, which is known by all the parties in vertically partitioned data. Computing
the confidence of a rule, say X => Y, is also straightforward because it is the division of
the support of that rule by the support of the left side of the rule, i.e. X.
Complexity Analysis

We use secure binary dot product or secure cardinality of set intersection, depending on
the number of parties involved in computing the count of a rule, inside the algorithm.
By assuming ? as the number of parties, and d as the number of entities we can compute
the computation and communication costs as follows:
• Computation Cost: If ? = 2 then computation cost to count for each rule is:
Computation cost =A(d + 2)a.
Otherwise, for ? > 3, we have:

Computation cost =d(2n — l)a.
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• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, if ? = 2, then:

Communication cost =4(d + 1)ß.
In case of ? > 3:

Communication cost =d(3n — 4)ß.
Security Analysis

In this protocol, parties jointly run secure binary dot product or secure cardinality of set
intersection on their entities in step 5 of the Algorithm 4 to count the number of records

satisfying each rule. Therefore, it is the only step during the protocol in which data is
exchanged between the parties, and by utilizing the composition theorem, mentioned in
Chapter 1, the privacy of each party will be preserved in this step.

6.3

Privacy-Preserving Algorithm on Horizontally partitioned data

In horizontal case, each party has a subset of records from the whole database. Therefore,

to compute the count of records satisfying a rule, first each party has to count the number
of entities having that rule from her own dataset.Then, they have to jointly and securely
compute the support of that rule to compare with the min. support.

Suppose, each party Vi, 1 < i < ? computes her own count, c¿ for a rule. Now, all
the parties run secure multi-party addition, Protocol 4 from Chapter 3, on their counts,
CjS, and also on their number of records, s¿:
?

?

J2Ci = Tlu
i=l

¿=1

?

?

S5* = ÎlUi
i=l

i=l

followed by running a secure multi-party multiplication for the division of their private

outputs, Vi = ^, such that:
?

?

Y[vi = J^W1.
i=l

¿=1
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After these steps, ¿=i
Y2wi has to be compared with the min.support. To do this comparison in a secure way, second version of Protocol 9 in Chapter 3, secure multi-party addition
comparison will be applied on the private output shares, w\ — min. support, W2, W3, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Wn.
Note that one of the private inputs should be Wi — min. support, and in here we select
the first party to have this input.
Complexity Analysis

In this protocol, secure multi-party addition and multiplication and also secure multiparty addition comparison have been used.
• Computation Cost: If ? = 2 then computation cost to count for each rule is:
Computation cost =15a.

Otherwise, for ? > 3, we have:

Computation cost =(4n2 — 3) a.
• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, if ? = 2, then:
Communication cost =8/3.
In case of ? > 3:

Communication cost =(3^"~ ^

+ CMM(n))ß.

Security Analysis

In this protocol, secure multi-party addition and multiplication and also secure multiparty addition comparison have been used, such that the private outputs of the two secure
multi-party additions are the private inputs of the secure multi-party multiplication, and
the private outputs of this protocol will be the inputs of the secure multi-party addition
comparison building block. Thus, by utilizing the composition theorem, the privacy of
each party will be preserved during the execution of the protocol.
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6.4

Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed protocols to show their applicability and their per-

formance in order to compare with previous work with different number of parties and
encryption key lengths. The Java programming language and the Remote Method Invocation package (RMI) have been used in this experiment. Hardware specifications for
this experiment are as follows:
• Operating System: Windows XP
• CPU: 1.83 GHZ
• RAM: 1 GB

We have tested the protocols with key lengths of 512, 1024, and 2048 bits, for two, three,

five, and ten parties. Table 6.3 shows the cost of encryption for different numbers of
items to be encrypted. Tables 6.4 shows extra total cost (in hours) to achieve privacy
in worst-case scenario with key bit length of 512 and 100k transactions, and comparison

with the previous work, which has been tested only with key bit length of 512. US stands
for our protocol, and VC stands for Vaidya and Clifton's protocol [72].Also Table 6.5
shows the extra total cost (in hours) to achieve privacy in worst-case with key bit length
of 1024 and 100k transactions. The worst case, in which all the attributes are frequent
1-itemsets, is assumed in this experiment. The execution time for our protocol represents
total time taken by all the parties involved.

Table 6.3: Total Cost Of The Encryption (In Seconds).
Number of

Key size
1024

2048

items encrypted

512

Ik

1.6

10k

15.97

77.91

352.53

100k

159.93

779.95

3394.76

35.9
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Table 6.4: Comparison Of Extra Cost To Achieve Privacy In Worst Case Scenario (In
Hours) .
Number of Parties

Number of
attributes

10
10
50
50

(US)
(VC)
(US)
(VC)

10
1.29

2.21

3.90

8.43

2.59

3.89

6.49

12.97

6.61

11.10

19.90

42.17

13

19.5

32.5

65

Table 6.5: Extra Cost In Worst Case With Key Bit Length Of 1024 (In Hours).
Number of

Number of Parties
10

attributes
10

6.45

10.82

19.40

41.16

50

32.45

54.15

97.40

205.78

Chapter 7

Privacy-Preserving Neural Networks
Neural networks have become increasingly important in areas such as medical diagno-

sis, bio-informatics, intrusion detection, and homeland security. These systems have a
strong ability to derive knowledge from complex data, and are used to extract patterns
and trends which are otherwise hidden in many applications. Preserving the privacy of
sensitive data and individuals' information is a major issue in many of these applications.

In this chapter two different types of Neural Networks learning algorithms, perceptron
and back-propagation, are considered.

We first propose two secure protocols for perceptron learning algorithm when input
data is horizontally and vertically partitioned among the parties [58]. These protocols can
be applied in both linearly separable and non-separable datasets. They can also be used
incrementally, i.e. they process new coming data, adjusting the previously constructed
network.

We also present two new privacy-preserving protocols for back-propagation neural
network algorithms when data is horizontally and vertically partitioned among several
parties [60]. Back-propagation algorithms are designed for multi-layer models and can
be applied to continuous data and differentiable activation functions.
AU the proposed protocols preserve the privacy of both the input data and the constructed learning model. Furthermore, the final models are securely shared among all
the parties who can jointly use the models to predict the corresponding output for their
target data.
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7.1

Background

Neural Networks are information processing systems which function in the same way as

biological nervous systems. To solve a problem, this system normally has a huge number
of processing elements, which are highly interconnected. The key point in this system
is that it can learn and modify itself using its inputs. Some popular applications using
this system are classification, pattern recognition, function approximation and filtering.
This system is composed of a set of artificial neurons, or computational cells and a set of
one-way connectors connecting those cells together [27]. Each cell, t¿¿, is of type input,
intermediate or output Also, each connector has a weight, witj which determines the

effect of cell Uj on cell ttj. Each cell u¿, except input cells, calculates its output by
applying an activation function on the weighted sum of its input cells:
?

Si = ^WijUj
Ui = f(Si)
where ? is the number of cells directly connected to u¿. The cell u0, by convention, is

a cell with output +1 which is connected to every other cell ttj, except input cells, with
corresponding weight Wiß called bias.

Perceptron learning algorithm is a fundamental and important algorithm in feedforward neural networks learning systems proposed by Rosenblatt in [54]. Algorithm 6,
adopted from [27] , shows the steps of this method. The weight vector
W=<Wo,Wu··- ,Wp >

for a neural network model with ? inputs, is computed from the set of N training examples

E = {<E\Cl >,<E2,C2>,··· ,<EN,CN >}.
Each Ek is a p-vector input such that

Ek =< U1, u2,·-· ,up >
and it is extended to a (p + I)-vector by adding an additional input, U0 with value +1

for every training example for the bias. Ck is the corresponding output of Ek. Stopping
criterion could be a user-specified threshold or maximum number of iterations.
Perceptron learning algorithm is also used as a base algorithm for multi-layer constructive algorithms such as Tower and Pyramid algorithms. Therefore, after providing
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Algorithm 6 The perceptron learning algorithm
1: Set W to the 0 vector.

2: Select a training example < Ek,Ck >.
3: if W correctly classifies Ek, i.e.,

{W ¦ Ek > 0 and Ck = +1} or
{W ¦ Ek < 0 and Ck = -1} then
4:

Do nothing

5: else

6:

Modify W by adding or subtracting Ek according to whether the correct output
Ck is +1 or -1:
W' = W + CkEk.

7: end if

8: if Stopping criterion is satisfied then
9:

Return the network

10: else

11:

Go to step 2.

12: end if

privacy-preserving protocols for perceptron learning algorithm, they can be extended to
apply on other types of learning models with different configurations.
Perceptron learning is a simple and fundamental algorithm in neural network learning
systems proposed by [54], but it is normally applied to Boolean data and threshold as
the activation function for a single-cell model, and it could not solve a wide range of
problems. Because of these limitations, other algorithms have been designed to handle
various types of data and activation functions in multi-layer models. Back-propagation is
one of the most common neural network structures because of its simplicity, effectiveness,

and reasonable speed. Currently, this algorithm is used in around 80% of neural network
applications [47] . This algorithm is a feed-forward learning method which uses gradient
descent to adjust the weight vector during its iteration. To apply gradient descent, a
differentiable error function is needed, thus mean squared error and continuous data with

the sigmoid function as the activation function are used as follows:

Si = '^jWijUj , Ui = f(Si) = 1 e_Si
Algorithm 7, adapted from [27], shows the steps of this method.

(7.1)
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Algorithm 7 The back-Propagation Algorithm
1: Set step size, p, to a small positive number, and weight vector W to small random
initial weights.
2: repeat

3:

Get a training example data, < Ek,Ck >.

4:

Forward (bottom-up) propagation: Beginning with the input cells, compute
weighted sums, S^, and activation, u¿ = /(5¿) for all cells.
Backward (top-down) propagation: Compute gradients for all cells starting from

5:

output cells:

/'(S1) = Ui(l - m)
(C1 - Ui)F(Si)
Si =

(7.2)
if Ui is output unit

(7.3)

<

( S wmßm /) f'(Si) for other units

k \m:m>i

6:

Adjust weights:

W*j = Wij + pôiUj

(7.4)

7: until convergence of the algorithm, i.e. weight changes and changes in the mean
squared error become sufficiently small.

In the back-propagation algorithm, we usually have one input layer, one intermediate

layer and one output layer, and there are two forward and backward phases during each
iteration. The forward phase starts from the input layer and goes toward the output
layer. During this phase, in each layer, weighted sums and activations are computed
for every cell using the activation function which is normally the sigmoid function. The
backward phase starts from output layer and goes down toward the bottom layer, i.e.

the input layer, of the network to compute gradients as shown in Equations (3), (4) and
(5) inside Algorithm 7. Finally, using computed gradients, <5¿s, and step size, p, weights
are adjusted as shown in Equation (6). Figure 7.1 shows the forward phase computation
for one cell in a sample network, and Figure 7.2 shows the backward phase for another
cell. Also, Figure 7.3 shows weight modification for one connector.
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"4 = /(W4,0 + W4,l"l + W4,2W2 + W4,lUl).

Figure 7.1: Forward Phase Computation For Activations.
C

S6=(C-U6)Z(S6)

¿4 = w64S6f\S,),¦- -\"W- -,¿5 = W6^6/ (S5)

Figure 7.2: Backward Phase Computation For Gradients.
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Figure 7.3: Weight Modification.

7.2

New Protocols for Perceptron Algorithm

In this section we present two privacy-preserving protocols on Neural Networks for perceptron learning algorithm when data is securely shared, horizontally or vertically, among
two or more parties. In these protocols, in each step of the perceptron algorithm private
output shares are created from the private input shares, and the final model is privately
shared among the parties. These protocols also cover both separable and non-separable
datasets. As we know, according to the definition provided by Goldreich [30], privacy
means that each party can only get information which is inferred by using her own input
and output available to that party. However, we believe that output share of a party
should not help with an unauthorized access to others' private and sensitive information.
Thus, in our protocols the final model is not released as a whole to each party, but rather
partitioned as private shares among the parties.

7.2.1

A Protocol For Horizontally Partitioned Data

In this section, we propose a protocol for creating a neural network learning model, using
the perceptron algorithm, in which the data is horizontally partitioned among several
parties. In horizontal or homogeneous distribution each party owns the value of all
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attributes of some records or rows of the whole database. At the end of this protocol,

the model is privately shared among the parties involved and they can jointly and securely
use the model to predict the output for a target data. The model considered here is a

single-layer network using a threshold function, shown in Algorithm 6, as the activation
function.

Suppose dataset D is horizontally partitioned to Di, D2, · · · , Dn owned by parties
Vi,V2,··· i^n respectively, and \Di\ = rrii, 1 < i < n. Each item d¿¿ G A, 1 < j < ^i,
is a pair < Eitj,Cij >, in which Eitj =< 1, iii¿,i, «¿,¿2, · · · , u¿JiP > is the input vector, Citj
is its corresponding output, and ? is the number of input cells. Our goal is to compute
the network weight vector W =< W0, Wi, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Wp > for this set of training example. To
preserve the privacy of the learning model, this vector will be privately divided to all the
parties such that tü¿ =< wifi, witi, ¦ ¦ ¦ , witP > belongs to Vi and:
?

Wk = 2>¿fe 0<k<p

(7.5)

At the beginning of the protocol, W should be initialized to a vector with small values.
Each party randomly and privately generates her own vector values. To make sure that
the main vector W has small values, parties agree to set their vector values in a way that

the summation (7.5) for each k should be a small number. For instance, parties with odd
index start by a negative number and alternatively change the sign of the next value,
and parties with even index do the opposite. Therefore, the summation of corresponding
items would be a small value.

Now, each party Vi has the following information:

d%¿ = < Eiti, Ci1I >
^¿,m,

= "^ J-Ji1TTIi ) ^?,t?,? **

£Ji,j = < 1, ui,j,lj ui,j,2> ' ' ' ; ui,j,p >
Wi = < Wifi, Wi1I, ¦ ¦¦ ,Wi,p > ¦

Steps of the protocol are as follows:

1. Selecting a party: One party is randomly selected from the ? parties, say Vi2. Selecting an item: Party Vi randomly generates an integer number j, 1 < j < m¿,
and selects item d¿¿.
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3. Computing weighted sum: Now, R = Eij ¦ W has to be computed.
R = Eitj ¦ W = Eij ¦ < W0, W1, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Wp >
= Eij ¦ <wlto,whl,··- ,whp> +
Eij ¦ < w2,q, w2ii, ¦¦¦ , w2,p > +
Eij ¦ < IUj1O, Wi1I, ¦·· , Wi,p > +
Eij ¦ < wn<0, ????, ¦¦¦ , wn¡p >

In this equation, E^ ¦ < witQ,Witi, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,wiiP > is computed locally by Vi because
both sides of the dot product belong to this party. The value of other dot products,

i.e. E1J ¦ < Wkfi, Wk,i, · · · , Wk,p >, for k f i is computed jointly by Vi and Vk using
a secure dot product protocol, such as [29]. Thus, we have:
Eij ¦ < Wkfi, Wfc,l, · · · , Wk,p >= Ri,k + Rk
in which Ritk and Rk are private output shares of Vi and Vk respectively. Thus:
R = Ehj ¦ W = (Ri11 + Rn + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Ri,n) +
(R1 + R2 + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Ri-x + Ri+1 + --- + Rn)
If we assume Ri = R¿ti + Ri¿ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Ri>n then:
R = R1 + R2 + ... + Rn

(7.6)

4. Applying activation function: Threshold function is applied by comparing
sign(R) and sign(Cij). According to the Algorithm 6, we don't need to compute the result of the summation (7.6), and we can just run a sub-protocol to find
sign(R). If we convert this summation to multiplication of output shares, then by
having the number of negative outputs, the sign of the summation can be determined. For this purpose, we first use the sub-protocol secure multi-party addition,
Protocol 4 from Chapter 3, such that:
?

?

j=i

1=1

Then, each party Vk, k F i, sends the sign of her private output share, i.e. sign(rk),
to Vi, and Vi by counting the number of negative signs determines sign(R) and
compares it with sign(Cij), which already belongs to this party.
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5. Adjusting the weight vector: If

sign(Eij ¦ W) = sign(Cij)
then nothing is needed to do, otherwise W has to be adjusted using E^ and Cij
as follows:

W = W + Cij* Eij
= < W01W1,- ¦¦ ,Wp > + dj* Eij
= < Wi>0,W1:i,-- ¦ ,WiiP > +
< w2,o,w2,i,··· ,W2,p > +
< Wi-I1Q1Wi-I11, ¦¦ ¦ ,w¿_iiP > +

< Wifl, Wi11, · ¦ ¦ , WUp > + Cij * Eij
< Wi+I1O1Wj+I1I,- · · ,wi+i)P > +
< W^o.Wn,!,· · · ,Wn,p >

As we see in this equation, only Vi has to modify her weight vector by adding

CjJ * Eij to it, which is known to this party, and the weight vectors belonging to
the other parties are not changed.
6. Go to step 1.

Although perceptron learning algorithm correctly works for separable set of training
examples, it is not suitable for nonseparable datasets. For nonseparable set of training

examples other algorithms are used, such as Pocket algorithm [27], in which the weight
vector with the longer run of correct classifications is kept inside the iteration. Thus, we
modify our protocol to handle Pocket algorithm as well. Two integer variables, Runw
and Runw*, ,. . have to be stored and updated inside the iteration. Runw is the number
" " Ir OCK GZ

of items correctly classified by the current weight vector and RunWpocket is the number
of items correctly classified by the pocket weight vector, which can be public and known
to all the parties.

Also, a weight vector, Wpocket is considered to keep the weight vector with the longest
run of the correct classifications, and is privately shared to the parties in the same way

of the current weight vector, W. Before starting the protocol Runw and RunWpocket are
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set to 0, and Wpocket is set to W, it means that each party has her own private share
of Wpocket- Inside the protocol and in step 4, if sign(Eitj ¦ W) = sign(dj), Runw is
increased by one, and if Runw > RunWpocket , each party replaces her own share of WPocket
with her current share of W, and RunWpocket is set to Runw. By this modification, and
by having a specific threshold for the desired number of items that are correctly classified
by a weight vector, algorithm is able to find and keep the best weight vector in case of
nonseparable set of training data.
Complexity Analysis
We use the following notations in the rest of this section:
• The number of parties involved in the protocol is denoted by n.
• The number of input cells in the neural network is denoted by p.

Two sub-protocols, secure dot product and secure multi-party addition are used in this
protocol. Therefore:

• Computation Cost: At each iteration of the algorithm, by using the complexity
analysis of Section 3.4 in Chapter 3 and computation cost of secure dot product:
Computation cost =(n — l)(p + ? + 4) a.
• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, we have:
Communication cost =

ß.

Security Analysis

• First of all, each party securely and randomly generates her own initial weight
vector and thus it is not known by the other parties.

• In step 2 the selected party randomly selects an item from her dataset. Therefore
other parties do not know the input vector values.

• In step 3, secure dot product is applied to each pair of private vectors belonging to
two parties and final result is divided to two private shares for the parties involved.
Goethals et al, in [29], have proposed an efficient protocol for this secure two-party
computation by using homomorphic encryption and we use that in our protocol.
Thus, both sides are unaware from each other's input and output.
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• In step 4, because the summation is converted to multiplication of private shares
and parties only send the sign of their outputs to the party Vi, their private values,
i.e. RiS, are not revealed.

• Finally in step 5, only Vi 's private share of the weight vector is locally modified by
this party and no information is exchanged.

Therefore, the final shares of the weight vector are kept private. Formal security proof
of the protocol is also as follows:
An e has to be determined, such that:

\Pr(PD\PPDM) - Pr(PD)I < e.
Advantage of each party Vj is:

GAINVj = Pr(PDVk\EXTPj,PPDM)-Pr(PDVk\EXTVj)

{k f j).

Each party Vj , 1 < j < ? and j F i, only runs secure dot product protocol with Vi
using her own randomly generated vector, and secure multi-party addition protocol with
other parties using her private output share. Therefore:

GAINVj = GAINsec

(j F i)

which is negligible.

Vi, by decrypting the message received from other parties and the signs of their
private outputs, only knows her private share of the final weight vector, which is her
desired final output. Therefore, we set:

e = max{GAINVx,GAINVj) = GAINVi.
Therefore, for each k, j e {1, · · · , ?}, k f j we have:

Pr{PDVk\EXTVj, PPDM) - Pr(PDVk\EXTv.) < GAINVi = e.
Thus, the maximum advantage of each party is not greater than knowing her final output
share, which completes the proof.
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7.2.2

A Protocol For Vertically Partitioned Data

In this section, a protocol is presented to produce neural network model using perceptron
learning algorithm when data is vertically partitioned among the parties. It means each
party owns a subset of attributes, and class attribute or the output C¿ is public. Same
as the protocol for horizontal case, learning model is finally shared among the parties
involved, and prediction of testing data is jointly and securely done by all the parties.
Suppose dataset D is vertically partitioned to Di,D2,··· ,Dn owned by parties
V\ , V2, · · · ,Vn respectively, and the number of attributes in Di is m¿, such that ¿=i
J^m, = p,
in which ? is the number of all attributes. Each item d¿ G D is a pair < Ei, Ci >, in
?

which:

Ei= < 1,1*1,1,141,2,·· · ,Ul,ml,U2,l,U2,2,--- , «2,m2 ,
' ' ' , ^n, 1, ^n,2> ' ' ' , ^n,mn ¦>

is the input vector and Q is its corresponding output. Note that u^\, ui¡2, · · · , and uitJli
belong to Vi and let the first item of Ei, 1, is owned by the first party, V\. Our goal is
to compute the network weight vector W =< W0, W1, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Wp > for this set of training
examples. To preserve the privacy of the computed learning model, this vector will be
securely distributed to all the parties, such that:
W= < Wh0,Whi,Wli2,··· ,Wltmi,W2,l,W2t2,··· ,W2,m2,
··· ,Wn,l,Wn,2,·· ' ,™n,m» > ·

Therefore, each party knows the initial, intermediate, and final weight values for her own
attributes. Without loss of generality, we assume that W0 = Wi,o is maintained by P1.
First, W should be initialized to a vector with small values. Thus, each party randomly
and privately generates her own part of the weight vector, i.e. Vi initializes witi,Wi¿, · · · ,
and u>i,mi . Following are the Steps of the protocol:
1. Selecting an item: One item di is randomly selected from the set of training
examples
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2. Computing weighted sum: R = Ei-W is computed:
R = Ei-W

= < 1)^1,1) ' ' ' ,^1I1Tn1, u2,l, ' ' ' ,U2,m2, ' " ,
^n1I ; ' ' ' , ???,p?? --*

< Wl1O1Wl1I, · ' · , Wl1Tn1, W2,l, ' ' ' ,W2,m2, ' - ' ,
W„,l,··· ,Wn¡mn >

= < ?,?/?,?, · ·· ,Ul.mi > · < W1)0,·· · ,Wljmi > +
< ti2,l, · · · , n2,m2 > · < W2,l, · · · , W2,m2 > +
< un,l, ' ' ' , un,mn > ' < WnJ,
= Ai + · ¦ · + An

, Wn,mn >

In this equation, A¿ is locally computed by the party Pj.

3. Applying activation function: sign{R) and sign(Citj) have to be compared.
Same as the previous protocol, we don't need to compute R, and only sign(Ri)
has to be compared with sign(Ci), by using secure multi-party addition, Protocol
4 from Chapter 3, same as that in the previous protocol. Then, one party, say Vk,
is selected and each party Vj, j f k, sends the sign of her output, to Vk- Now, Vk
by counting the number of negative signs determines the sign of the summation
and compares it with sign{Ci).
4. Adjusting the weight vector: If sign{Ei ¦ W) = sign(Ci), there is nothing to
do, otherwise W has to be adjusted using Ei and C¿ as follows:
W = W + Ci* Ei
=

< Wi1Q1Wi1I,- ·· ,wi,mi,··· ,

W„,l , · · · , W„,mn > +

Ci* < 1,1*1,1, · · · ,«l,mii - - - ,
^n1Ii

; un,mn ^

= <Wlfi + Ci,Whi + Ci*Uiti,···,
wi,mi + Ci * niimi,

w„,i + Ci *???,-- ' ; W7J1TOn + (^i * un,m„ >
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Thus, each party modifies her own part of the weight vector.
5. Go to step 1.

At the end, each party has the corresponding weights to her input attributes from the
weight vector. Modification of this protocol to handle the Pocket algorithm is straightforward.

Both of this and previous protocols for vertical and horizontal cases can be applied
incrementally. It means, whenever the model needs to be adjusted with extra training

data, we can use the constructed model which is shared among the parties and apply the
same protocol to adjust the weight vector according to the new data.
Complexity Analysis
The notations from the previous section are used here, secure multi-party addition
building block is used in this protocol. Thus:

• Computation Cost: At each iteration of the algorithm, by using the complexity
analysis of Section 3.4 we have:

Computation cost =(n — l)(n + l)a.
• Communication Cost: According to the communication cost of the sub-protocol
used here:

Communication cost =

ß.

Security Analysis

Security analysis of this protocol is similar to the protocol for horizontal case. We go
through the protocol to check that the parties' privacy is preserved during the algorithm.
In the initialization step, each party, according to her attributes, randomly and privately

generates her own part of the weight vector. In step 2, each dot product is computed
locally by each party and no information is exchanged. In step 3, after running secure
multi-party addition protocol, each party Vi, i f k, only sends the sign of her private
output to Vk and no information about her input, i.e. Ri, is revealed. Finally in step 4,
each party locally modifies her own part of the weight vector.
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7.3

New Protocols for Back-propagation Algorithm

We propose two privacy-preserving protocols in this section for back-propagation learning
algorithm when data is partitioned horizontally or vertically among two or more parties.

7.3.1

A Protocol for Horizontally Partitioned Data

After execution of this protocol the constructed model is securely divided among the

parties involved, and they can jointly use the model on target data to predict the corresponding output. For simplicity and without loss of generality, besides input layer, we
assume one intermediate layer, and one cell in the output layer, which is usual in many

applications, but the protocol would be the same in general case. Figure 7.4 shows the
network model for our protocol.
Suppose the training data, D, is horizontally partitioned into Di, D2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Dn respec-

tively owned by parties "P1, V2, ¦ · · ,Vn and \Di\ = rij.
Each item di¿ E Di,l < j < rii, is a. pair of < Eij, Cij >, in which

is the input vector and Cij is its corresponding output. The weight vector for this
network is:

W = < Wp+ifl, Wp+1^i, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Wp+itP, ¦ ¦ · , Wp+fc,0, Wp+k,l, · ¦ ¦ ? Wp+k,p,
Wp+k+1,0, Wp+k+l,p+l,Wp+k+l,p+2, ' ' - ; Wp+k+l,p+k >

To preserve the privacy of the weight vector, it is securely distributed among the
parties such that each one has her own share of this vector. For each 1 < i < ?, 7Ys
weight vector is:
Wi= < Wj1P+I1O, Wj1P+I1I, · " · , Wj1P+I1P, · · · , Wj1P+Jj1O; Wj1P+Jc1I, · · · , Wj1P+Jc1P,
Wj1P+Jt+I1P+I, Wjip+fc+iip+2, · ' ' ) Wj1P+J0+I1P+Jc >

where each element of the vector W is computed as follows:
?

wr,s = ^UV1S.

(7.7)

Our goal is to adjust and compute the best network weight vector for the training data.
At the beginning of the protocol, W is initialized to a vector with small values. Therefore,
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Figure 7.4: A Neural Network Model For Back-Propagation Algorithm.
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each party randomly generates her own vector values privately, but to make sure that
the main vector W has small values, they agree to set their vector values in such a way

that the summation (7.7) for each pair of r, s be a small number. For instance, parties
with odd index start with a negative number and alternatively change the sign of the
next value, and parties with even index do the opposite. Thus, the summation of the
corresponding items would be a small value.
The steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1. One party is randomly selected from the ? parties, say Vi2. Party Vi randomly generates an integer number j such that 1 < j < ni} and selects
item dij, which is the pair < Eij, Cij >.
3. Forward phase:

(a) Si, VZ G {p + 1, · · · ,p + k], is computed for the intermediate layer as follows:
Si = Eij ¦ < wifl,·- · ,??/,? >

= Eij ¦ < ???,?,?, · ¦ · , ??,?,? > H

1- Eij ¦ < wnjfl, · · · , wn^p >

In this computation

E1J ¦ < WiJ1O^Hi, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,witiiP >

is done locally by Vi because both sides of the dot product belong to this
party. The value of

Eij ¦ < wmtito, IiVz1I, · · · , wm:i}P >,m^i
is computed jointly by parties Vi and Vm using a distributed secure dot product protocol, such as the protocol proposed in [29], in which the final result
of the dot product is securely divided between two parties such that the summation of the private output shares is equal to the dot product result. Thus,
we have:

EiJ ¦ < Wm,lfl, Wm,l,\,· ¦ ¦ , Ulm,l,p > = Rl,i,m + Rl,m
where Ri^m and R^m are private output shares of Vi and Vm respectively.
Now we have:

Sl = (Rl,i,i + ¦¦¦ + Rt,i,n) + (Rl1I + ¦¦¦ + Rl,i-1 + Rl,i+1 + ¦¦¦ + Rl,n)·
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where Ri^i, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Ri,i,n belong to Vi and -R/,m(m ^ i) belongs to Vm. If we
assume Riiiti H
+ Ri^n = Ri¿ then:
Si = Ri,i + ¦¦¦ + Rt,n-

(7-8)

(b) V/ G {? + 1, · · · ,? + fc}, Ti; is calculated for the intermediate layer by using
the sigmoid function. We convert this function so that the final result of Ui is
privately shared among the parties:

ui = J(S1) = /(A,,! + · · · + R11n)
1

1

I _(_ e-(Ä/,H—hR¡,n)

1 + e-^'1 * · · · * e~Rl'n '

Now, by using secure multi-party multiplication and secure multi-party addition, Protocols 2 and 4 from Chapter 3, we have:
1

1

1 + e-^·1 * · · · * e~Rl>n

1 + (xiti H
1
Vl,l * ¦¦¦ * Vn,l

l· xn,i)
-i .
, „.-i
Vil * ' " ' * Vnì = ZU * · ' · * Zn,l

where (zm,i = Vm]i, 1 <m <n). Therefore:
?

ui = Y[zmj
m=l

VZ G {p+l,··· ,p + k}

where zm¡i is the private share of party V7n for 1 < m < ?.
(c) Sp+k+i is computed for the output layer as follows:
Sp+k+i = < 1, Up+i, ¦ · · , Up+fc > · < lüp+fc+?,?, Wp+fc+l,p+l, · · · , Wp+k+l,p+k >
= Wp+k+lfl + Up+I * Wp+k+l,p+l + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Up+k * Wp+k+l,p+k

= lfl,p+fc+l,0 + · · ¦ + WniP+k+lfi +

2l)P+l * · · · * Zn^p+1 * (îil^p+fc+?,?+? + · · · + WntP+k+l,p+l) +
Zl,p+2 * ¦ · · * Zn¡p+2 * (^l,p+fc+l,p+2 + · · · + Wntp+k+l,p+2) +
Z\,p+k * · · · * ZntP+k * (witP+k+ltP+k + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Wn,p+k+l}p+k)-
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For each A = z\) * ¦ ¦ ¦ * zn) * (wi¡m) H

l· ti>n,m,z), by using secure multi-party

multiplication, we have:
A = Z1J * · · · * Zn), * iüi,m,z H

l· ¿?,? * · · · * Zn) * wn¡m)

= (z\) * Wi^m)) * Z2) * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Zn) H

= z[) * Z2) * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Zn) H

h Zi) * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Zn-I) * (zn) * Wn¡m))

h Z1) * · · · * zn-i) * z'nl

= (h,l,l + ¿2,U + · · · + ¿n,u) + - - - + (¿?,?,? + h,l,n + · · · + ¿?,?,?)
— (h,l,l + tl,l,2 + · · ¦ + ??,?,?) + · · · + (tn,l,l + *n,/,2 +
1" tn,l,n)
=

rx + r2-\

h rn

in which, we assume
?

z'j,l = zi,l * wj,m,l, l< j <n , Tj = y^tj,i,hh=l

Thus, 5p+fc+i becomes the summation of private shares belong to the parties
involved, and each party, Vi, has her own share, Ri, such that:
?

Sp+k+1 — / RjZ=I

(d) up+k+i, which is actually the output of the network, is calculated in the output
layer. According to the value of Sp+k+i, which is the summation of private
shares, this computation is the same as step 3b, and thus:

Up+k+l — \_\_Zl:P+k+lZ=I

where zitP+k+i is the private share of party Vi for 1 < I < n.
4. Backward phase:

(a) ôp+k+i is computed as follows:
Sp+k+i = (Qj - up+k+1) * (1 - up+k+i) * up+k+i
= V-'ij ~ (zl,p+k+l * · · · * 2n,p+fc+l)J *

(1 - (ziiP+fc+i * · · · * zntP+k+i)) * (zhp+k+i * · · · * zn,p+k+1).
To jointly and privately compute this value, first by using secure multi-party
multiplication we compute:

~(zl,p+k+l * · ¦ · * ZntP+k+i) = X\ + ¦ ¦ ¦ + Xn.
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Now, by using two secure multi-party addition, we have:

Cij ~ (Zl,p+fc+l * " ' ' * zn,p+k+\) = Vl * " " " * Vn
1 - (??,?+fc+i * ·· · *z„iP+fc+i) = Vi* ---^vn.
Therefore:

d?+k+l = {Vi * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Vn) * (Vl * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Vn) * (Zitp+k+l * ¦ ¦ ¦ * ZniP+k+1)
= (yi *vi* zhp+k+i) * ¦ ¦ ¦ * (yn * Vn * znj3+fe+i)
= Ol.p+fc+l * · · · * oniP+k+i

where we assume SitP+k+i = yi* v¡* zitP+k+i , for 1 < / < n.
(b) For each ? + 1 < Z < ? + k, d? is calculated as follows:
<5; = Wp+fc+i.j * Sp+k+i * (1 - ui) * uz
= (lüljP+fc+l,í -^
l· ???,?+?:+!,; ) * (¿l,p+fc+l * · · · * <5n)p+fc+1) *
(1 - (Zi1; * · · · * Zn,;)) * (Zhl * · · · * Zn,;).
First, by using one secure multi-party addition, we have:
W\,p+k+\,l -\

H Wn,p+k+l,l = yI * ¦ ¦ ¦ * Vn

and by using one secure multi-party multiplication and one secure multi-party
addition:

-(Zi1I * ¦¦ ¦ * Zn,l) = Xl H
YXn
=> 1 - (??,? *¦¦¦* Znj) = Vi * · · · * Vn.
Thus:

Sl = (yi * ··· *yn) * (¿?,?+fc+l * ··· *¿n,p+fc+l)
*(?? * · · · * Vn) * (Zi1; * · ¦ · * ZnJ)

= (yi * ¿?,?+fc+i * vi * Zi,;) * · · ¦ * (yn * ¿n,p+fc+l * ^n * Zn,;)
= ¿i,; * · · · * SnJ
in which we assume

àj,i = yij * ^,p+fc+i * vj * zj,i » 1 < j < "¦
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5. Updating the weight vector: For this modification, w*¿ = wi:j + pSiUj has to
be computed for each weight Wij inside the weight vector W. Suppose, we want to
compute w¡m. We have:

wl,m = wl,m + P*ôi*Um
= {W\,l,m -\

+ Wn,l,m) + p{h,l *¦¦¦* Sn)) * (Z1) * · · · * Zn))

= {Wl,l,m + ¦¦¦+ Wn^m) + (p * SU * Zltl) * (S2J * Z2)) *···* (Sn) * Zn))
= (Wl,l,m H
1" Wn,l,m) + (^l H
H %n)
= (Wi),m + Xl) -\
\- (wn),m + Xn)
= Wl,l,m + - - - + wn,l,m6. If stopping criterion is satisfied, constructed network is returned, otherwise con-

trol will go to step 1. (Stopping criterion could be a user-specified threshold or
maximum number of iterations.)
Complexity Analysis
In addition of the notations used in the previous sections, we use following notation in
this section:

• The number of intermediate cells in the neural network is denoted by k.

Three sub-protocols, secure dot product, secure multi-party addition, and secure multiparty multiplication are used in our protocol.

• Computation Cost: At each iteration of the algorithm, by using the complexity
analysis of Sections 3.2 and 3.4 in Chapter 3 and computation cost of secure dot
product:

Computation cost =(k(n - l)(p + 3) + n2(3k + 2) + (n - l)(ra + l)(3fc + 3))a.
• Communication Cost: Using the communication costs of the sub-protocols used
in this protocol, we have:

.

,(3fc + 3)(n-l)(n + 2)

Communication cost = (

+ k(n-l)(p + 2) + CMM(n)(3k + 2))ß.
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Security Analysis
As mentioned earlier in description of the protocol, two sub-protocols secure multi-party

addition and secure multi-party multiplication, are used as secure building blocks. To
analyze the security of the protocol, we use the composition theorem of secure protocols.
In this protocol, we have the following steps:

• In step 1, each party securely and randomly generates her own initial weight vector
which is not known by the other parties.

• In step 2, the selected party randomly selects an item from her dataset. Therefore
other parties do not know the items of this vector.

• In step 3a, the main dot product is divided into dot products between pairs of
parties. Then secure dot product is used for private input shares of each pair of
two parties resulting in two private output shares for them, and the value of each
weighted sum becomes the summation of private shares of all parties.
• In step 3b, secure multi-party addition and secure multi-party multiplication are
applied to the private input shares and private outputs are provided for the parties
so that the final result is the multiplication of these output shares.
• secure multi-party multiplication is also used in step 3c to produce private output
shares of the weighted sum.
• In computing ¿'s in step 4, privacy is preserved as in step 3b.

• In adjusting the weights in step 5, secure multi-party multiplication is used to
produce the private output shares of the new weights for each party.
Therefore, the final and intermediate shares of the weight vector are all kept private.
Formal proof of security of this protocol is similar to that of the first protocol in this
chapter.

7.3.2

A Protocol for Vertically Partitioned Data

The second protocol is for the back-propagation algorithm in the vertical case. Suppose
the training data D is vertically partitioned to Di,D2,··· ,Dn owned by the parties
Vx.V-i,··· ,Vn respectively, and the number of attributes owned by A is a¿, such that
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?

Sa? = P- Here, ? is the number of attributes of each input vector. Each item di G D is
a pair < Ei, Ci >, in which:
Ei =< 1, Ui,i, «1,2,· · · , Ui)ai, lt2,l,U2,2,· · · , «2,a2 , · · · ,Wn,l,«n,2, ' ' * ,«n,a„ >

is the input vector and C¿ is its corresponding output. Note that Ui1I1Uj12, · · ¦ , and uiAi
are owned by Vi and let the first item oí Ei, 1, be owned by the first party, V\. The
weight vector for this network is:
W = < lüp+1,0, Wp+I1I, · · · , Wp+l,p,
wp+k,0, wp+k,l, ' ' " , wp+k,pi

Wp+k+l,0,U!p+k+l,p+l,wp+k+l,p+2, " " " , ^p+fc+l.p+fc > ·

To make the weight vector private, each party has her own share of this vector. For each
cell Uf

if Uj e VrVj < I then p+1 < I <p + k, wtj E Vr.
Other vector values are shared among all the parties. Therefore, we have the following
equations for the weight vector:
?

V/, p+1 <l <p + k+l , miß = y^Wjjß
?

Vl,p+1 <l <p + k , wp+k+i,i = y^WjiP+fc+i,¿
J=I

Wl, ? + 1 < I < ? + k , if Uj E Pr then wtj G VT.
By this configuration, the protocol for the vertical case is very similar to the horizontal
one. Initialization of the weight vector W is separately and privately done by the parties.
Each party randomly generates her own part of the vector for the items belonging to that
party, and for the other weight items that are shared, the process follows as in horizontal
case. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
1. One item d, is randomly selected from the set of training examples.
2. Forward phase:
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(a) Computing Si,\/l £ {p + 1, · · · ,p + k} as follows:
Si = Ei- < wifl,witi , ¦ · · , witP >
= < 1, «1,1, ltl,2,·· · ?^?,a?,- ¦· )Un,Hun,2)··· )«n,a„ > "
< Wl1Z1O H

?-???,/,?,^?,?,··· ,^/,ai,· " ,

^i,ai+-+a„_i+l) ' " " ?1^?,a!+---+a? >

= (Wl,i,0 + «1,1 * ^Z1I H
1" "l,ai * Wl1C1) H
(Wn,l,0 + Unii * W;,ai+...+an_1+i H
h
Mn,an * «Vi+"+aJ = ÄH
^n

H

where Ri GVi.

(b) itj, V/ G {p + 1, · · · ,p + k}, is computed in the same way as in the horizontal
case since the result for S¡ is the same. Therefore:
?

Ui = II2W
m=l

vz e {p+i,··· ,? + *}

where zm¿ is the private share of the party Vm.
(c) Sp+k+i and up+fc+i are also computed the same way as in the previous protocol.
?

?

Sp+k+1 = /_^Rl ? up+k+l = H^,p+fc+l
z=i

z=i

where Ri and zitP+k+i are the private shares of the party V¡.
3. Backward phase: The same situation is applied for 6¡,
p+l<l<p + k+l. Thus:

ài = ¿i,z * · · · * ànj.
4. Update the weight vector using the following equation

W*j = Wij + paiUj
as in the horizontal case.

5. If stopping criterion is satisfied, constructed network is returned, otherwise control
will go to step 1.
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Complexity Analysis

• Computation Cost: At each iteration of the algorithm we have:

Computation cost =(n2(3k + 2) + (n - l)(n + l)(3fc + 3))a.
• Communication Cost: According to the communication cost of the sub-protocol
used here:

.(3fc + 3)(n- l)(ra + 2) + CMM(n){3k + 2))ß.
Communication cost =(The security analysis of this protocol is the same as the previous protocol and the vertical
case in perceptron algorithm, and hence is not included here.

7.4

Experimental Results

Software and hardware specifications for this experiment are the same as those mentioned

in Chapter 3. We have tested the system for two, three, four, and ten parties, with key
lengths of 1024, and 2048 bits. Performance results for the perceptron learning algorithm
on both the horizontal and vertical cases are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The execution

time for each protocol is the average of ten runs of that protocol, and it represents the
total time taken by all the parties involved.

For the protocols presented on privacy-preserving perceptron learning algorithm we
consider a network structure similar to the one explained in Section 7.1, with ? = 3 as
the number of input cells, and Ik transactions.

Table 7.1: Privacy-Preserving Perceptron Algorithm (Horizontal Case) (In Seconds).
Bit

Number of Parties
10

Length
1024

0.054

0.125

0.204

0.651

2048

0.248

0.579

0.943

3.002

In the proposed privacy-preserving back-propagation algorithms we consider a network like the one in Figure 7.4 with ? = 3 and k = 2 as the parameters. Also, the stopping
criteria for the algorithm is when the mean squared error is 0.1. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show
the results for back-propagation learning algorithm on horizontal and vertical cases.
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Table 7.2: Privacy-Preserving Perceptron Algorithm (Vertical Case) (In Seconds).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

0.025

0.069

0.119

0.395

2048

0.116

0.315

0.548

1.817

Table 7.3: Privacy-Preserving Back-Propagation Algorithm (Horizontal Case) (In Seconds).
Bit

Number of Parties

Length

4

10

1024

0.426

1.057

1.549

5.179

2048

1.973

4.890

7.163

23.938

Table 7.4: Privacy-Preserving Back-Propagation Algorithm (Vertical Case) (In Seconds).
Number of Parties

Bit

10

Length
1024

0.369

0.943

1.379

4.666

2048

1.709

4.363

6.373

21.566

Chapter 8

Privacy-Preserving Bayesian
Networks
Bayesian Networks (BNs) have been given significant consideration in different areas,
such as medical diagnosis, adaptive testing, image processing, and bio-informatics. In

many of these applications, privacy is a critical issue and parties involved do not want to
disclose their sensitive data to each other. On the other hand, in real world applications,

data becomes gradually available to train BNs, and thus standard batch learning algorithms cannot be applied efficiently. In this chapter, first we propose a new and efficient
formula for computing Sufficient Statistics, which is needed for incremental learning algorithms. Then we present an algorithm based on the proposed Sufficient Statistics for
incremental learning of BNs. We also modify the standard /C2 algorithm to be used
inside the incremental learning algorithm. Finally, we propose a privacy-preserving protocol for incremental learning of BNs to compute the structure and probabilities from

horizontally partitioned and gradually available data among two or more parties [61, 62].
We also provide experimental results to compare with the batch algorithm and to show
the performance and applicability of the protocol. Secure building blocks, such as secure
exponentiation, secure multi-party factorial and secure product comparison, presented
in 3 are utilized inside the main protocol.
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8. 1

Background

8.1.1

Techniques for Training BNs
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Bayesian Networks, or Belief Networks, are Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) encoding
probabilistic relations or dependencies among a set of variables. Each node of a graph
represents a variable, and an arc from one node to another node shows a conditional
dependency between them. Thus, a BNs structure for a set of variables is formally
shown by a pair (N8, Np), in which N3 = (V, E) is a DAG containing the set of nodes,
V, and the set of edges, E. The set of probability distributions, Np, which is called the
parameters of the BNs, is defined as Np = {p(a;j|^),x¿ G V}, where 7r¿ is the set of x¿'s
parents and p(x¿|7r¿) is the probability distribution of Xi conditional upon its parents, 7T¿.
Constructing BNs is NP-hard [16]. There are different batch algorithms for this
learning system. CL algorithm proposed by Chow and Liu [17] estimates the underlying ?-dimensional discrete probability distribution from a dataset. To approximate
the probability distribution, this algorithm generates the product of ? — 1 second order
distributions.

Lam and Bachus [43] , and Friedman and Goldszmith [25] use the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [42, 32] as their approach to propose their own learning
algorithm for BNs. In MDL a database is modeled with the minimum length of encoding.
Using this approach, BN is encoded as a model with the minimum bit length.
Bouckaert [8] presents a heuristic algorithm, called B, which uses a hill-climbing
search method to generate BN structure, and variables do not need to be sorted at the
beginning of the algorithm.

HCMC algorithm introduced in [13, 14] is similar to algorithm B, because of utilizing
a hill-climbing search method on DAGs. However, unlike algorithm B it considers the
inclusion order among BNs.

Kl algorithm is proposed by Cooper and Herskovits [19]based on a hill-climbing
heuristic search to find an optimized BN structure. The Kl algorithm starts with a
graph of nodes showing the variables of interest, without any edges. Then, for each
node, using a canonical order and a score function, edges by which the score of the
graph increases are added as the parents of the current node. This process ends when no
more parents can be added or the number of parents reaches a specified threshold, and
the next node will be processed in order. In this thesis, due to its popularity, the Kl
algorithm shown in Algorithm 8 is assumed. In this algorithm, 7T1 is the set of parents
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of a variable a^. At each step, score value of the Predecessor nodes of the current node,
Xi, is computed and the node, with the maximum score, say z, is selected and compared
with the current score of x¿. If it is greater, ? will be added to the rcj's parents set, and
otherwise while loop will end, and the program continues for the next variable.
Algorithm 8 /C2 Algorithm

1: Input: A dataset D, a set of m nodes with an assumed order, and an upper bound
u on the maximum number of parents of each node
2

Output: A directed acyclic graph for the Bayesian network

3

for i = 1 to m do

4

7T¿ = W

5:

Score0id = f(i, 7r¿)

6

OkToProceed = true

7

while OkToProceed and | vr¿ | < u do
? = the node in Pred(x¿) - 7Tj that maximize f(i,^i\J{z})
Scorenew = f(i, 7TiUM)

8
9

10
11

if Scorenew > Score0id then
Score0id = Scorenew

Ki = p, Ut>}

12:
13:

else

OkToProceed = false

14:
15

end if

16

end while

17

end for

The score function f(i,TTi) is defined as follows:

* (Wy +? -1)! fc=l
where <& is the number of items in the list of all possible instantiation of p, in D, and r¿
is the number of possible values of xf, which is two for binary attributes. In 8.1, af is
the number of records in D in which x¿ has its fcth value and its parents are instantiated

with the? jth instantiation in the set of Cartesian product of all possible values of 7r¿, and
k=\
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Incremental learning techniques for BNs

When new data becomes available, the /C2 Algorithm used to train BNs is not efficient

since it must be applied on whole dataset, old and new data. Therefore, some online and
incremental algorithms have been introduced for applications in which new training data
arrives at different point in time. The main ideas behind all these incremental learning
algorithms are very similar. Storing a set of candidate parents is almost the same as
storing a frontier list of candidate networks.

Friedman and Goldszmith in [26] introduce the concept of Sufficient Statistics for the
BNs structure, to extract its probability distribution parameters. This concept is defined

as follows: suppose X denotes a vector of variables, and ?£(?) be the number of records
in the dataset D such that X = x. The vector iVx(x) containing TVx for all possible
values of X, is called the sufficient statistics of X.

Now, by using this concept and decomposability property of the score assigned to a
BN structure of a dataset D, we only need to keep the sufficient statistics of each node

Xi and its possible parent sets Pa(Xj), ??,?a^?,^ to learn the parameters and also to
compute the score function of each node and its parents, to create the BN structure.
Cardinality of sufficient statistics, ISS(G)I, have been discussed in some research
papers such as [26]. If we denote M as the maximum number of parents a node can
have, r as the number of nodes, and A as the average number of possible values a node
takes, then for a BN structure G:

|SS(G)| =rjr A1.

(8.2)

Friedman and Goldszmidt [26] propose an approach for incremental learning, in which
they rely on a frontier set of networks, consisting of all the networks compared in each
iteration of the algorithm. The procedure, by maintaining a set of sufficient statistics
(explaining in detail in the next section) records, selects the structure with the best score
among the frontier set of networks. The frontier set is updated every time algorithm
updates the Bayesian network structure.

In [11] a generalized approach of /C2 algorithm is first proposed, and then some _
guidelines are presented to convert that algorithm into an incremental approach. For
each node, a set of parents is maintained and is classified as alive, asleep, and dead using
three different thresholds. Parents sets are stored in a lattice structure. Two situations

are considered for running incremental algorithm. In the first case, there is a short
amount of time for updating the BNs and therefore a rapid update is applied in which
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the posterior probabilities are only updated and parents set are not touched. In the
second situation, both structure and parameters are updated according to new data.
Lam and Bachus in[43] extend their own batch algorithm based on Minimum Description Length (MDL) approach to incrementally adapt BNs structures when new data is
available. The MDL principle is based on the idea that if the encoding length of a model
and its underlying data is minimum then it is the best model of that database. There
is an implicit assumption in their approach that the new structure is very similar to the
current one. In each iteration of the algorithm, description length of the whole struc-

ture is improved by minimizing the description length of the subgraph whose topology is
changed by the new data. Thus, a partial structure is learned from the current structure
using MDL, and the new data which includes records containing a subset of the nodes
of the BNs.

Roure, in [55], presents incremental approaches for some BNs, such as Chow and Liu

(CL) [17], /C2, and Buntine (B) [8]. Here we only consider the algorithm of /C2. Instead
of maintaining a set of parents for each node, a set of candidate parents lists is kept,
such that in the k-th list some nodes are ordered as the candidates for the A;-th parent

of that node in decreasing order, and the first item in the list is the current k-th. parent
of the node. The number of candidates in each list is a parameter of the algorithm as
well as the number of variables that compared with the current parent to make sure that

the current parent is still the best candidate inside the list. During each iteration of the
algorithm, when no revision is needed for the current parents, the algorithm checks for
possible new parent for each node.

However, the algorithm proposed in [55] has some issues. For example, if the current
k-th. parent, say Xk of a node can no longer be its parent._because of the new data,
its subsequent parents could not be tested because when the score of these nodes are
computed, Xk should be considered as the k-th parent which is not. Also, it only searches
new parents for each node only if its current parents are correct. However, a node could
have new parent (s) by considering new data even the currents parent would be still
correct. Another issue is that each parent could be compared with other candidates by
considering new parents set and not the current one.

8.2

An Incremental /C2 Algorithm

In the computation of sufficient statistics, shown in Section 8.1, all the possible parent
sets for all the nodes have been counted. However, by considering some properties of
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the Bayesian network structure it could be optimized. The first property is that in
some widely used algorithms such as /C2, a total order is defined for the existing nodes,
reducing the search space to create direct acyclic graph of the network structure.
The second property is that the values of N?. ?a/?? for the nodes which cannot have
the maximum number of parents could be computed from the corresponding information
of their subsequent nodes. For instance, suppose the number of parties is 5 and the
number of maximum parents is 3. Then, vector values of the nodes X1, X2, and X3 could
be computed from those of X4 or X5. Thus, we do not need to keep those information
in the final sufficient statistics.

By using those two properties the cardinality of the sufficient statistics of a BN
structure G would be reduced to:
r-l

|SS(G)| =??+1 ^
To see the improvement, for example we consider r = 30 and M = 10. The new sufficient
statistics has more than 10 times less items than the one with the previous formula. This

significantly decreases the space needed to store and speed up the search of the sufficient
statistics set for computing score and parameters of the Bayesian network structure.
Given the Sufficient Statistics of G, an incremental version of the /C2 algorithm is

proposed to construct BNs. Each time new trained data becomes available the sufficient
statistics of the existing network structure is updated to create a new structure and
adjust parameters accordingly. This algorithm, receives a node and its correct parent
set, and will find other parents using new sufficient statistics and will also update the
candidate lists of the parents. Each list CitT, j + 1 < r < k, contains the current r-th
parent of X¿, which is no longer the correct parent, along with all the candidate parents
in decreasing order of their score. The number of nodes in each list could be varied using
a threshold value.

Algorithm 9 shows the steps of this procedure. Inside the first loop from step 6 to
17, each candidate list C¿j7. is checked to find the node with the maximum score to set
it as the new r-th parent. Second loop, from step 19 to 29, is almost the same as that
in the previous /C2 algorithm except that in each iteration if a parent is found, its corresponding candidate list is also created to use in the future run of the algorithms. The /C2
algorithm must also be embedded in the incremental algorithm. In the main algorithm,
Algorithm 10, for each node, using the previous structure and sufficient statistics, the
new data, and previous set of candidate lists of the parents, new network structure and
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Algorithm 9 Specialized /C2 Algorithm
1: Inputs:

Xi,p, = [Xi1I, · ¦ ¦ ,Xij} (correct parents),SS(Xi),
u (the maximum number of parents for a node) ,
set of candidate parents lists, {C¿¿+i, ¦ ¦ ¦ , C¿,fc } (to find the best parent in each list),
Pred(Xi) (to find the new parents)
2: Output:

The new parents set for Xi, and the updated set of candidate parents lists for Xi
3: Score0id = /(í,7t¿)
4: r=j+l
5: NotFound = true
6: while NotFound and r < k do

7:
8:

z = arg maxw€Ci,rf(h ni UW)
Reorder CitT in decreasing order of the nodes' score such that ? be the first item.

9:

Scorenew = /(¿,7r¿ \J[ZÌ)

10:
11:

if Scorenew > Score0id then
Score0id = Scorenew

12:

Wj = TTi (JM

13:

r=r+l

14:
15:
16:

else
NotFound = false
end if

17: end while
18: OkToProceed — true

19: while OkToProceed and |p,| < u do

20:

? = arc/ maxwiPred{xi)^J{i, -K1 \}[w\)

21:

Scorenew = f(i,ni\J[z})

22:

if Scorenew > Score0id then

23:

Create a new list C¿)T· containing the list of all candidate nodes for the r-th parent in
decreasing order such that ? be the first item in the list.

24:

25:
26:
27:
28:

Score0id = Scorenew

TTi = Ki \J[z}
else
OkToProceed = false
end if

29: end while
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sufficient statistics are created. First, the sufficient statistics of the whole previous and

new data are computed. Then, for each node, it is checked whether the current j-th
parent is still parent of this node by checking and comparing its score with those of the
other candidate nodes. If it can no longer be a parent, then it comes out from the inner

loop and new /C2 algorithm is called to find the new parents and to update the candidate
lists of parents for the current node.

8.3

Incremental Learning of Privacy-preserving BNs

In this section, we present our protocol for incremental learning of privacy-preserving
BNs when data is horizontally partitioned among several parties. By privacy-preserving

BNs, we mean a protocol by which BNs structure and/or parameters are constructed
from a securely shared data among two or more parties while each party keeps her
own data private. It is assumed, in this protocol, that the parties are semi-honest, i.e.
each party follows the protocol and sends correct data to the other parties, however she
might use intermediate or final information to compute others' private data. The private
information is the raw data each party owns and sufficient statistics of those data, and
the public knowledge at the end of the protocol are the candidate parents lists of each
node. In the above algorithms we need to securely solve score function, securely compare
computed scores to find the parents of each node, and construct the candidate lists of
parents in decreasing order of their score values.

8.3.1

Incremental protocol for Horizontally Partitioned Data

In this section, a privacy-preserving BNs protocol is presented for horizontally partitioned
data. In this configuration each party owns some records of the whole dataset. We
use secure factorial and secure product comparison inside fC2 algorithm to preserve the
privacy of the parties involved. Since each party has the values for all the variables for
some records, she can compute and maintain the sufficient statistics of her own data,
and thus the value of each record of the sufficient statistics of the whole dataset would

be the summation of the corresponding values from the sufficient statistics owned by all
the parties.

In steps 3, 7 and 20 of the new /C2 algorithm and step 11 of the incremental algorithm,
the score function has to be computed for different sets of items. This function, in the
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Algorithm 10 Incremental Bayesian Network Algorithm
1: Input:

{Xi, · · · ,Xm} (An ordered list of nodes),
SS(D) (sufficient statistics of the previous data),
D' (new dataset),
u (the maximum number of parents for a node) ,

{Ci,i) ' ' ' ' C¿,/c} (set of previous candidate lists of parents)
2: Output:

A directed acyclic graph for the Bayesian network according to the previous one and
new data

3: Compute SS(D')
4: SS(D) = SS(D) U SS(D')
5: for i = 1 to m do

6:

<=0

7:

j=l

8:

OkToProceed = true

9:

while OkToProceed and j < k do

10:

z = the first node in C¿J

11:

?? ? = arg maxweCitjf(Xi,^¡ \J{W}) then

12:

< = <ü{z)

13:

j=j + l

14:
15:

else
OkToProceed = false

16:
17:

end if
end while

18:

if j < u then

19:
20:

CaIlM(Xi, ku SS(Xi), u,
{Cij+i,··· ,Ci¡k},Pred(Xi))
end if

21: end for
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horizontal case, is converted to the following equation:
ff

q,

\

(\k=\
J2akij0 J)! * (\k=l
J2akijl /)!

TT

/(*.Ti) = 11

where, akijr G P/c for r G {0, 1}. After applying the secure factorial on that equation, we
have a new function g(i, p) given by:
?

/·

Ii

?

? ukijO

tt \fc=i

9(h^i) = 11
j=1
Qi

\

/ ?

/

\fc=i

? Wfctfl

? «Jfcij2

\fc=l
?

= ??
j=lk=1
qi

UkijO * Ukijl

ukm

?

?

= nn^^j = TlZk
J=Ik=I

fe=l

Using secure factorial, we have the following equations:
/ ?

\

?

,fc=l

/

fc=i

^fc=l

/

k=\

Sa^° /1 + (\fc=l
S^·?1 /1 + 1 /1 ! = fc=i
Ilufc^2

\ \fc=l

where Ukiji G Vk, and we assume that:
Qi

—J-

ukij2

J— = uikij

and

J \wkij = zk

j=1

where Zk, for 1 < k < n, is the private output share of Vk-

Now, for each result of the score function we have a multiplication of the private
shares owned by the parties. The next step is to compare them and find the one with the
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maximum value. For instance for two parties V\ and V2, if %i,yi € V\ and X2, y2 ^V2, we

have to securely compare x\ *x2 and yi*y2. For this part, the secure product comparison
is used, and the item corresponding to the greatest number is added to the set of parents
for the current node.

The overhead cost of the proposed privacy-preserving /C2 algorithm is due to the use
of the secure factorial and the secure product comparison protocols. If we assume that

the maximum number of parents for each node is 2, then the maximum number of executions of secure factorial and secure product comparison are m2 — m + 1 and (m — I)2,
respectively.

Security Analysis

As we see in the /C2 algorithm, the parties have data communication in steps 3, 7, and
20 in Algorithm 9 and 11 in Algorithm 10 for computing score functions, and in steps
7, 10, 20, and 22 in Algorithm 9, and 11 in Algorithm 10 for comparisons between
the products of the private values. Other steps are publicly executed. According to
the composition theorem [31, 12], if the main protocol is partitioned into sub-protocols
such that the output of one sub-protocol is the input of the next and all intermediate
results are kept private, then the whole protocol would be privacy-preserving. In our
main protocol, inputs for computing the score function are private shares of the parties.
Output shares, by using secure factorial, are also private and are in turn the inputs for
the secure product comparison. This sub-protocol is also secure and at the end, only
the node or attribute name with the greater value for the score function is determined.
Note that the names of the attributes are available to all parties. Therefore the whole
protocol remains privacy-preserving.

8.4

Experimental Results

In this section, by using some experiment, we show the performance improvement of incremental learning in compare with non-incremental algorithm. First we apply standard
non-incremental learning protocol on an online database such that each time algorithm
runs on the whole dataset, including existing and new data. Then, incremental algorithm

is applied in each step such that new data is only used along with some information maintained from the existing data in the previous step, such as sufficient statistics, and the
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result is compared with the result of using non-incremental method to investigate the
correctness of the extracted Bayesian Networks and the overall spending time on each
method.

One important parameter in the incremental algorithm is the number of items in
each list of candidate parents of each node. The more the items kept in each list, the
faster the incremental algorithm. We test our protocol with different size of those lists
to find an optimum value for this parameter. However, depending on the underlying
application and dataset, this can be specified by the user to find the desire network
structure. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the execution time and the accuracy of
the generated network structure. By accuracy we mean that the result in each running
of the incremental algorithm is the same as or close to the one created using the standard
non-incremental algorithm.

In each experiment, underlying dataset is securely shared between 2, 3, 4, and 6
parties. The implementation is done with Java, in which Remote Method Invocation

(RMI) technique is used for data communication. We used machines with 2.66 GHZ
CPU, 2.98 GB RAM, and Windows XP Professional. The system is tested with key bit
lengths of 512, 1024, and 2048.

The first experiment is performed on ASIA [44] model, also called Chest Clinic, which
is a network of a small medical example, indicating whether a patient has bronchitis,

tuberculosis, or lung cancer depending on her/his history for X-ray result, dyspnea, visitto-Asia and smoking status. Figure 8.1 shows the Bayesian network, containing 8 nodes,
and Table 8.1 shows the performance results of this experiment. In this table performance
results of different methods, non-incremental and incremental with different number
of items in the parents candidate lists, S, and for each key length, are shown. Each
execution time for non-incremental method is for 11 times of running the /C2 algorithm,
and for incremental method is for one non-incremental algorithm and 10 running of the

incremental protocol each time new data is added to the dataset.
The next experiment is for Adult [5] model, also known as Census Income dataset,
which predicts whether income exceeds $50K/yr based on census data, and the experiment results are shown in Table 8.2.

The last experiment is done for ALARM [7] model, stands for A Logical Alarm Reduction Mechanism, which is a medical diagnostic system for patient monitoring. It is
a nontrivial belief network with 8 diagnoses, 16 findings and 13 intermediate variables.

Figure 8.2 shows the Bayesian network, and Table 8.3 contains the performance results
of that. Same situation as the previous model is applied.
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Figure 8.1: ASIA Model.

Table 8.1: Performance Results (In Seconds) Of Asia Model.
Key

512

1024

2048

Number of Parties

Method
Non-Inc

32.53

94.04

166.50

404.38

S=2

22.73

65.85

117.15

284.98

S=3

19.61

56.86

101.40

246.87

S=4

19.14

55.51

99.00

241.03

Non-Inc

188.61

545.17

969.24

2354.70

S=2

131.80

381.78

682.23

1660.24

S=3

113.69

329.68

590.63

1438.56

S=4

111.00

321.89

576.68

1404.57

Non-Inc

875.27

2529.88

4499.10

10930.51

S=2

611.63

1771.70

3166.92

7707.10

S=3

527.59

1529.92

2741.78

6678.14

S=4

515.13

1493.78

2677.00

6520.35
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Table 8.2: Performance Results (In Seconds) Of Adult Model
Number of Parties

Key

512

1024

2048

Method

6

Non-Inc

93.40

269.81

476.80

1157.28

S=2

49.56

143.48

254.96

619.96

S=3

44.95

130.18

231.49

563.02

S=4

41.96

121.59

216.49

526.76

Non-Inc

541.59

1564.11

2775.16

6737.51

S=2

287.36

831.91

1484.62

3611.33

S=3

260.64

754.80

1348.03

3279.89

S=4

243.31

705.03

1260.83

3069.08

Non-Inc

2513.31

7258.31

12881.88

31275.11

S=2

1333.51

3860.57

6891.63

16764.26

S=3

1209.52

3502.74

6257.59

15225.75

S=4

1129.12

3271.77

5852.83

14247.25

Figure 8.2: A Logical Alarm Reduction Mechanism (ALARM) Model.
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Table 8.3: Performance Results (In Minutes) Of Alarm Model.
Key

512

1024

2048

Number of Parties

Method

6

Non-Inc

16.01

46.19

81.42

197.44

S=2

7.29

21.05

37.20

90.31

S=3

5.79

16.73

29.61

71.90

S=4

4.11

11.89

21.10

51.30

Non-Inc

92.82

267.74

473.76

1149.15

S=2

42.25

122.03

216.55

525.75

S=3

33.56

96.98

172.35

418.66

S=4

23.82

68.94

122.88

298.78

Non-Inc

430.72

1242.47

2199.10

5334.17

S=2

196.07

566.29

1005.18

2440.52

S=3

155.73

450.05

800.04

1943.42

S=4

110.56

319.91

570.40

1386.97

As it can be seen in the experiment results, by using incremental protocol we can

significantly reduce the overall execution time, especially when we are dealing with large
number of parties and with large key bit length to strongly preserve the security of the
protocol. This time saving is more sensible in large networks, such as Alarm model with
37 nodes in here, after running the protocols during the growth of the underlying dataset.

Figure 8.3 shows the comparison of the execution times of the non-incremental algorithm
and incremental protocol with different parameters after 101 runs of the protocols on data
for the Alarm model. For non-incremental algorithm we run the protocol 101 times and
for the incremental methods we run the non-incremental algorithm at the first time and

then run the incremental protocol for 100 times, each time new data is added to the
dataset.

To compare the results of our incremental /C2 algorithm with the result of the batch
algorithm, we run the protocol on 16 testing data chunks. At the end of each step, the
total number of edges created using each approach is considered. Figure 8.4 illustrates
this comparison chart of edges inside BNs structure using batch and our incremental /C2
algorithm for ALARM model.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison Chart Of Edges Inside BNs Structure.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1

Conclusions

Data analysis, finding interesting and hidden patterns inside massive data, extracting
important associations between data attributes, and constructing networks from large
databases represent crucial tasks in applications in range of fields, such as homeland
security, health care systems, e-business, military intelligence, and insurance. Today,
most of computerized systems are no longer used in a single and separated environment.
Datasets are often distributed and shared, homogeneously or heterogonously, among dif-

ferent parties and in many applications data owners are not willing, or allowed due to
privacy laws, to disclose all or a portion of their own data which is private and sensitive
to others. Also, many systems are currently run through the internet as web applications
and each client might have her own private data, while they need to extract aggregate
knowledge from the whole dataset for different purposes such as decision making, clustering, association rule mining and so on. Therefore, providing privacy-preserving data
mining and machine learning techniques has become an important and challenging field
of study which joins two research areas in computer science, cryptography and security
from one side, and data mining and machine learning from the other.
A simple scenario to underscore the importance of this field can be seen in homeland
security. The European Union (EU), with 27 members, is an economic and political
union which has a set of common policies in different areas. One important area of
co-operation might be sharing information about terrorist attacks or criminal activities.
However, because of various security and internal rules, many of the countries inside the
union may not be willing to share their sensitive data with the other members, although
139
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still willing to use data mining protocols on their raw data which allows them to share
the final, aggregate knowledge. Another example is in commerce. Customer purchasing
behavior is very useful information for big sellers and franchises, such as Walmart, Sears,
Loblaws and so on. By using this information, better and more profitable decisions can
be made with regard to future inventory orders and placement of goods inside stores.

However, even different (possibly competing) branches inside a franchise do not want to
reveal their own customer buying behaviors to each other. Thus, they have to apply
privacy-preserving association rule mining techniques on their distributed data to gain
this knowledge. Other different and diverse sets of applications that need to use various
secure techniques to preserve the privacy of individuals and organizations have been the

subject of many papers and books (see for example [70]).
Two major dimensions are considered in different privacy-preserving techniques. The
first one is how to apply secure protocols on standard data mining algorithms such as

to enable parties to keep their Personally Identifiable Information (PII) private. PII
refers to data that enables one to uniquely identify an individual with or without other
sources. The second dimension comes from the final results of the protocols. Discovered

knowledge may not identify an individual, but it can reveal the private information of a
person when it is combined with external data about that individual. This thesis deals
with the second dimension stated above.

Data distribution among the parties involved in a protocol could be horizontal, vertical or a mix of both. Depending on the type of distribution, different secure multi-party

computation building blocks and protocols are needed. Our focus was on the first two
types of data distributions, except for one protocol in privacy-preserving decision tree
classification for arbitrarily partitioned data. There are two main approaches in this area,

secure multi-party computation, and randomization and perturbation. In this thesis, we
use the first approach in the proposed protocols because of the superior performance,
security and accuracy of the final results.
The behavior of each party during the running of a collaborative, privacy-preserving

protocol is another parameter which has to be considered in assessing a given protocol.
For example, a malicious party might not completely follow the steps and may even

provide incorrect data in order to figure out their sensitive data. Although it has been
shown in some literature that zero-knowledge proofs could be applied to force a malicious

party to follow the protocol [40], in this thesis, we assume that the parties are semi-honest,
that is, parties completely obey all the steps of the protocol and present correct data
to the other parties involved though they may try to learn about others' private inputs
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using the intermediate and/or final outputs. Our proposed protocols can be modified to
deal with malicious parties and a higher level of security. However, such modifications
will negatively impact the performance of these protocols.
In this thesis, we use homomorphic encryption as the main cryptographic tool to
preserve the privacy of the data owned by the parties involved in each protocol. By
employing this cryptographic system, we construct different secure sub-protocols such
that the exchanged data and final results received by each party are kept private. We
provide a formal security analysis based on the composition theorem for all proposed
building blocks, and protocols that use them .

The main advantages of the presented protocols are as follows:
• Secure against collusion attacks: When more than two parties are involved in a
protocol, it is often possible that two or more parties collude to compromise the
privacy of one or more parties, discovering their sensitive data. We proposed new
building blocks which are secure against collusion attacks. We also utilize these
sub-protocols inside our main protocols so as to guarantee their collusion attack
resistance.

• Secure over public channels: In many distributed algorithms communications between the parties are done through the Internet and are therefore not secure. For
instance, if the first party sends a message to the second party, this message could
be seen by the third party and this party, by using her own information and other
received data is able to access the private data of the first two parties. This scenario

can be observed in the original secure sum protocol. Therefore, there is normally
the hidden assumption in privacy-preserving protocols that the communication between two parties is done through dedicated channels, which is a very expensive
assumption in real world applications. Our protocols are designed in such a way
that they are securely applicable over public channels as well as dedicated channels.
• Distributed and balanced final results: Usually, at the end of the execution of

privacy-preserving protocols, final knowledge, which could be a structure such as
a decision tree or a network, is given to all the parties involved. This will increase

the possibility of disclosing the private date of the parties. For instance a decision
tree, constructed from two parties private information, could reveal their individual
raw data to each other. Also, in some protocols the final results are not equally
shared among the parties and one or more parties might have more information
than the others. This might also lead to data leakage and private data disclosure.
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Thus we have tried to propose protocols in which the final results are distributed

and balanced among all parties in order to provide a high level of data privacy for
them.

• Privacy-preserving machine learning: Machine learning techniques, such as neural
networks and Bayesian networks are not considered enough in privacy-preserving

protocols. We have proposed some of the first work in the literature dealing with
these two popular techniques. In neural networks, we have presented protocols for
both horizontal and vertical cases on two major types of neural networks, percep-

tron and back-propagation. We have also propose privacy-preserving protocols for
Bayesian networks with horizontally partitioned data among two or more parties.
• Incremental approach: Most of the existing privacy-preserving algorithms for data
mining and machine learning techniques are non-incremental. Thus, each time new
data becomes available, the corresponding algorithm must be run on the whole

dataset, including previous and new data. This causes inefficiency in terms of security, execution time, and memory allocation. We have illustrated the advantages
of using an incremental approach, as shown in the case of Bayesian networks, by
presenting a new incremental protocol for this learning algorithm.
• Experimental results: It is very important to ensure the applicability and performance of the proposed protocols in real world scenarios. For this purpose, we have
implemented and tested our building blocks and protocols. We have used Java as
the base programming language and utilized the Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
package for communication between the parties. Different numbers of parties with
various encryption key lengths have been used in our implementation to test the
performance of the protocols with different configurations. As the experimental
results show in different building blocks and main protocols, although the overall
efficiency will decrease by increasing the number of parties. However, this increase
is linear and even by using the incremental approach, such as the one in Bayesian
Networks, we can save the overall time and make the protocols applicable when the
number of parties are high. In general, selection of the number of parties involved
in a protocol in our experimental results is according to the real-world scenarios. In
most of the cases, there is not a huge number of participants and therefore we limit
this number from 2 to 10 which is a realistic range in collaborative protocols. In

the experiments on each protocol, we have used popular datasets in its specific area
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to make it more realistic and comparable with datasets in real world applications.

9.2

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in several directions. Incremental protocols are very important in terms of efficiency and security of applications. Although
there are incremental algorithms for different data mining methods, existing privacy-

preserving protocols could not be employed for those algorithms. Also, because the
privacy-preserving protocols are more complex in nature than their corresponding standard algorithms, providing an incremental approach which improves the efficiency of the
system, increases the applicability of the protocols. Other techniques can also be employed to improve the efficiency of the existing privacy-preserving protocols by decreasing
computation and communication costs. For instance, each data attribute could be tagged
to indicate its privacy degree. This tag would be used inside the privacy-preserving protocol to determine suitable levels of security parameters, and thereby saving extra and
unnecessary computation and communication.

As indicated in Chapter 1, there is not enough work in privacy-preserving machine
learning protocols, while many applications that use these types of learning methods
need to have privacy-preserving concern because of different privacy acts. In this thesis
we proposed some protocols in neural networks and Bayesian networks. However, it
needs more work in this area for other machine learning algorithms as well, which could
be consider as an important future direction in this field of research.

As previously indicated, privacy is a crucial issue in many systems. However, every application has its own concerns, such as level of security requirement, accuracy
of the final extracted knowledge, and acceptable performance in terms of computation
and communication costs. Also, even in a given security application, efficiency and ac-

curacy levels could be different over a period of time and in various sub-organizations.
Therefore a common framework, with the ability to adjust those parameters according

to the underlying applications and requirements, would be very helpful. Although many
protocols have been proposed in the field of privacy-preserving data mining, there is no
such existing framework. A framework could contain different secure building blocks
and randomization techniques and also adjustable privacy-preserving protocols with var-

ious approaches and each application could use its required blocks to obtain the desired
knowledge in each distributed data environment.

Extending privacy-preserving to other areas such as social networks and cloud com-
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puting in Web 2.0 is another challenging and demanding direction. Many new systems
and applications are currently presented as services to client, which is called Software
as a Service (SaaS). Parties in these type of applications have to provide their information, as profiles, to the system, and even they have to remotely store their data on the
server. Therefore, these systems must ensure their clients that their privacy is strongly

preserved and is not disclosed to other clients and/or any unauthorized third parties.
Although some research has been done in these areas, it is still in its infancy and needs
more attention and work to be applicable to real world applications such as Facebook,
MySpace, Youtube and so on.
The secure building blocks proposed in this thesis could be used inside other existing

techniques to improve their security and also in new protocols for other data mining and
machine learning methods. Their complexity and security analyses as well as their experimental results will help to simply evaluate the security and efficiency of the protocols
which utilized them as sub-protocols.
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